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Abstract 
The University of Edinburgh 
Structural and Thermodynamic Analysis of Peptide and Protein Ions 
in Solution and in the Gas Phase 
Submitted in August 2008 in partial fulfillment for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
Mass spectrometry is one of the most versatile and important analytical tools available 
to proteomics research. However, the suitability of this technology for the collection of 
meaningful structural information which can be related to in vivo function is still the 
subject of some debate. The following thesis details the structural and thermodynamic 
analysis of melittin and a series of mutant tryptophan cage constructs and truncated 
murine 13-defensin 14 derivatives in solution, in vacuo and in silico. This work was 
performed to examine putative correlations between solvated and desolvated structural 
isoforms and, in doing so, investigates the role of mass spectrometry in the field of 
structural proteomics. The integrated experimental approach described in this thesis 
employs an array of analytical techniques including charge partition calculations, 
capillary-induced thermal degradation, gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange and 
collision induced dissociation to obtain a consensus view of the structural organisation 
of each analyte. Supporting evidence is presented from antimicrobial assays, molecular 
modelling and dynamics calculations, circular dichroism and fluorescence spectroscopy 
and ion mobility mass spectrometry. In addition, a novel gas inlet system is detailed 
that allows gas phase ion/molecule reactions, such as hydrogen/deuterium exchange, to 
be performed within the quadrupole ion trap of a Finnigan LCQ Classic. 
Melittin was selected for use as a model system during method and instrumental 
development because its structure is a known indicator of the hydrophobicity of its 
surrounding chemical environment. The results presented in this thesis show melittin 
adopts a predominantly helical structure following desolvation which is independent 
of sample solution composition. Each analytical technique was subsequently applied to 
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the investigation of 'real' biological systems following their individual optimisation 
using melittin. For example, mutant tryptophan cage constructs were used to 
investigate the influence of sympathetic point mutations on the structural and 
thermodynamic properties of the original synthetic mini-protein. The results of this 
study show significant structural homology between each mutant construct and their 
solvated and desolvated isoforms. In addition, a series of truncated murine 13-defensin 
14 derivatives were analysed to determine whether their potent antimicrobial activity 
was a structural effect or the product of an electrostatic interaction at the pathogenic 
cell wall. The results of this study suggest no significant correlation betweeen structural 
organisation and the minimum bacteriocidal concentration measured for each analyte 
ion in killing assays performed against Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Thermodynamic 
analyses reveal an inverse relationship between dissociation efficiency and charge state. 
The explanations for this behaviour depend upon the analyte examined, but include 
coulombic expansion, the transition between proton capture at the basic and non-basic 
residues, the transition between proton capture at the lysine and arginine residues, 
charge density and structural solvation of the available protonation sites. 
Significant differences are observed between the solvated and desolvated structures of 
many of the analyte ions examined, unless they exhibit a very stable structural fold or 
are sprayed from a hydrophobic solution. This suggests an important role for mass 
spectrometry in the field of structural proteomics, but, one that is limited to the 
comparative study of different solvation states, the analysis of biologically important 
membrane interactions and the analysis of peptides and proteins that are expressed or 
secreted into hydrophobic environments. 
Keywords: Anti-microbial assays; Capillary-induced thermal degradation; Charge partition 
calculations; Circular dichroism spectroscopy; Collision induced dissociation; Fluorescence 
spectroscopy; Hydrogen/deuterium exchange; Ion mobility; Mass spectrometry; Melittin; 
Molecular modelling; Murine /3-Defensin 14; Peptide; Protein; Tryptophan cage. 
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1.1. Genomics and the Information Revolution 
Two seminal papers published in 1953 described the chemical structure of deoxyribose 
nucleic acid (DNA) [1] and its critical role in the storage and transfer of genetic 
information [2]. Intense scientific scrutiny followed the recognition that this 'biological 
database', or genome, contained the blueprint for every metabolic process that occurs 
within an organism. The subsequent development of polynucleotide sequencing [3,4], 
gene amplification [5] and mutagenesis protocols [6] enabled the collection of extremely 
large genetic data sets. This work has culminated in the genomic characterisation of 
around 200 organisms [7] and the publication of draft versions of the human genome 
sequence [8,9]. 
The functional products of genomic DNA are a family of biological macromolecules 
called proteins. Their synthesis is tightly regulated at the cellular level and involves a 
complex sequence of events. Briefly, a coding region of DNA is replicated to form a 
complementary messenger ribose nucleic acid transcript. This serves as a template for 
the synthesis of a corresponding amino acid sequence during successive enzyme-
mediated condensation reactions. The amino acid, or primary, sequence of the resulting 
polypeptide chain correlates directly with the DNA sequence from which it was 
expressed [10]. However, there is no simple correlation between the primary sequence 
of a protein and its 3D structure, function and regulation following expression. 
1.2. Biological Complexity and Proteomics 
The human genome is estimated to contain approximately 30,000 genes [11]. In higher 
organisms, each gene is thought to correspond to the primary sequence of a single 
protein: assuming gene duplication is not prevalent [12]. Post translational modification 
(PTM) events and/or the association of multiple gene products to form functionally 
active multimeric complexes increases the conceivable number of proteins significantly 
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[13]. Estimates vary dramatically but lie within the range of several hundred thousand 
to several million products [14]. 
Additional complexity within biological matrices arise from the broad concentration 
range over which proteins are distributed and temporal variation in their expression 
profiles. A recent study of blood serum identified the presence of around 500 different 
proteins with a concentration range of approximately 10 [15]. A more complex 
example, such as the proteome of a differentiated cell, is thought to contain between 10 
and 105 proteins with a concentration range of 10 [16]. It should be noted, that these 
estimates represent a 'snap-shot' of protein expression. In reality, dynamic signalling 
and control processes tightly regulate differential protein expression and metabolic 
activity in response to the specific requirements of a cell, or organism, over well defined 
periods of time [17]. 
The field of proteomics encompasses a broad array of research activities that 
collectively address the problems associated with genomic analysis. Proteomic studies 
involve a systematic approach to the characterisation of protein complements within 
biological matrices and their correlation with the available genomic data [16]. This 
definition can be extended to include the analysis of •a proteins structure, its 
physiological distribution and its expression profile in response to external stimuli [181. 
These studies, unlike the direct analysis of genomic data, are able to account for PTMs 
as well as the influence of metabolic and regulatory pathways upon the activity of gene 
products. 
1.3. Amino Acid and Protein Biochemistry 
Some understanding of amino acid biochemistry and its implications for the structural 
organisation of proteins is required to contextualise data presented later in this thesis. 
Background information introduced in Sections 1.3 to 1.5 is derived from the following 
series of general references [10,12,19,20,21,22]. 
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Proteins are biological macromolecules synthesised from a 'database' of 20 naturally 
occurring monomeric subunits called amino acids (Appendix 1). Amino acids share a 
common structural core consisting of an N-terminal amine (a-NH2), a central carbon 
atom and a C-terminal carboxylic acid (a-COOH). This molecular arrangement infers 
amphoteric properties so that each amino acid can exist in either a neutral or 
zwitterionic form (Figure 1.1). Amino acids are categorised as hydrophobic, polar, basic 
or acidic as a result of the physical properties of their side chains (Appendix 1). Proline 






Figure 1.1. Ball and Stick representations of neutral and zwitterionicglycine. 
Ribosomal complexes facilitate the polymerisation of amino acids into a polypeptide 
chain during translation. Successive condensation reactions between adjacent residues 
in the primary sequence lead to the formation of amide, or peptide, bonds with the 
concomitant loss of H20. The amide bond acts as a barrier to free rotation through its 
partial double bond character. This restrictive feature limits the relative orientation of 
side chains in adjacent amino acids resulting in cis/trans isomerisation. The trans 
configuration is heavily favoured (-1000:1) [121 for amide bonds formed between any 
combination of amino acids, except glycine and those located C-terminal to proline. 
This arrangement is energetically driven as it limits the unfavourable overlap of bulky 
side chain substituents in adjacent amino acids. It should be noted that a significant 
reduction in the trans population is observed when the amide bond is situated N- 
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terminal to a proline residue (-4:1) [121. This fundamental difference permits the 
introduction of tight hairpin turns into the polypeptide backbone that contribute to the 
formation of certain higher order structural forms. 
1.4. Non-covalent Interactions in Proteins 
Non-covalent bonds form between participating species through the interaction of 
transient or dispersed electrostatic forces of opposing polarity. The physical properties 
of the ensuing bond are heavily influenced by the chemical nature of the interaction 
partners. The broad array of non-covalent bonds encountered in proteins excludes an 
exhaustive description of their individual theory. Instead, the following discussion will 
focus on hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions as they are pertinent to the analysis 
of experimental results presented later in this thesis. 
Hydrogen bonds form between the induced dipole moments of hydrogen atoms and 
electronegative species within range. They are relatively weak bonds whose strength 
(-2-10 KJ moF 1) [23] varies with partial charge separation and interaction angle. They 
adopt a variety of configurations which take the general forms: donor/(acceptor). or 
(donor)n/acceptor. However, the strength of individual bonds decreases when the 
partial charge is stabilised through interactions involving multiple partners. Their 
participation in neutral hydrogen bonding networks and ion/dipole interactions infer 
physical properties to biological macromolecules that influence both their structural 
organisation and thermodynamic stability. 
The most powerful form of non-covalent bonding involves ion/ion (-250 KJ mo1 1) or 
ion/dipole interactions (-15 KJ mo1 1 ) [23]. These occur in vivo following the ionisation of 
free termini and basic or acidic sites within solvated proteins or are induced during an 
ionisation event prior to mass spectrometric analysis. Coulomb's law (Equation 1.1) [23] 
states that the force between two point charges (V) is proportional to the magnitude of 
the charge (q) and inversely proportional to charge separation (r). The remaining terms 
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are derived from Coulomb's constant (1/47reo) where E. represents the permittivity of a 
vacuum (8.85x10-12 C2  J-1  rn-1 ). More sophisticated electrostatic potentials, such as the 
Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential [24], consider the relative contribution of different types of 
non-covalent interaction. Unfortunately, such descriptions are mainly qualitative in 
nature as they are unable to account for shielding effects. Charge shielding occurs when 
the dipole moments of solvent molecules or internal polar groups align with the electric 
field between an ion pair. This modulates both the optimal separation distance and 





The importance of non-covalent interactions for the structural organisation of proteins 
was clearly illustrated in a series of experiments performed by Anfinsen in 1967 [25]. 
The activity of pancreatic ribonuclease was measured prior to denaturation and 
compared to its activity following spontaneous refolding. Anfinsen concluded that non-
covalent interactions were largely responsible for the protein folding event as no 
significant difference in activity was observed between the native and refolded protein. 
1.5. Protein Folding and Higher Order Structural Organisation 
The mechanism of spontaneous protein folding depends on a variety of factors 
including the primary sequence of the protein, the polypeptide chain length and the 
physical properties of the solvent. The folding mechanism is still debated and a number 
of competing hypotheses have been proposed [26,27,28]. All agree that local regions of 
the polypeptide backbone assemble into secondary structural domains but differ in 
their description of the combination of these domains into higher order structural forms. 
The energy required for the folding event is largely obtained from solvent exclusion 
during hydrophobic collapse. This leads to the formation of a 'molten globule' 
intermediate containing features of the final structural arrangement. The minimisation 
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of unfavourable electrostatic contacts and/or the formation of salt bridges enables the 
protein to adopt its native structural fold [12]. 
(a) Primary Structure 	 (b) Secondary Structure 
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(c) Tertiary Structure 
Figure 1.2. Structural hierarchy in cytidine deaminase extracted from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 
(a) Primary sequence of the monomeric subunit. (b) Ribbon representation of secondary 
structural elements from (c) the tertiary structure. (d) Ribbon and surface representation of the 
tetrameric enzyme [291. 
The 3D structure of a protein is defined by its specific combination of individual levels 
of structural hierarchy (Figure 1.2). The primary structure of a proteins refers to its 
amino acid sequence as this influences the local arrangement of the polypeptide 
H. 
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backbone. Secondary structural domains are formed as a result of localised hydrogen 
bonding networks and are broadly categorised into helices (31o, a, rr, 13), sheets (parallel 
& antiparallel) and turns. The combination of distinct secondary domains within more 
complex super-structures is defined as tertiary structure and the recruitment of multiple 
proteins into multimeric complexes leads to the formation of quaternary structure. 
Often the sole function of such structural complexity is to bring a handful of atoms into 
highly ordered local arrangements. For example, functional groups located within the 
active site of an enzyme are arranged in a manner that promotes the catalytic process. 
1.6. Computational Methods for the Structural Analysis of Proteins 
Ab initio, semi-empirical and quantum mechanical calculations are used to probe the 
electronic properties of theoretical chemical structures in silico. Such methods can 
provide accurate structural descriptions and are also able to monitor the progress of 
chemical reactions. However, it is not possible to examine transition state chemistry 
easily because the mathematical functions used during structural predictions are 
parameterised using information derived from structurally stable chemical species. In 
addition, simulations can be computationally very expensive, are currently limited to 
systems that contain only a small number of atoms and difficulties can be encounterd 
while attempting to locate the global energy minimum. 
Molecular mechanics simulations use classical approximations to describe chemical 
structure without the implicit treatment of electron density. This has the combined 
effect of reducing computational expense and increasing the range of species accessible 
to simulation [30]. The potential energy of a proteins conformation equals the sum of 
forces arising from the relative position of atoms within its structure. The force exerted 
upon individual atoms is calculated using electrostatic potentials, or force fields, which 
approximate the contribution of covalent interactions (b), non-covalent interactions (ri), 
bond angles (0) and torsion angles (). Individual atomic forces are then summed to 
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obtain the potential energy of the theoretical protein structure (Figure 1.3). 
'4 
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Figure 1.3. A potential energy function that describes the relative contribution of covalent 
interactions (red), bond angles (green), torsion angles (blue) and non-covalent interactions 
(orange) on the forces exerted upon atoms within a protein. A diagrammatic representation of 
the molecular motions that generate each type of force with respect to individual atoms is 
presented [311. 
The energy landscape model of protein folding [32] applies statistical mechanics to 
visualise the thermodynamic stability of every structural isoform accessible to a 
chemical species on a 3D potential energy surface. This feature correlates well with the 
potential energy calculations performed on theoretical protein structures in silico. A 
variety of algorithms have been designed to sample the potential energy surface in an 
effort to obtain energy minimised structures that correlate with the structural fold of 
the native state. Simulated annealing employs successive rounds of high temperature 
molecular dynamics followed by stepwise cooling to simulate the protein folding event 
in atomistic detail [33]. More sophisticated algorithms, such as basin hopping [34] and 
replica exchange [35], reduce the probability that the sampling effort is trapped within 
a local energy minimum from which the simulation cannot proceed to the native state. 
1.7. Experimental Methods for the Structural Analysis of Proteins 
The direct observation of protein structure by microscopy is restricted to only the 
largest biomolecular assemblies. As a result, a broad array of analytical methods have 
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been developed and applied to the biophysical characterisation of proteins in an effort 
to obtain meaningful structural information. The choice of technique is dependent on 
the information required, which in turn, influences the experimental conditions and the 
resolution of the ensuing results. 
1.7.1. High Resolution Structural Analysis 
Traditionally, high resolution structural analyses are performed in the condensed phase 
due to improved signal intensity and the supposed correlation between experimental 
conditions and those encountered in vivo. X-ray crystallography (XRC) involves the 
diffraction of x-rays by electron density surrounding atoms within crystalline chemical 
arrays. The resulting electron density map is deconvoluted to obtain a series of 
interatomic distances which describe the chemical structure of the analyte under 
investigation [36]. The complementary technique of neutron scattering (NS) is used to 
locate hydrogen atoms due to their poor signal intensity in XRC [37]. Although these 
techniques are extremely useful a number of limitations hinder their general 
application. These include an inability to collect structural dynamics information and a 
poor record in the analysis of insoluble proteins such as those embedded in cellular 
membranes [381. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy probes the electromagnetic properties 
of nucleii under the influence of an external magnetic field and during energy 
deposition. Information derived from the spectrum is used to create a connectivity map 
from which the 3D structure of a protein is determined. Experimental measurements 
are performed under conditions that more closely relate to those encountered in vivo 
which permits the analysis of structural dynamics. In addition, NMR spectroscopy can 
be used to monitor the progress of chemical reactions such as hydrogen/deuterium 
exchange and proton transfer events [36,38]. Unfortunately, the upper mass limit for 
complete structural characterisation of approximately 25 KDa limits its application to 
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the study of many important biological systems [37]. 
1.7.2. Low Resolution Structural Analysis 
A wide variety of low resolution analytical techniques are available for the structural 
characterisation of proteins. Such analyses are often more rapid than their high 
resolution counterparts and are generally used to examine the influence of chemical 
reaction, environmental pressure or sequence mutation on the structural fold adopted 
by an analyte. The following discussion will focus on circular dichroism spectroscopy, 
hydrogen/deuterium exchange and mass spectrometry as experimental data obtained 
using these techniques is presented throughout the remainder of this thesis. 



















Figure 1.4. (a) Illustrative circular dichroisin spectra of secondary structural domains 
commonly encountered in proteins [39]. (b) Circular dichroism spectrum of type II dehydro-
quinase extracted from Streptomyces coelicolor illustrating the absorption bands associated 
with the aromatic side chains of phenylalanine, tyrosine and trptophan [40]. 
Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD; : 170-400 rim) probes the differential absorption 
of left and right circularly polarised light by chiral chromophores. Proteins contain a 
number of such chromophores including amide bonds, disulphide bridges and the side 
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chains of aromatic amino acids. Each chromophore absorbs ultraviolet (UV) radiation 
of a specific frequency and their presence serves as a sensitive probe of both the 
chromphores local environment and higher order structural organisation within the 
analyte (Figure 1.4) [39]. 
Far-UV CD spectroscopy (: 170-250 nm) is routinely used to determine the presence of 
secondary structural domains within solvated proteins. This is possible because the 
absorption characteristics of amide bonds are affected by the non-random arrangement 
of the polypeptide backbone within helices, sheets and turns (Figure 1.4a) [36]. 
Estimates of the relative contribution of different types of secondary structure to the 
observed signal rely on algorithms that compare CD basis sets to published XRC 
structures. However, this approach is currently limited to conformations that contain 
predominantly only one type of secondary structure [41]. Near-UV CD spectroscopy (.: 
250-400 nm) probes the tertiary structure of a protein through the absorption 
characteristics of disulphide bridge interactions (X: 250-300 nm) and/or the side chains 
of phenylalanine (X: 255-270 nm), tryptophan (A.: 290-305 nm) and tryosine (A.: 275-282 
run; Figure 1.4b) [39]. 
1.7.2.2. Hydrogen/deuterium Exchange 
Hydrogen exchange reactions occur between analyte and reagent molecules in solution. 
Interactions of the correct orientation lead to the formation of a stable transition state 
intermediate which facilitates the exchange. The products of this reaction are chemically 
identical to the reactants and so cannot be distinguished. Hydrogen/deuterium 
exchange (HDX) occurs when the same reaction proceeds in the presence of deuterated 
reagent molecules: typically D20, ND3, CD30D or CD3CO2D. Mass spectrometry and 
NMR spectroscopy are routinely used for the analysis of HDX reactions because 
deuterium incorporation leads to a change in both the mass and magnetic properties of 
the analyte [37]. 
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Reaction rates vary dramatically (is-h) due to the influence of conformation on the local 
environment of labile hydrogen atoms (Figure 1.5). Deuterium incorporation occurs 
predominantly at the amide nitrogen atoms of the polypeptide backbone and at those 
amino acids whose side chains contain thiol, hydroxyl or amide functional groups. 
Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon exchange very slowly and are not thought to 
contribute significantly to the observed change in physical properties. A variety of 
additional factors affect HDX reaction rates including the isotopic content of the analyte 
or solvent, exchange catalysts (PO4 and C03 2 ), organic co-solvents and small amidated 
or acidic organic molecules [421. HDX exhibits a strong pH dependence due to the 
influence of H, OH-  and H30 on the observed reaction rate (Figure 1.5a). This feature is 
exploited during solution phase experiments in an effort to limit the back exchange 
reaction between the labelled and unlabelled species. For example, the sequential 
reduction of pH (7.0 -> 2.7) and temperature (25 —* 0 °C) leads to a decrease in the HDX 
reaction rate of -5 orders of magnitude. This preserves deuterated exchange sites and 
extends the length of time over which analyses can be performed (Figure 1.5b). 
k (sec) 	 t 112 (sec) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
PH 
Figure 1.5. (a) Dependence of intrinsic hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction rates on solution 
pH and the location of labile hydrogen atoms [37,43]. (b) Typical reaction conditions used to 
perform hydrogenideuterium exchange prior to mass spectrometric analysis. The dependence of 
reaction rate on both pH and temperature is illustrated [441. 
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HDX is used to collect structural information by examining the accessibility of putative 
exchange sites to the bulk solvent, or bath gas, containing deuterated reagent molecules. 
This means that a denatured protein with fully exposed exchange sites will experience 
deuterium incorporation to a greater extent than the same protein with a defined 
structural fold containing buried exchange sites [45]. Indeed, Nishimura et al. observed 
a systematic reduction in deuterium incorporation during the refolding of denatured 
apomyoglobin using HDX coupled with mass spectrometry (Figure 1.6) [461. However, 
the requirement for partial structural organisation in several proposed reaction 
mechanisms introduces the prospect that a denatured protein could exchange less than 
its counterpart with a partial structural fold (Figure 1.7) [45]. 







2506 2508 2510 2512 2514 2516 2518 252 
Mass 
Figure 1.6. Transition state (TS) intermediates in the refolding pathway of apomyoglobin 
probed by hydrogenideuterium exchange and mass spectrometry [461. 
A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain experimental HDX results 
(Figure 1.7). These vary significantly depending upon the physical properties of the 
analyte and whether the experiment is performed in solution or the gas phase. Base-
catalysed HDX involves proton abstraction from the amide nitrogen by hydroxide ions 
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Figure 1.7. Solution and gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction mechanisms. (a) Base 
catalysed, (b) acid catalysed 1, (c) acid catalysed 2 [431, (d) onium ion, (e) relay, (fi salt bridge, 
(g) flip-flop and (Ii) tautomer mechanisms [47]. 
in solution followed by deuteration at the hypovalent site. The reverse of this process, 
acid-catalysed HDX, is described by two mechanisms due to the potential involvement 
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of both the amide nitrogen and carboxyl oxygen atoms. In mechanism 1, the labelled 
species is formed following deuteration at the amide nitrogen atom and deprotonation 
of the resulting hypervalent site. In mechanism 2, deuteration at the carboxyl oxygen 
atom encourages the association of D20 which facilitates deuteration at the amide 
nitrogen atom and dedeuteration at the carboxyl oxygen. Catalysis by water follows the 
same mechanisms described by acid catalysed HDX except that the deutron is 
sequestered from a deuterated hydroxoniun ion [43]. Beauchamp and co-workers 
published a number of reaction mechanisms to describe the HDX of peptides and 
proteins in the gas phase [47]. All require the formation of at least two hydrogen bonds 
in order to stabilise the transition state intermediate through which HDX proceeds. 
However, they differ significantly through the specific combination of contact points 
(Figure 1.7). 
A full picture of the structural arrangement of proteins can only be obtained through 
the accurate identifcation of exchange sites following deuterium incorporation. Site-
specific HDX coupled with mass spectrometry has been demonstrated but requires 
analyte fragmentation by tandem mass spectrometry or proteolytic cleavage. NMR 
spectroscopy currently has the advantage over mass spectrometry for analyses of this 
nature as it is possible to identify the location of deutrons without structural disruption 
[37]. 
1.8. Mass Spectrometry 
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique that resolves individual ions from a 
collection of gaseous ions by virtue of differences in their mass to charge ratio (m/z) 
[48]. In a simple experiment, the sample is transferred into a mass spectrometer via the 
inlet system as part of an aerosol or by direct insertion on a solid support. lonisation 
occurs either during sample introduction or requires a subsequent ionisation event. The 
resulting ion beam is directed through the instrument using a series of electrodes 
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collectively termed the ion optics. The mass analyser resolves components of the ion 
cloud through their differential interaction with electric and/or magnetic fields. The 
detection system then samples the resolved ion beam in order to determine the relative 
abundance of ions at each m/z. Information from the detection system is stored by the 
recorder as a mass spectrum which is a plot of relative intensity against m/z. The 
vacuum system is integral to the correct operation of the mass spectrometer as it limits 
ion/neutral collisions en route to the detection system. This reduces the effects of ion 
scattering and, as a result, improves ion beam coherency, transmission efficiency and 
instrumental sensitivity [37,49,50]. 
1.8.1. lonisation Sources 
A broad variety of ionisation techniques are currently available for the generation of 
analyte ions in preparation for mass spectrometric analysis. Such techniques differ 
through the underlying chemical processes that effect ionisation. Cations are formed by 
protonation, cationisation or electron ejection and anions are formed by deprotonation, 
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Figure 18. Ionisation processes of biological macromolecules (M). 
During electron ionisation [51], gaseous analyte molecules are irradiated with high 
energy electrons (-70 eV). The formation and subsequent dissociation of ensuing radical 
ions is driven by the excess internal energy obtained from the incident electron beam 
[50]. This process is highly energetic and extensive fragmentation is observed. Chemical 
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ionisation [52] is a less energetic technique during which the analyte interacts with an 
ionisation plasma created by electrical discharge into a gas. Ions are formed with little 
excess internal energy and the molecular ion is usually observed. Baldwin and 
McLafferty demonstrated that a reduction in ionisation temperature by as much as 
150 °C could be achieved through sample introduction on a solid support [53]. This 
approach gave direct evidence that involatile compounds such as proteins could be 
analysed without derivatisation or pyrolytic degradation. Subsequent ionisation 
techniques employed the use of strong electric fields [54], photon irradiation [55,56] or 
energy deposition during collisions between the analyte and atoms [571, ions [58] or the 
by-products of radionuclide decay [59]. 
The late 1980's marked a paradigm shift in MS-based proteomics with the introduction 
of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) [60] and electrospray ionisation 
(ESI) [61]. MALDI involves the co-crystallisation of sample and matrix molecules on a 
solid support prior to analyte ionisation during a laser-induced ablation process. Rapid 
heating of the matrix molecules during irradiation leads to the sublimation of both 
matrix and analyte molecules from the solid support within an expanding gaseous 
plume. Ionisation is known to occur during this process but the mechanism remains 
poorly understood [50]. During ESI, a liquid is sprayed into the strong electric field 
created by a large potential difference (2-3 kV) between two counter electrodes. The 
electric field distorts the surface of droplets located at the emitter and a Taylor cone is 
formed from which charged droplets are expelled [62]. Sample solution is supplied to 
the emitter under the influence of a mechanical pump or backing gas and aerosol 
formation is assisted with a supplementary neubilising gas. The rate of solvent 
evaporation from droplets within the aerosol is increased by heating the inlet system of 
the mass spectrometer and/or using a counter current of drying gas. During 
evaporation, droplet radii decrease and the corresponding charge density increases 
until the Rayleigh instability limit is reached [631. At this point the surface tension of 
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the droplet is insufficient to contain the repulsive coulombic force of the concentrated 
charge and droplet fission occurs [641. Equation 1.2 describes the relationship between 
droplet radius (RR) and the number of elementary charges (QR) a droplet can contain at 
the Rayleigh instability limit. The remaining terms represent surface tension (y) and the 
permittivity of a vacuum (Eo). 
QR = 8(eOyRR3 )2 	 Equation 1.2. 
Two competing mechanisms attempt to explain droplet fission during the desolvation 
process. The charge residue model [65] suggests that the continuous division of a 
parent droplet proceeds until an individual desolvated ions remains. Whereas, the ion 
evaporation model [66] describes the emission of charged droplets from the surface of 
the parent droplet following the formation of a miniature Taylor cone. 
Nano-electrospray ionisation (nano-ESI) [67] represents a significant improvement over 
traditional ESI. The sample is loaded directly into the bore of a capillary whose tip has 
been extruded to a very fine point. An electric potential is applied directly to the 
solution using a metal wire or via a metallic coating on the extruded tip. Nano-ESI has 
been demonstrated to reduce the sample volume required for MS analysis, the mean 
droplet diameter in the aerosol and the requirement for high desolvation temperatures 
[50,67]. The introduction of both MALDI and ESI extended the mass range of species 
accessible to MS by at least an order of magnitude. This is exemplified by the recent 
analysis of intact prokaryotic ribosomal complexes by Robinson and co-workers [68]. It 
is this ability to transfer intact, high molecular weight molecules and multimeric 
complexes into the gas phase that has made both ionisation techniques particularly well 
suited to proteomic analyses. Tanaka and Fenn were jointly awarded the 2002 Nobel 
prize for Chemistry in recognition of their contribution to the development of MALDI 
and ESI respectively [69]. 
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1.8.2. Mass Analysers 
The ionisation of biological samples introduces complex ionic mixtures into a mass 
spectrometer which must be spatially and/or temporally resolved prior to detection. A 
broad variety of mass analysers have been developed to perform this task which differ 
greatly in their construction and modes of operation. The following discussion will 
focus on the quadrupole, time-of-flight and quadrupole ion trap mass analyser because 
instruments containing such devices were used to obtain experimental data presented 
later in this thesis. 
1.8.2.1. Quadrupole Mass Analyser 
Quadrupoles are perhaps the most frequently encountered mass analyser due to their 
relatively low cost, ease of operation and potential for use as either a selective mass 
filter or standard mass analyser. The theory of the quadrupole mass analyser (QMA) 
and quadrupole ion trap were simultaneously described by Paul and Steinwedel in 
1953 [70]. Paul was subsequently awarded the Nobel prize for Physics in 1989 in 














Figure 1.9. Schematic diagram of the quadrupole mass analyser. The successful transmission of 
an ion with a stable trajectory and the ejection of an ion possessing an unstable trajectory are 
illustrated [71]. 
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The QMA consists of four parallel hyperbolic, or cylindrical, electrodes arranged as two 
sets of opposing electrode pairs within a square array (Figure 1.9). The complex 
superposition of direct current (DC) and radiofrequency (RF) components is applied to 
the electrodes of the QMA in order to generate the quadrupolar electric field required 
for ion transmission or mass isolation. An RF component is separately supplied to each 
electrode pair which is equal in amplitude but 1800  out of phase [49,50]. Ions with stable 
trajectories experience minor deviation from the central axis and roughly describe a 
corkscrew trajectory as they are transmitted through the device. Whereas, ions with 
unstable trajectories are displaced to infinity and collide with the electrodes during 
transit [721. 
The Mathieu equation [73] has proved a useful approximation of the stability of charged 
particle trajectories within oscillating electric fields. In the canonical form of the 
equation (Equation 1.3), u is displacement, is a dimensionless parameter (Equation 
1.4), Q is radial frequency and t is time. au  represents ion stability with respect to the 
DC (U) component of the electric field and qu represents ion stability with respect to the 
RF (V) component. Substitution of the subscript u with x,y or z is used to indicate 
directional stability (Equation 1.3). It should be noted that the x- and y-axes are 
equivalent in a QMA due to its axial symmetry. 
d 2 
+ (a - 2q cos 2)u = 0 	Equation 1.3. 
d 2 
ct = 	 Equation 1.4. 
Mathematical descriptions of the quadrupolar fields applied in MS still relate ion 
transmssion to U (Equation 1.5) and V (Equation 1.6) but include additional terms to 
describe the dimensions of the mass analyser and the physical properties of the ion [72]. 
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Where, ro represents the radius of the interelectrode spacing and m and e indicate the 
mass and electronic charge of the analyte ion respectively. 
8eU 
	




q = 	2 2 	 Equation 1.6. mr0 
The ratio U/V is an important parameter for the correct operation of the QMA and a 
broad range of ions of different m/z are transmitted when U = 0. However, as U/V 
increases so too does the resolution of the QMA until a point where only ions of a 
single m/z are transmitted. In order to record a mass spectrum the QMA must be 
scanned in high resolution mode so that, as the electric potential is adjusted, ions of 
each m/z are sequentially transmitted to the detection system. In practice this is 
achieved by scanning U and V while maintaining a constant U/V ratio or by 
maintaining U/V and scanning 0 [72]. 
1.8.2.2. Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Analyser 
The mathematical description of QMA5 and quadrupole ion traps (QIT) is almost 
identical with the exception that the QIT uses the applied electric field to capture ions 
within a potential energy well instead of to regulate ion transmission. The broad variety 
of QIT devices developed to perform this task prevents an exhaustive review of their 
individual theory. Instead, the following discussion will focus on the QIT within a 
Finnigan LCQ Classic as this instrument was used to obtain data presented later in this 
thesis. 
The quadrupolar electric field required for ion storage is generated by a specific 
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electrode (Figure 1.10). Ion injection occurs in either a selective or non-selective manner 
which differ according to the electric potential applied to the end cap electrodes. 
Selective ion injection requires supplemental RF waveforms that improve the injection 
efficiency of ions within a specific m/z range. Non-selective ion injection is achieved 
with a small DC offset potential (± 1OV) that creates an electric field gradient between 
the ion optics and the QIT [74]. The mean kinetic energy (EK) of the injected ion beam is 
reduced during multiple collisions with helium buffer gas atoms contained within the 
mass analyser cavity (-0.1 Pa/10 3 Torr) [74]. Collisional cooling reduces the vector 
velocity of the ion cloud along the z-axis of the QIT and increases the prospect that an 
ion will be captured by the applied quadrupolar electric field (Figure 1.10) [75]. 
Figure 1.10. SIMION representation of the oscillating electric field experienced by ions 
contained within a quadrupole ion trap [761. The frequency and amplitude of the RF electric 
potential applied to the ring electrode are illustrated. The endcap electrodes are held at ground 
and no supplemental DC component is applied to the ring electrode. The direction of force on a 
trapped cation is illustrated. 
The components of an ion cloud must be directed to adopt periodic trajectories whose 
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dimensions are smaller than the physical dimensions of the trap. The QIT achieves this 
through the application of a storage potential to the ring electrode (0.75 MHz; 500V) 
while the end-cap electrodes are held at ground [74]. Ions are contained within the QIT 
by successive rounds of repulsive and restoring forces as the ring electrode oscillates 
between positive and negative polarity (Figure 1.10). The stability of an ions trajectory 
within the applied field is again described using the Mathieu equation (Equation 1.3). 
However, additional terms are introduced into the directional stability expressions with 
respect to U (Equation 1.7) and V (Equation 1.8) due to differences between the physical 
dimensions of the QIT and the QMA [77]. 
1 6e U 
az 
= - m(r0 2 + 2z02 )2 	
Equation 1.7. 
q = 2 m(r0 +2z0 2 ) 2 
Equation 1.8. 
A Mathieu diagram is used to visualise the stability of an ion's trajectory within the 
quadrupolar field generated by specific combinations of U and V (Figure 1.11). The 
cross-hatched region indicates those combinations that create an electric field in which 
the ion's trajectory is stable in both the axial and radial directions. Under these 
circumstances, the ion will adopt a Lissajous trajectory whose dimensions are smaller 
than the dimensions of the trap (Figure 1.11). P. and (3r are secondary stability 
parameters which describe ion trajectories that are stable in one direction but not the 
other. As a DC offset potential is not applied to the ring electrode of the Finnigan LCQ 
Classic, the az parameter will be ignored in any further consideration of ion stability. 
This approach reduces the Mathieu diagram to a straight line in which ion stability is 
solely dependent on the amplitude of V (Figure 1.11). Ions are axially ejected from the 
QIT when V corresponds to their axial instability limit (qz = 0.908) [74]. 
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Figure 111. Mathieu diagram illustrating 
ion stability as a function of the direct 
current and radiofrequency components 
of electric fields applied through the 
electrodes of a quadrupole ion trap. Inset 
is a SIMION representation of a stable 
ion trajectory within the quadrupole ion 
trap [761. The red line indicates the 
reduced Mathieu stability diagram 
associated with a Finnigan LCQ Classic 
mass spectrometer [751. 
Vibrational activation is achieved using a supplemental RE potential applied to the end-
cap electrodes that is resonant with the axial frequency of the selected ion but not 
sufficient in amplitude for ion ejection. Ions are displaced to regions of the QIT where 
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Figure 112. SIMION representation of the supplemental electric field applied to the end-cap 
electrodes of the quadrupole ion trap during vibrational excitation [761. The RF drive potential 
applied to the ring electrode is held at ground potential to highlight the axially oscillating 
electric field (10 Vpp). 
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Resonant excitation increases both the interaction energy and frequency of collisions 
between excited ions and neutral species within the QIT. During this process, the 
internal energy of the analyte ion is increased imifi some energetic threshold is 
achieved and dissociation results [72,75]. Excited ions are subsequently re-focussed to 
the centre of the trap during a coffisional cooling event which reduces both their mean 
EK and the physical dimensions of their associated trajectories. The ion cloud remains 
vibrationally activated for some time after resonant excitation as a large number of 
collisions are required to dissipate the excess internal energy [78]. 
Complex ionic mixtures are introduced into the QIT during non-selective ion injection 
which must be resolved in order to mass isolate ions or to record a mass spectrum. 
Mass isolation involves two stages which separately remove ions of lower and higher 
m/z than the ion selected for isolation. Low m/z ions are ejected from the trap by 
scanning V to an amplitude that is marginally lower than the instability limit of the ion 
selected for isolation (qz < 0.908) [741. A second RF component is then applied to the 
end-cap electrodes to reduce the axial stability of high m/z ions and eject them from the 
trap [79]. To record a mass spectrum, components of the ion cloud must be resolved 
with respect to their individual m/z and transferred to the detection system in discrete 
packets. Ions are axially ejected in order of increasing m/z by sequentially scanning V 
(0.25-8.5 KVop: 5.5 kDa s 1) whilst Q remains constant [74]. 
1.8.2.3. Time-of-flight Mass Analyser 
Stephens published the first description of time-of-flight (TOF) MS in 1946 [80] and the 
earliest commercial instrument appeared subsequent to a design by Wiley & McLaren 
in 1955 [81]. Ions are introduced into the TOF mass analyser as discrete ion packets 
from a discontinuous ionisation source or the ion beam emitted from a continuous 
source is directed orthogonally using a pulsed electric field. Ions that enter the TOE 
mass analyser are accelerated by a potential difference between two counter electrodes 
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before they enter a field free flight tube [49,50]. TOF mass analysers resolve ions of 
different m/z through variation in their individual velocities within the flight tube [48]. 
TOF theory is relatively simple compared to the mathematical description of oscillating 
electric fields and the relationship between m/z and TOF is easily derived. The potential 
energy (Er) of an ion is equal to the product of its charge (ze) and the strength of the 




The EP of an ion is converted to EK under the influence of an accelerating field (Equation 
1.10). The relationship between TOF and m/z is obtained by substituting Equation 1.11 
into 1.10 and solving for time (t; Equation 1.12). Where, d, m and v represent distance, 
mass and velocity respectively [50]. 
- my 2 = ze V 	 Equation. 1.10. 
2 
d 
V =- 	 Equation 1.11. 
t 
d t= 	 Equation  
72ev z 
1.12. 
The resolution of linear TOF instruments (Figure 1.13a) is severely limited when ions 
exhibit a broad EK distribution upon arrival at the detection system. This occurs because 
ions of the same m/z travel a range of distances within the acceleration region of a 
pulsed ionisation source due to variation in their initial EK. Delayed pulsed extraction 
[81] addresses this problem using an extraction potential applied to an electrode located 
behind the ionisation source. Ions which are closer to the extraction lens (low initial EK) 
are accelerated to a greater degree than those which are further away (high initial EK). 
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This technique significantly reduces spatial distribution within the ion cloud prior to its 









Figure 1.13. (a) Linear and (b) reflectron time-of-flight mass analysers [82] 
In 1973 Mamyrin and co-workers described a reflectron TOF instrument containing an 
ion mirror with significantly improved resolution compared to linear TOF instruments 
[83]. The reflectron TOF mass analyser consists of two flight tubes separated by an ion 
mirror (Figure 1.13b). The ion mirror generates a retarding field that directs the ion 
beam from one flight tube into the second with an almost complete reversal in beam 
direction. Ions with greater EK penetrate further into the mirror than those with 
reduced EK. Variation in the degree of penetration compensates for differences in the 
original Ek of the ion packet and spatial distribution in the second flight tube is 
significantly reduced [49,50]. 
1.8.3. Tandem Mass Spectrometry and MS" 
Tandem (MS/MS) and multi-stage MS (MS') describe experiments involving multiple 
rounds of mass isolation separated by a vibrational or electron-mediated dissociation 
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event. Numeric substitution of the superscipt n is used to denote the number of 
successive rounds of MS within a single experiment [48]. MS/MS is performed in hybrid 
mass spectrometers containing multiple mass analysers (spatial MS/MS) or within an 
individual mass analyser through the time-resolved application of complex electric 
potentials (temporal MS/MS). 
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Figure 1.14. Putative structures and naming conventions of common product ions formed during 
the tandem mass spectrometric analysis of proteins [37,84,85,861. 
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The main target of high throughput proteomic strategies is cleavage of the polypeptide 
backbone as this provides a route to protein sequencing and the identification of 
unknown proteins isolated from complex biological matrices [87]. However, a 
significant amount of additional chemical information can be derived from product ion 
spectra with more careful analysis. For example, MSn experiments have been used to 
examine thermodynamic stability, determine disulphide bridge connectivity, locate and 
identify PTMs and/or labile chemical species and differentiate between those amino 
acids that cannot be distinguished by mass while intact (I and L). 
In 1984, Roepstorff and Fohlmann introduced a standard naming convention for product 
ions formed by polypeptide backbone cleavage during MS/MS [87]. In this scheme, an 
and x. ions are generated by Ca-C' bond cleavage, b and y.L, ions result from amide 
bond cleavage and c and z. ions are formed by N-Ca bond cleavage (Figure 1.14). The 
subscript n denotes the number of amino acids contained within the product ion [85,88]. 
Internal (n ~!! 2) and immonium ions (n = 1) result from double backbone cleavage and 
are labelled using the single letter code of their corresponding primary sequence 
(Figure 1.14) [85,881. 
Johnston et al. introduced a supplemental naming convention in 1988 for cleavage at the 
amino acid side chains [871. Partial side chain loss at the Cp position of an a,, or z. ion 
leads to the respective formation of a dn or Wu ion. Whereas, complete side chain loss 
from the molecular ion or a y.L, ion results in the respective formation of an m or v,, ion 
(Figure 1.14) [85,86]. A series of additional ions are frequently encountered in the 
product ion spectra of proteins whose formation involves the neutral loss of H20 (S,T,E 
and D), NH3 (R,K,Q and N), H3PO4 (phosphorylated S,T and Y) and/or SOCH4 (oxidised 
M) from either the molecular ion or primary product ions [85]. 
1.8.3.1. Vibrational Dissociation 
A variety of vibrational dissociation techniques have been developed to encourage poly- 
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peptide backbone cleavage du ring proteomic analysis. In a typical experiment, the 
analyte ion is activated through collision or irradiation and excess internal energy is re-
distributed throughout the available vibrational nodes. Energy deposition proceeds 
until the intramolecular motions generate sufficient force to overcome some internal 
dissociation threshold. 
Surface-induced dissociation (SID), achieves vibrational excitation through collisions 
between gaseous ions and a surface which interrupts the path of the ion beam [89]. 
Whereas, collision induced dissociation (CD syn. CAD) promotes fragmentation 
through ion/neutral collisions in the gas phase. SD has been used by Wysocki et al. to 
obtain relative threshold dissociation energies for a range of gaseous peptide ions [90] 
and results from a similar study using CD are presented later in this thesis. SE) has 
enjoyed advantages over CID for analyses of this nature due to perceived differences in 
the control of energy deposition. However, a recent study by Laskin and co-workers 
revealed only a marginal difference between the two techniques supporting the use of 
CID as an alternative [911. 
Ultraviolet [921, infrared [93] and blackbody [94] photons have been demonstrated as a 
means to overcome the dissociation threshold of gaseous protein ions. The irradiation 
of ions with an incident photon beam results in resonant energy deposition when the 
energy of the photons corresponds to that of specific intramolecular motions. Energy 
deposition proceeds until the force associated with this motion is sufficient to overcome 
a corresponding bond energy and dissociation results. Blackbody infrared radiative 
dissociation (BIRD) [94] coupled with Fourier transform mass spectrometry has also 
been applied to the determination of inter- and intramolecular binding energies. 
Analyte dissociation follows exposure to blackbody radiation emitted from the heated 
walls of the mass analyser and thermodynamic stability is calculated from the 
temperature-dependence of their dissociation rate constants [95]. 
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Several research groups have demonstrated the role of charge directed fragmentation 
processes on vibrational dissociation mechanisms in the low energy regime (<200 eV) 
[96]. The mobile proton model [901 subsequently emerged from this body of work as a 
comprehensive description of the fragmentation mechanisms associated with gaseous, 
protonated peptide ions. In this model, the analyte ion's internal energy is increased by 
vibrational excitation until a sequestered proton is delocalised from its initial capture 
site. 'Mobile' protons are transferred between protonation sites through intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding networks, the flexible side chains of basic amino acids or via a relay 
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Figure 115. Proton transfer mechanisms 
in proteins following vibrational 
activation. Proton transfer through (a) 
donor/acceptorn hydrogen bonding, (b) 
the extended side chains of basic amino 
acids and (c) a backbone relay 
mechanism [971. 
The subsequent dissociation event is described by a number of proposed reaction 
mechanisms which differ by the location of proton capture following energy deposition 
and the identity of the nucleophile which initiates fragmentation [96]. Ab initio molecular 
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orbital calculations suggest protonation of the backbone amide nitrogen atom promotes 
dissociation by weakening the adjacent amide bond. However, this site is not 
energetically favoured compared with protonation at the backbone carboxyl oxygen, 
the N-terminal amine or the side chains of basic amino acids [98,99]. As a result, two 
reaction mechanisms are presented to account for the potential involvement of both the 
amide nitrogen (Figure 1.16) and carboxyl oxygen atoms (Figure 1.17) in the 
dissociation event. 
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Figure 1.16. Vibrational dissociation mechanism for a peptide protonated at the amide nitrogen 
atom of the polypeptide backbone [96]. 
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In both mechanisms, a proton is displaced from its initial location during vibrational 
activation and the carbonyl oxygen atom adjacent to the site of proton capture initiates 
nucleophilic attack. Protonation of the amide nitrogen atom leads to the formation of a 
loosely associated transition state complex containing an oxazolone and C-terminal 
leaving group (Figure 1.16). Whereas, proton capture at the carboxyl oxygen atom leads 
to the formation of a cyclic intermediate structure which dissociates to its product ions 
by 1,1-elimination (Figure 1.17). The formation of iZm  or y  ions is dependent on the 
relative proton affinities of the leaving groups and the lifetime of the transition state 
intermediate (Figure 1.16) [96]. 
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Figure 117. Vibrational dissociation mechanism for a peptide protonated at a carboxyl oxygen 
atom of the polypeptide backbone [95]. 
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The increase in an analyte ions internal energy (Eit) is related to the laboratory frame 
interaction energy (Eub), the mass of the collision partner (MB) and the mass of the 
analyte ion (Mi; Equation 1.13). The increase in EInt proceeds as a fraction of EI.ab and 
multiple collisions may be required before the dissociation threshold is achieved [491. 
(_M B 	 Equation 1.13. EInl=ELab _+
M B )  M I 
Quantitative studies have shown that the energy requirement for analyte dissociation 
is dependent on a combination of protein composition, polypeptide chain length, the 
presence of higher order structural organisation and the gas phase basicity of the initial 
proton capture site (Appendix 1) [90,97,100,101]. 
A broad variety of competing dissociation channels become accessible to a parent ion 
following vibrational activation. This leads to the formation of a., i, y, internal and 
immonium primary product ions which can dissociate further to form secondary 
product ions through partial or complete side chain loss (4, M. and ) and/or the 
neutral loss of H20, NH3, H3PO4 and/or SOCH4 [86]. Specific backbone cleavage is 
observed N-terminal to proline (yB ion) [1021 and C-terminal to histidine (i and y ions) 
[90] and aspartic acid residues (bn ion) [103] when the number of ionising protons 
exceeds the sum of basic residues in the protein [961. 
1.8.3.2. Electron-mediated Dissociation 
Electron-mediated dissociation describes a series of ion/electron and ion/ion reactions 
designed to impart energy through the dissociative recombination of an analyte ion and 
an electron. Electrons are obtained either directly from an incident electron beam or are 
transferred between ionic reactants as a result of the potential difference between their 
respective electric charges. Electron capture leads to charge reduction and electron-
mediated dissociation and is restricted to cations with a charge equal to or greater than 
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2+. Electron capture dissociation (ECD) was first described by Zubarev et al. in 1998 and 
describes the interaction between gaseous ions and an incident electron beam [104]. The 
chemical nature of the dissociation event varies with recombination energy and a series 
of ion/electron reactions have been defined. These include dissociative electron capture 
(<0.1 eV), electronic excitation and dissociation (5-7 eV) and electron ejection (>9 eV) 
[1051. Electron transfer dissociation [1061 and native electron capture dissociation [107] 
are ion/ion analogues of ECD in which the electron capture event is driven by the 
potential difference between two reactant species instead of the potential difference 
between the analyte ion and an electron beam [108]. 
The probability of electron capture is proportional to the square of the analyte's charge 
state and inversely proportional to the EK of the incident electron beam [109,110]. 
Energy deposition occurs over a shorter timescale (ps) than that required to redistribute 
excess internal energy throughout the vibrational nodes of the analyte. This enables the 
retention of weak chemical interactions following energy deposition and makes electron-
mediated dissociation ideally suited to the investigation of PTMs, labile groups and 
higher order structural organisation [105,110]. Cleavage across the N-Ca bonds of the 
polypeptide backbone leads to the formation of c and primary product ions and 
partial side chain loss at the C p position of z. ions results in the formation of ions 
(Figure 1.14). N-Ca bonds N-terminal to proline residues are resistant to cleavage due 
to the cyclic nature of their side chains. However, cleavage has been observed at this 
position in linear peptides under standard ECD conditions [111]. 
1.8.4. Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry 
Ion mobility mass spectrometry (IMMS) is a powerful analytical technique used to 
determine the dimensions of polyatomic ions in the gas phase [112]. Size separation is 
achieved within a drift chamber which exploits the differential transport of ions under 
the influence of two antagonistic forces. A weak electric field (E: 5-20 V cm -1) promotes 
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ion transport through the device while retarding ion/neutral collisions limit transport 
[113]. Ions of the same m/z, but different shape, are resolved on the basis of their size-
dependent drift velocities (Vd; Equation 1.14) [114]. The magnitude of Vd is defined by 
the proportionality constant K, which in turn, is dependent on a series of experimental 
variables. These include buffer gas pressure (p), temperature (T), the length of the drift 
chamber (L) and the strength of the applied electric field (V; Equation 1.15). 
.KIE Vd = 	 Equation 1.14. 
Measurement of an analyte ion's drift time (td) under carefully controlled experimental 
conditions provides a direct route to the calculation of ion mobility (Equation 1.15) [114]. 
K= L2p 	 Equation 1.15. 
td VT 
Reduced ion mobilities (K0) are obtained when K is scaled to standard temperature (To: 
273.15K) and pressure (p0: 760 Ton; Equation 1.16). The use of k0 permits the direct 
comparison of Vd obtained for the same analyte ion using different instruments and/or 
under a range of experimental conditions [114]. 
L2 
K =— 	 Equation 1.16. 
tdVTp O 
Figure 1.18. illustrates the basic principles of IMMS. Two structural isoforms of the 
same m/z are pulsed into the drift chamber as an ionic mixture. Each ion experiences an 
equivalent electric potential but travels through the retarding buffer gas at different 
rates due to differences in their shape. Ions are scanned into the detection system of the 
mass spectrometer following size separation and an arrival time distribution is recorded. 
Rotationally averaged collisional cross sections are directly calculated from the arrival 
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Figure 1.18. Schematic diagram of size separation during ion mobility mass spectrometry. Inset 
is an arrival time distribution recorded by the mass spectrometer [1131. 
time distribution using Equation 1.17. Where, kb is the Boltzmann constant, mi and m 
are the respective masses of the ion and buffer gas and N is the number density of the 
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The transport properties of ions within the drift chamber are dependent on the ratio 
E/N. In the high field regime (high E/N), ions align with the applied electric field and 
present a relatively constant collisional cross section to the buffer gas. Whereas, ions 
remain free to rotate during transit through the drift chamber in the low field regime 
(low E/N) [112]. The previous discussion relates the theory of linear ion mobility in the 
low field regime as data obtained using this technique is presented later in the thesis. It 
should be noted that travelling wave potentials [115] and transient oscillation between 
high and low E/N [116] have also been demonstrated as a means to resolve structural 
isoforms in a drift chamber. 
Rotationally averaged collisional cross sections (a) determined by IIvIIMS are often 
compared with theoretical protein structures predicted using in silico techniques in an 
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effort to obtain structural information in atomic detail. All a values presented in this 
thesis have been calculated using the projection approximation [117]. In this method, an 
outline of the candidate protein structure is projected onto a 2D surface and the area of 
the projected volume is determined by Monte Carlo integration. The input structure is 
then reorientated and the process reiterated until a convergence threshold is satisfied 
[113]. A number of additional methods are available which use sophisticated potentials 
to describe centre of mass interactions [118,119,1201 or interactions between valence 
electron density [1211. However, a discussion of their individual theory is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
1.8.5. Ion Detection 
Ion detection systems record signal intensity as a function of m/z during the analytical 
scan of a mass spectrometer. A wide variety of detectors have been developed to 
perform this task which are broadly categorised into single or multi channel detection 
systems. The resolved ion signal is measured as an electrical current via an induction 
loop or following signal conversion and amplification [49]. 
Conversion dynodes and amplification systems are typically coupled with single 
channel detectors in an effort to improve signal intensity prior to detection. Ions 
scanned from the mass analyser are accelerated towards, and collide with, the surface 
of a conversion dynode. This generates a plume of secondary particles containing ions, 
electrons and neutral species. Particles of opposing polarity to the conversion dynode 
are accelerated towards an amplification system such as an electron or photomultiplier 
[50]. Electron multipliers (Figure 1.19e) contain a series of electrodes which collectively 
form a multiplier chain. The collision of secondary particles with the first electrode of 
the multiplier starts an emission cascade which amplifies the original signal by several 
orders of magnitude. Photomultipliers operate in a similar manner to electron 
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photon emission and signal amplification in a photomultiplier tube (Figure 1.190. 
Amplification factors of between 104  and 10 have been recorded for such devices [49]. 
The earliest composite detectors were photographic plates located behind the mass 
analyser. Ions of different m/z would collide with different regions of the photographic 
plate and the intensity of the developed spot was used as a qualitative measure of ion 
intensity (Figure 1.19a). More recently, array detectors have been employed as a 
quantitative version of the photographic plate. Such detectors contain a series of 
individual detection channels arranged within a composite device (Figure 1.19b). 
Incident ions collide with the semi-conductive coating of a detection channel which 
initiates an electron emission cascade that results in signal amplification. Composite 
detectors are typically coupled with magnetic sector instruments because ions of 
different m/z are simultaneously focussed at the detection system by the applied 
magnetic field. Amplification factors of betweenJ0 5  and 108 have been reported for 
such systems [49,50]. 
Charge induction systems measure the current induced by ions colliding with, or 
passing within close proximity of, a detection electrode. For example, the Faraday cup 
measures ion intensity through variation in the electric charge of the cup following ion 
collision (Figure 1.19c). More sophisticated examples are encountered in Fourier 
transform MS which use induction loops to measure the frequency of resolved ion 
clouds as they pass within close proximity of a detection electrode (Figure 1.19d). The 
resulting time domain spectrum, or transient, is a complex superposition of periodic 
frequencies created by the simultaneous detection of ions over a broad m/z range. The 
transient is deconvoluted by Fourier transformation to obtain a frequency spectrum 
from which the mass spectrum is subsequently derived [49,50]. 
1.9. The Role of Mass Spectrometry in Proteomics 
MS is one of the most important analytical tools available for proteomic analysis today. 
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It is routinely used to determine the elemental composition of analyte ions by accurate 
mass measurement [1231 and to identify unknown proteins from their product ion 
spectra following proteolytic cleavage [124] or MS/MS [125]. The recent development of 
'soft' ionisation techniques has enabled the extension of MS into the field of structural 
proteomics. A wide variety of experiments have been designed to probe the structure of 
desolvated protein ions which differ by virtue of the information derived from the 
experiment. For example, the interactions of chemical and photochemical cross-linking 
agents are examined by MS to obtain proximity maps from which higher order 
structural organisation is inferred [37]. High resolution studies locate and identify 
specific interaction partners following MS/MS or proteolytic digestion [126,1271 either 
alone or in combination with stable isotope studies [128]. In addition, the surface 
accessibility of amino acid side chains or backbone amide groups to a solvent or bath 
gas can be examined by chemical labelling [129] or HDX [371. These diverse applications 
are evidence of the strengthened reputation of MS as an analytical work horse and 
clearly demonstrate its versatility as an investigative tool. 
1.10. Contribution of This Work 
The following thesis describes the thermodynamic and structural analysis of protein 
ions in solution, in vacuo and in silico. A series of biological systems are examined 
including melittin, the mutant tryptophan cage constructs and a series of murine 13-
defensin 14 derivatives to determine whether correlations exists between their solvated 
and desolvated structural isoforms and to investigate the role of mass spectrometry as 
an analytical tool in the field of structural proteomics. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental/Method Development Illustrated using the Protein Melittin 
A range of analytical techniques are applied to the structural and thermodynamic analysis of 
melittin to demonstrate the subsequent application of these techniques to the analysis of the 
mutant try ptophan cage constructs (Chapter 4) and murine /3-defensin 14 derivatives (Chapter 
5). The solution phase techniques described in this Chapter include charge partition calculations, 
circular dichroism spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy. While, the gas phase techniques 
include capillary-induced thermal degradation, collision induced dissociation, hydrogen/deuterium 
exchange and ion mobility mass spectrometry. These techniques are supported by gas phase 
structural predictions using a combination of molecular modelling and dynamics calculations. 
2.1. Introduction 
Melittin (Figure 2.1; 2846.46 g  mo1 1; 26 residues) is the active component of honey bee 
(Apis mellifera) venom and is thought to induce cell iysis through its insertion into the 
phospholipid bilayer of cellular membranes [1]. Its conformation is a sensitive indicator 
of the surrounding chemical environment and structural isoforms ranging from 
random coils [2,3] to helices [4,5,6] have been reported. This feature makes melittin an 
ideal candidate to test and develop experimental protocols for the characterisation of 
protein structure in solution and in the gas phase. 
H 2N-GIGAVLKVLTTGLPALI SWIKRKRQQ-NH 2 
Figure 2.1. Primary sequence of melittin illustrating the chemical configuration of each 
terminus and the location of basic residues (light blue). 
2.2. Materials 
Melittin was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd. (Gillingham, Dorset, U.K) 
and buffered sample solutions (10 mM NH4CH3COOiH20) prepared for structural 
analysis and CH30H titration studies. 
2.3. Sample Solution pH Determination 
Sample solutions containing CH30H over the 0 to 100 % (v:v) concentration range were 
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prepared for PH determination. Four replicate measurements were performed at each 
CH30H concentration using a Jenway 3305 pH meter (Barloworld Scientific Ltd., T/As 
Jenway, Feisted, U.K.). A poor correlation is observed between CH30H concentration 
and pH when the entire range of sample solutions is considered (R 2 : -0.14). However, 
this correlation improves significantly when the pure CH30H sample solution is 
excluded from the analysis (R2: 0.99; Table 2.1). This difference results from the 
dramatic reduction in pH recorded between the 87.5 (pH: 7.53 ± 0.08) and 100 % (pH: 
5.70 ± 0.18) CH30H concentrations and is caused by the absence of NH4CH3COO 
buffer in the pure CH30H sample solution. 
CThOH (% v:',) 	NH4CH3COO /H'O (% v.-v) 	 pH 
0.0 100.0 6.91 ± 0.04 
12.5 87.5 6.87 ± 0.02 
25.0 75.0 6.94 ± 0.04 
37.5 62.5 7.03 ± 0.02 
50.0 50.0 7.14 ± 0.04 
62.5 37.5 7.32 ± 0.06 
75.0 25.0 7.43 ± 0.08 
87.5 12.5 7.53 ± 0.08 
100.0 0.0 5.70 ± 0.18 
Table 2.1. Influence of CH30H concentration on the pH of sample solutions used during CH30H 
titration studies. 
The small error associated with the mean pH of 7.15 ± 0.25 (3.50 %) observed over the 0 
to 87.5 % CH30H concentration range suggests pH is not a variable in CH30H titration 
studies up to a maximum concentration of 87.5 % (v:v). 
2.4. Charge Partition of Solvated lonisation Sites in Proteins 
The Henderson Hasselbalch equation (Equation 2.1) [7] was used to calculate the 
integer electric charge of each protein from the pH of the sample solutions (Table 2.1) 
and published pka values for the free amino acids (Appendix 1) [8]. The presence, 
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location and frequency of basic (a-NH2, H, K & R) and acidic (a-COOH, D, E & Y) 
residues was determined from the known primary sequence of each analyte. 
pH = pka + log' 	I 	 Equation 2.1. 
[HA]) 
Putative ionisation sites were considered fully ionised when [k] was ~! 99 % of [A] + 
[HA]. Protonated, neutral and deprotonated ionisation sites were assigned an integer 
electric charge (z) of +1, 0 or -1 depending upon their ionisation state. The net charge of 
melittin (Chapter 2), the mutant tryptophan cage constructs (Chapter 4) and murine 1 3-
defensiri 14 derivatives (Chapter 5) were calculated as the difference between the charge 
contributions from the basic and acidic sites. For example, melittin contains six basic 
residues (Cl, K7, K21, R22, K23 & R24) and no acidic residues (Figure 2.1). The basic 
residues can be subdivided into three categories including the N-terminal glycine (pka: 
2.34; n = 1) and in-chain lysine (pka: 10.53; n = 3) and arginine residues (pka: 12.48; n = 
2) [8]. Charge partition calculations indicate the N-terminal glycine is neutral (z =0) and 
the lysine and arginine residues are protonated (z = +1) in H20. This means that the 
theoretical charge state of melittin is 5+ because each lysine and arginine residue 
contributes 1+ to its integer electric charge. 
The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation can be used to predict the net charge of a protein 
if one assumes a linear solvated structure in which every ionisation site is accessible to 
the bulk solvent. However, if the protein adopts a conformation containing a 
hydrophobic core then it is possible for residues which would otherwise be ionised in 
the denatured state to be protected from the bulk solvent. As a result, differences 
between the calculated charge in solution and the gas phase charge state distribution 
observed by mass spectrometry are considered evidence of solution phase structural 
organisation. For example, it is likely that melittin exhibits a defined structural fold in 
H20 because the most abundant peaks in its mass spectrum correspond to charge states 
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Figure 2.2. Mass spectrum of melittin sprayed from buffered sample solutions by nano-
electrospray ionisation. 
These results are representative of those obtained for melittin ions sprayed from the 
CH OH (° o v ) 	I/u oretical Charge Statt 	 3+14+ 
(HLndc rson-Hasst the ic/i) 
0.0 5 1.47 
12.5 5 1.59 
25.0 5 1.52 
37.5 5 1.39 
50.0 5 1.47 
62.5 5 1.59 
75.0 5 1.49 
87.5 5 1.39 
100.0 5 1.54 
Table 2.2. Influence of CH30H concentration on the net electric charge calculated using the 
Henderson Hasselbaich equation and the ratio between the 3+ and 4-i- charge states of melittin 
observed by mass spectrometry. 
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various sample solutions prepared for CH3OH titration. In all cases the calculated 
electric charge is 5+ and the most abundant mass spectral peaks correspond to the 3+ 
and 4+ charge states. The ratio between the two charge states (3+14+) is 1.49 ± 0.07 with 
an experimental error within 5 % of the population mean (Table 2.2). 
2.5. Circular Dichroism and Fluorescence Spéctroscopy 
Circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence spectra were recorded using a JASCO 810 
spectropolarimeter (JASCO U.K. Ltd., Great Dunmow, U.K.) fitted with a xenon 
radiation source and photomultiplier detection system. Sample solutions were analysed 
in quartz cuvettes at -0.01 mg ml -1 for far-ultraviolet (UV) CD spectroscopy (?: 190-250 
nm) and -1 mg rn1 1 for near-UV CD (X: 250-340 rim) and fluorescence spectroscopy (X: 
300-550 nm) [9]. The sample chamber was purged with dry N2 (g )prior to analysis and a 
Peltier controller used for temperature regulation. Spectra were recorded at a scan 
CD 	0 
i 	Helical 	 CH30H (% v:v) 
/ 	 1 	
I 
I 	 I 	 —0 I I 
I 	 I 
I I 	 - 10 I 	 I 	 I 
25 I 	 I 	 I 
I I I 
I 	 - 50 
75 I 	 I 
I 	 I 
100 I 	 I I 	
I - 	I I 
I 	 I 
I 	 I I 
I 	 I 
I I I 	
I - 	 I 
\ 	 I 
- 	I 	
I I I 
I 	 I 
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Figure 2.3. Far ultra-violet circular dichroism spectra of melittin recorded during CH30H 
titration [101. 
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speed of 20 rn-n s-1 and average spectra were derived from three replicate spectral scans. 
Instrumental control and data analysis were performed using the JASCO Spectra 
Manager 1.0 software suite. 
CD and fluoresence spectroscopy are used in this thesis to examine the structural 
properties and thermodynamic stability of the mutant tryptophan cage constructs 
(Chapter 4) and the structural features of the murine 13-defensin 14 derivatives (Chapter 
5). The sensitivity of such techniques to biomolecular conformation is clearly illustrated 
by the dramatic change in melittin's near-UV CD spectrum as its surrounding chemical 
environment becomes increasingly hydrophobic during CH30H titration (Figure 2.3) 
[10]. The strong positive absorption at 192 nm (ir_nr*)  and negative absorptions at 208 
(7t>7r*) and 222 nm (n.31t*)  indicate the formation of helical secondary structure (Figure 
1.4) [9]. Strong correlations between CH30H concentration and the change in ellipticity 
(A0) recorded at each of these wavelengths (R 2: (192 run: 0.99); (208 nm: -0.90); (222 run: 
-0.92)) suggests the increase in structural organisation proceeds as a function of 
increasing CH30H concentration (Table 2.3). These data agree well with published 
structural studies performed using CD spectroscopy [2,3,11,12], nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [13,14,15] and molecular dynamics simulations [13]. 
CH30H (% z ) 	48 i 	(mDeg ) 	A0 208n (mDLg o o) 	JO 	(mDeg 
O o) - 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 0.32 -0.47 -0.37 
25 1.02 -0.14 -0.02 
50 1.61 -0.29 -037 
75 3.00 -1.03 -0.97 
100 3.47 -1.49 -1.31 
Table 2.3. Influence of CH30H concentration on spectral ellipticity (AO) at 192, 208 and 222 nnz 
recorded for inelittin by circular dichroism spectroscopy [101. 
CH30H titration limits the formation of favourable electrostatic contacts between 
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exposed polar or ionised functional groups and the surrounding medium. A similar 
process can be assumed to occur when an analyte is transferred from solution to the gas 
phase. Differences between the CD spectrum recorded under native conditions and 
spectra recorded at elevated CH30H concentrations suggests some form of structural 
alteration may occur during desolvation prior to mass spectrometric analysis. In the 
case of melittin, this is likely to involve a structural transition from a random coil 
conformation to one with a significantly greater helical content (Figure 2.3). 
2.6. Mass Spectrometrv: Finnigan LCO Classic 
Mass spectrometry (MS) experiments were performed in positive ion mode using a 
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of the Finnigan LCQ Classic mass spectrometer illustrating 
standardised electric potentials applied to the ion optics and quadrupole ion trap [161. 
Ions were generated by nano-electrospray (nano-ESI) or electrospray ionisation (ESI) 
and droplet desolvation occured within a stainless steel capillary (Table 2.4). Spray tips 
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were pulled for nano-ESI from borosiicate capillary tubes (0.12 x 10.16 cm; World 
Precision Instruments Inc., Aston, U.K) using a P-97 Flaming/Brown Micropipette 
Puller (Sutter Instruments Co., Novato, U.S.A). An electric potential was applied 
directly to the analyte solution via a platinum wire (99.99% Purity; Sigma-Aldrich, 
Gillingham, U.K.) which was continuous with the body of the spray emitter. Ions were 
transferred through the ion optics under the influence of a 5 V potential difference 
measured between the spray shield and octapole 2. Standardised injection and storage 
parameters were used to control the quadrupole ion trap (QIT) during all MS 
experiments performed using the Finnigan LCQ Classic (Table 2.4). 
Instrumental Parameter 	Nano-electrospray Ionisation 	Elecfrospray Ionisation 
Infusion Rate N/A 
Nitrogen Backing Gas No 
Potential Difference 1.50 kV 
Capillary Potential 40.00 V 
Capillary Temperature 333.15 K 
Injection Time 15-500 ms 
Injection Potential 10V 
Storage Potential 0.76 MHz; 500 Vpp 
Activation Time 30 ms 
Normalised Collision Energy 0% 
Q (syn. qz) 0.25 
Mass isolation window 5 or 10 Da 













Table 2.4. Standardised ionisation, injection and storage parameters used during the operation 
of the Finnigan LCQ Classic mass spectrometer. 
Helium buffer gas (Purity: 99.99 %; BOC; Manchester, U.K.) was introduced into the 
mass analyzer cavity at 1 ml min -1  through a nipple located on the exit end-cap electrode. 
Gas delivery to the QIT was controlled using a coupled regulator and restrictor so that 
the partial pressure of helium within the mass analyser cavity was maintained at -10 
Torr [16]. Ions were axially ejected from the QIT in order of increasing m/z by scanning 
the amplitude of the drive potential applied to the ring electrode between 0.25 and 8.5 
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KVop at 5.5 kDa s-1  (Chapter 1.8.2.2) [16]. Signal amplification was achieved prior to 
detection using a conversion dynode and electron multiplier (Gain: -3x10 5; Figure 2.4). 
The vacuum system of the Finnigan LCQ Classic contained a Balzers-Pfeiffer TIvIH 260-
130 split flow turbomolecular pump (Octapole 1: 125 L s 1; QIT: 200 L s 1; Pfeiffer 
Vacuum, Nashua, U.S.A.) and an Edwards 30 L forepump (30 m 3 h 1; BOC Edwards, 
Crawley West, U.K.). Pressure measurements were performed in the capillary/skimmer 
region of the instrument using a convectron gauge and, in the vacuum manifold, using 
a Granville Phillips 342 mini ion gauge. Instrumental control and data analysis were 
performed using version 1.2 or 2.0 of the Xcalibur software suite. 
2.6.1. Implications of the Standard Operating Procedure for CH30H Titration 
A standard operating procedure (SOP; Table 2.4) was developed for the Finnigan LCQ 
Classic in an attempt to preserve native electrostatic contacts, limit unnecessary 
vibrational activation and exclude the influence of instrumental operating conditions 
on the experimental results. The SOP was optimised using [melittin+3H] 3 ions sprayed 
from buffered sample solutions. This enables the direct comparison of results obtained 
for the mutant tryptophan cage constructs (Chapter 4) and murine 13-defensin 14 
derivatives (Chapter 5) as they are examined under identical experimental conditions. 
However, solution composition remains a potential variable in the CH30H titration 
studies described in the remainder of this Chapter. 
A dramatic reduction in spectral quality is observed as a function of increasing CH30H 
content in a series of mass spectra recorded for [melittin+3H] 3 ions during CH30H 
titration (Figure 2.5). It is known that the strength of hydrogen bonding interactions 
between solvent molecules decreases as the organic content of the sample solution 
increases. This reduces the surface tension of the droplets formed during nano-ESI or 
ESI, improves desolvation efficiency at a given temperature and increases the rate at 
which ions are transferred into the inlet system of the mass spectrometer [17,18]. The 
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ensuing increase in ion density within the QIT leads to space charge effects that 
significantly reduce spectral quality [191. It is also possible for variation associated with 
the internal diameter and shape of the spray emitters pulled for nano-ESI to influence 
spectral quality. However, this experiment was repeated in triplicate using a new spray 
emitter for each iteration and the same result was obtained. 
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Figure 2.5. Influence of the standard operating procedure on mass spectral quality during the 
CH30H titration study of Lmelittin+3111 3 ions. 
It was not possible to isolate ions sprayed from pure CH30H with any degree of 
accuracy (Figure 2.5) and only those results obtained for sample solutions with a 
CH30H content in the 0 to 87.5 % range are considered in the remainder of this thesis. 
2.6.2. Capillary-induced Thermal Degradation 
Ions were generated from melittin (Chapter 2), mutant tryptophan cage construct 
(Chapter 4) and murine 13-defensin 14 derivative (Chapter 5) sample solutions by nano- 
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ES! and mass isolated prior to thermodynamic analysis. Mass spectra were recorded 
at a user-defined sampling frequency while scanning the temperature of the heated 
capillary through its operational range. Sampling frequency was tuned using the 
activation time (AT) parameter within the 'Define Scan' module of Xcalibur 1.2. An AT 
of 1 second was selected for the forward temperature scan (333.15 -f 603.15 K) which 
corresponds to a sampling frequency of 0.56 spectra s 4 . The reverse temperature scan 
(603.15 -* 333.15 K) was not used for thermal degradation analyses due to the prolonged 
length of time required for capillary cooling (-20 minutes per curve). All temperature 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Variation in the parent ion count (PlC; closed symbols), total ion count (TIC; 
open symbols) and heated capillary temperature (blue) during thermal degradation analyses 
performed on the 3+ (green) and 4-i- (orange) charge states of mnelittin sprayed from buffered 
sample solutions. (b) Thermal degradation curves for the 3+ and 4-i- charge states of melittin. 
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Parent ion count (PlC), total ion count (TIC) and heated capillary temperatures were 
extracted from chromatographic and instrumental information recorded during each 
temperature scan. Capillary temperatures were obtained from a status log that stores 
the output from thermocouples, pressure gauges and power supplies. PlC, TIC and 
time were obtained directly from the chromatograph. The ratio PlC/TIC was calculated 
and normalised prior to data analysis as spray instability from the continuous ion 
source was responsible for variation in PlC over time (Figure 2.6a). Thermal degradation 
curves were obtained as a normalised plot of PICIHC against capillary temperature 
(Figure 2.6b). The temperature required for 50% PlC depletion (T5o%) and the dissociation 
rate (kd; Figure 2.6b) were used as quantitative indicators of thermodynamic stability. 
Anal yte 	- 	CH30H (% v v) 	 T5o (K) 	ka (PIC/TIC K 1) 
[Me1ittin+4H]4 0.0 524.82 ± 2.28 -0.01 ± 1.05x10 3 
[Me1ittin+4H]4 12.5 533.64 ± 4.30 -0.01 ± 1.47x10-3 
[Me1ittin+4H] 4 25.0 523.65 ± 2.90 -0.01 ± 7.66x104 
[Me1ittin+4H] 4 37.5 523.44 ± 1.76 -0.01 ± 8.04x10 
[Me1ittin+4H]4 50.0 528.15 ± 5.36 -0.01 ± 7.22x10 
[Melittin+4H]4* 62.5 532.62 ± 5.36 -0.01 ± 9.92x104 
[Me1ittin+4H] 4 75.0 536.62 ± 4.28 -0.01 ± 4.62x10' 
[Me1ittin-'-4H] 4 87.5 531.64 ± 8.66 -0.01 ± 5.48x104 
Table 2.5. Influence of CH30H concentration on the dissociation characteristics of 
ftnelittin+4HJ ions measured by thermal degradation. 
Several research groups have demonstrated the utility of thermal degradation as a 
sensitive probe of thermodynamic stability for proteins, such as ribonuclease S and 
lysozyme, and an inverse relationship was observed between charge state and stability 
[20,21]. Other groups have extended the use of such techniques to the investigation of 
protein/protein and protein/DNA interactions including those of the 200 kDa heat shock 
protein TaHSP16.9 complex [221, the MtGimC chaperone complex [231 and oligo-
nucleotide duplex interactions with minor groove binders [24,251. 
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Data analysis is often complex because the relative influence of chemical lability and 
structural organisation on the experimental results is difficult to gauge. For example, 
the protonated sites with the lowest gas phase basicity in both the 3+ and 4+ charge 
states of melittin correspond to lysine residues: assuming protonation sites are filled in 
order of decreasing basicity (Appendix 1). If the dissociation event were solely 
explained by the chemical lability of ionising protons, as is the case for small, 
unstructured peptides (Section 1.8.3.1) [26,27,28,29], the thermal degradation curves for 
both charge states would be superimposable (Figure 2.6b). Instead, a significant 
difference is observed between the dissociation curves which demonstrates the 
sensitivity of vibrational dissociation techniques to differences in the structural fold 
adopted by the two charge states of melittin. 
Multiply charged ions are highly energetic species whose structural features are 
dependent on the balance between stabilising non-covalent interactions and disruptive 
coulombic repulsion between excess charges. Local or global unfolding occurs when 
coulombic repulsion is of sufficient strength to overcome the bond energy of non-
covalent interactions in a process called coulombic unfolding. This has been observed 
for a range of proteins [30,31,32] and their complexes [33] and the extent of unfolding is 
dependent upon their ionic dimensions, charge state and charge density. 
T5o% and kd values could not be determined for [melittin+3H] 3 ions as they are stable to 
a temperature greater than the operational range of the heated capillary. The 4+ charge 
state dissociates at 529.33 ± 5.02 K with a uniform kd of -0.01 PlC/TIC K -1 (Table 2.5). The 
experimental error for both data sets is within 5 % of their respective population means. 
No significant correlation is observed between either T50% (R2: 0.55) or kd (R2: -0.58) and 
CH30H concentration and this implies the structure of desolvated [melittin] 4 ions is 
independent of sample solution composition. The distinct helical character observed 
in hydrophobic sample solutions by CD spectroscopy suggests that the desolvated, 
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structural fold is likely to contain a significant helical content (Figure 2.3). 
2.6.3. Collision Induced Dissociation 
A series of energy resolved mass spectrometry experiments were described by several 
research groups in the early 1990's which examined the relative thermodynamic 
stability of a range of desolvated gaseous analyte ions. However, little consideration 
was given to the mode of energy deposition and its relationship with the physical 
properties of the analyte under investigation [34,35,36,37,38]. The mass spectrometry 
laboratory at Rockerfeller University in New York subsequently described a linear 
relationship between m/z and fragmentation efficiency for the octapeptide [ASHLGLAR 
+2H] 2 and a series of doubly protonated tryptic peptides [39]. These experiments were 
reproduced in a patent filed by the Finnigan Corporation and the ensuing information 
was incorporated into the commercial software suites used to control their ion trap 
devices [40,41]. Normalised collision energy (NCE) was introduced by Finnigan as a 
means to standardise experimental results, to support comparisons between researchers 
investigating the same chemical system using the same type of instrument in different 
locations and to correct for the known mass dependency of energy deposition [40,41]. 
However, the units associated with energy deposition (%) are not particularly intuitive 
and are difficult to relate to more commonly encountered units such as the electronVolt. 
The interaction energy between analyte ions and neutral species contained within the 
QIT was tuned using the NCE function of Xcalibur 1.2 during experiments performed 
using the Finnigan LCQ Classic. The amplitude of the NCE corresponds to the 
amplitude of the radiofrequency (RF) potential applied to the end-cap electrodes of the 
QIT during resonant excitation (Chapter 1.8.2.2). NCE values were converted to RF 
amplitude (V) using Equation 2.2, where, RFm and RFc are the respective gradient and 
intercept of the calibration curve obtained during installation of the Finnigan LCQ 
Classic. The correction factor (a = 30 %) roughly corresponds to the ratio between the 
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m/z of the parent ion and the lowest m/z ion that can be simultaneously contained 
within the QIT [41]. Consideration will be given to both units of energy deposition (% 




a ((Mass h1?t1'm ) + RF) 	
Equation 2.2. 
Vibrational activation is an extremely useful tool for the quantitative measurement of 
dissociation energetics and the investigation of biomolecular conformation [25,26,27,28]. 
To this end, collision induced dissociation (CID) is used throughout the remainder of 
this thesis to examine thermodynamic stability and to identify putative protonation 
sites in desolvated mutant tryptophan cage constructs (Chapter 4) and murine 13-
defensin 14 derivatives (Chapters 5). 
2.6.3.1. Thermodynamic Stability 
Analyte ions were generated by nano-ESI and mass isolated prior to thermodynamic 
analysis. Dissociation curves were obtained by recording product ion spectra while 
scanning NCE through its operational range (0-100 %). Automated analyses (Figure 
2.7a) were performed using a tuning function located in the 'Collision Energy' section of 
Xcalibur 1.2 which records product ion spectra at 2% NCE intervals. This approach 
allowed the rapid and qualitative assessment of thermodynamic stability and provided 
good coverage of the accessible energy range. However, it was thought the relatively 
large energy step between successive product ion spectra might influence the accuracy 
of experimental results through poor sampling frequency across the dissociation event. 
Quantitative analyses (Figure 2.7b) were performed following the careful selection of 
sampling points across the dissociation event previously defined by automated analyses. 
PlC, TIC and time were obtained as before and NCE was either known or indirectly 
determined from a calibration curve (Figure 2.7a). CID curves were obtained as a 
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Figure 2.7. Influence of the oscillating electric field applied to the quadrupole ion trap during 
resonant excitation on the normalised ratio between precursor ion count and total ion count. 
Data is presented for the 3+ (purple) and 4+ (orange) charge states of inelittin sprayed from 
buffered sample solutions during (a) an automated energy scan and (b) a manual energy scan. 
The same energy scan was applied to both charge states (closed blue symbols) during the 
automated approach. Whereas, different energy scans were applied to the 3+ (closed blue 
symbols) and 4+ (open blue symbols) charge states during the manual approach. 
normalised plot of PlC/TIC against RF amplitude and all analyses were performed in 
triplicate (Figure 2.8). The NCE required for a 50% reduction in PICIHC (NCE50%), the 
RF amplitude required for a 50% reduction in PlC/TIC (E50%) and the dissociation rate 
constant derived from the RF amplitude data set (kd) were used as quantitative 
indicators of thermodynamic stability. No significant correlation is observed between 
CH30H concentration (% v:v) and NCE5O%, E5o% or kd for either charge state (Table 2.6; 
3+ R2 (NCE5O%: -0.39; E50%: -0.39; kd: -0.47); 4+ R 2 (NCE50%: -0.66, E50%: -0.66; kd: 0.37)). 
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Figure 2.8. Collision induced dissociation curves for the 3+ and 4+ charge states of melittin 
sprayed from buffered sample solutions. 
Anahtv 	CEI30H (% v v) 	T\TCE,o (%) 	E5o (V) 	kd (PlC/TIC 1 71 ) 
-3.22 ± 0.64 
-3.02 ± 0.22 
-3.18 ± 0.34 
-3.16 ± 0.26 
-3.10± 0.50 
-3.19 ± 0.24 
-3.43 ± 0.26 
-3.20 ± 0.42 
-5.02 ± 2.96 
-4.78 ± 1.48 
-4.85 ± 1.60 
-4.76 ±1.16 
-4.40 ± 1.08 
-4.84 ± 1.28 
-4.30 ± 0.80 
-4.96 ±1.10 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 0.0 7.00 ± 0.10 1.42 ± 0.02 
[Me1ittin+3H} 3 12.5 6.85 ± 0.10 1.39 ± 0.02 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 25.0 6.95 ± 0.10 1.41 ± 0.02 
[Me1ittin+3H] 37.5 6.90 ± 0.10 1.40 ± 0.02 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 50.0 6.90 ± 0.20 1.40 ± 0.04 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 62.5 6.95 ± 0.10 1.41 ± 0.02 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 75.0 6.85 ± 0.20 1.39 ± 0.04 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 87.5 6.90 ± 0.10 1.40 ± 0.02 
Mlittin+4H] 0.0 5.62 ± 0. 10 1.14 ± 0.02 
[Me1ittin+4H] 12.5 5.57 ± 0.20 1.13 ± 0.04 
Mclittin+41 fl 25.0 5.57 ± 0.10 1.13 ± 0.02 
I Mclittin+41 I 375 5.52 ± 0.30 1.12 ± 0.06 
[Me1ittin+4H ]' 50.0 5.57 ± 0.10 1.13 ± 0.02 
[Mchttin+4H] 62.5 5.52 ± 0.10 1.12 ± 0.02 
Me1ittin+4H1 4 75.0 5.32 ± 0.49 1.08 ± 0.10 
I Melittin+4FIj 875 5.52 ± 0.10 1.12 ± 0.02 
Table 2.6. Influence of CH30H concentration on the dissociation characteristics of the 3+ and 4+ 
charge states of melittin measured by collision induced dissociation. 
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These data suggest the structural fold adopted by desolvated melittin ions is 
independent of sample solution composition. All experimental errors fall within 5% of 
their respective population means except for the 4+ kd results where the error is 5.41%. 
The 4+ charge states dissociates at a lower NCE (NCESO%: 5.53 ± 0.09 %), a lower RF 
amplitude (E50%: 1.12 ± 0.02 V) and a faster rate (kd: -4.74 ± 0.26 PlC/TIC V 1 ) than its 3+ 
counterpart (NCE5O%: 6.91 ± 0.05 %; E50%: 1.40 ± 0.01 V; kd: -3.19 ± 0.12 PlC/TIC V). This 
results from the structural difference induced by the incorporation of an additional 
ionising proton in the 4+ charge state. These data mimic those results obtained during 
capillary-induced thermal degradation with the exception that the energy range 
accessible to CD is sufficient to cause dissociation of the 3+ charge state (Section 2.6.2). 
2.6.3.2. Location of Protonation Sites 
A number of difficulties arise from the use of MS for the determination of structural 
information because ionisation is required for the manipulation of chemical species 
with electric and/or magnetic fields and also to extend the accessible mass range of the 
mass spectrometer. Unfortunately, this process can also induce local or global 
coulombic unfolding which limits the direct comparison of solvated and desolvated 
structural forms. Coulombic unfolding is heavily influenced by the charge state and 
charge density of ionised proteins [30,31,32,33] and both factors must be carefully 
considered during gas phase analyses in order to obtain meaningful structural 
information. The charge state of the analyte ion can be recorded directly from the mass 
spectrum. However, charge density is more difficult to obtain because it is dependent 
on the distribution of ionised sites throughout the analyte ion. 
Several analytical techniques have been developed for the location of putative 
protonation sites within multiply charged, gaseous analyte ions. These include the 
correlation of rotationally averaged collisional cross sections (cs) obtained by ion 
mobility MS (IMMS) with those calculated using molecular modelling [42] and the use 
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of high resolution tandem mass spectrometric (MS/MS) techniques [43,44,45]. In the 
latter, the high mass accuracy of Fourier transform MS enables the unambiguous 
identification of product ions from both their m/z and peak spacing within the isotopic 
envelope. The integer electric charge of the product ions are mapped to the primary 
sequence of the analyte once the charge state and cleavage location are known. A 
protonation site is positively identified when a shift in the integer electric charge 
between sequential product ions is observed or the site is localised to a region of the 
polypeptide backbone when cleavage does not occur on either side of the protonation 
site [43,44,45]. This method was extended for application on a low resolution Finnigan 
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Figure 2.9. Product ion spectrum of 1melittin+3HJ3  ions spra yed from buffered sample solutions. 
The mass spectrum was recorded at 1.76 V and the integer electric charge of the product ions 
mapped to the primary sequence of melittin. 
In a typical experiment, ions were generated by nano-ESI and mass isolated prior to 
analysis. Average product ion spectra were calculated from three replicate spectra 
using the average multiple curves function of Microcal Origin 6.0. Spectral peaks were 
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considered eligible for further analysis when their intensities were ~! 1% of the parent 
ion peak intensity recorded prior to vibrational activation (NCE: 0%). Peak apices were 
identified in the ensuing peak list when data points were absent within a ± 0.5 Da range 
or when their intensity was greater than the intensities of their two nearest neighbours 
and the mass difference between them was < 0.5 Da. Product ions were identified using 
the 'MS Product module of Protein Prospector 4.08 [46] and their integer electric charge 
was mapped to the known primary sequence of the analyte. Published gas phase 
basicity values for the free amino acids (Appendix 1) [47] were used to distinguish 
between candidate protonation sites when an ionising proton was localised to a region 
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Figure 2.10. Integer electric charge of the product ions formed during collision induced 
dissociation of [melittini-3H]3  ions mapped to the primary sequence of melittin. 
CID of [melittin] 3 ions leads to the formation of sequential 	(n =5 to 9) and y  (n = 
13 to 22) series product ions with no significant neutral losses (Figure 2.9). Cleavage is 
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be ions contain one basic residue (H2N-G), the remainder of the bnl series contain two 
basic residues (H2N-G, K7) and the yz  series contain four basic residues (K21, R22, 
K23, R24). These data suggest the b5 and b6 ions are protonated at the N-terminal 
glycine, the remainder of the b, series ions are protonated at either the N-terminal 
glycine or K7 and the y series ions are protonated at R22 and R24 (Figure 2.10). The 
strong presence of bn and ye ions in the product ion spectrum results from the 
simultaneous location of basic residues at, or towards, both termini of the analyte ion 
(Figure 2.9). The product ion spectrum of [melittin-'-3H] 3 ions sprayed from H20 is used 
for illustrative purposes as it is strongly representative of those spectra recorded for 
melittin sprayed from sample solutions containing CH30H. 
2.6.4. Gas Phase Hydrogen/deuterium Exchange 
Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) reactions are used throughout this 
thesis to examine the structural fold adopted by the mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs (Chapter 4) and murine 13-defensin 14 derivatives (Chapter 5) through their 
specific interaction with a bath gas containing deuterated reagent molecules. HDX was 
performed using a custom built gas inlet system which was successfully interfaced with 
the QIT of a Finnigan LCQ Classic mass spectrometer. The design, development and 
operation of the gas inlet system are described in detail later in this thesis (Chapter 3; 
Appendix 2 & 3). Ions were generated by nano-ESI and mass isolated prior to HDX. 
Deuterated reagent molecules (D20 or CD30D; Sigma Aldrich Inc., St Louis, U.S.A) 
were entrained in a helium carrier gas stream (40 psi) and delivered to the QIT both 
during analysis and for a period of at least 15 minutes prior to analysis. 
The length of the HDX reaction was adjusted using the injection time (IT) and AT 
parameters in Xcalibur 1.2. IT was used to change the length of time an injection 
potential (± 10 V) was applied to the entrance end-cap electrode of the QIT. Whereas, 
AT was used to adjust the length of time ions were stored within the QIT. Variation in 
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Figure 2.11. Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction curves for the 3+ (purple) and 4-i-
(orange) charge states of melittin spra yed from buffered sample solutions. 
the kinetic energy (EK) distribution of ions within the continuous ion beam defines a 
range of possible HDX reaction times within the AT to AT+IT range. AT could be 
adjusted between 30 s and 10 seconds using the commercial software and a registry 
patch was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific which allowed its unlimited 
extension. HDX reaction curves were obtained as a plot of deconvoluted mass shift 
(Am) against a range of HDX reaction times. Ten replicate mass spectra were recorded 
at each AT across an individual curve and each curve was recorded in triplicate prior to 
data analysis. 
The Am determined for the 3+ charge state of melittin (14.74 ± 0.13 Da) is marginally 
lower than that recorded for the 4+ charge state (15.92 ± 0.17 Da) after 10 seconds of 
HDX (Figure 2.11). A strong correlation is also observed between the HDX reaction 
curves recorded for both charge states (R 2: 0.99). It is possible that the 3+ and 4+ charge 
states share common structural features which conceal the same exchange sites from 
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deuterated reagent molecules. However, this disagrees with the structural differences 
observed during earlier thermodynamic analyses (Sections 2.5.2 & 2.5.3.1). It is 
conceivable that the HDX transition state complex might induce structural alterations 
which prevent differentiation of the charge states. Although, this was deemed not to be 
the case for protonated bradykinin when molecular modelling simulations showed its 
interaction with D20 did not lead to a significant change in conformation [481. The most 
likely explanation is that the compact structural fold of the 3+ charge state conceals 
potential exchange sites from the deuterated reagent while the 4+ charge state does not 
possess sufficient structure to facilitate the exchange reaction. This agrees well with 
published HDX structural studies [49,50] and also the results of thermodynamic analyses 
presented earlier in this thesis (Sections 2.5.2 & 2.5.3.1). 
[A] 
In 	= kt 	 Equation 2.3. 
[A]0 
Kinetic information was derived from HDX reaction curves using a psuedo first order 
reaction model described by Anderegg et al. [51]. The integrated rate law for the 
consumption of species A during a first order reaction is given by Equation 2.3. Where, 
[A]o is the initial concentration of species A and [A]t represents its concentration at each 
sampling point. The rate at which species A is consumed (-k) corresponds to a reduction 
in the number of exchange sites remaining after HDX and the time (t) corresponds to 
the reaction time (RT; Equation 2.4). 
In 
[H]RT 
 = - kRT 	 Equation 2.4. 
[H]0 
The number of exchange sites remaining after a given RT ([H]RT) equals the difference 
between the total number of exchange sites ([H]o) and the degree of deuterium 
incorporation at each sampling point ([DIRT; Equation 2.5). [DIRT is obtained from the 
deconvoluted mass shift in the mass spectrum and [H]o is calculated as the sum of 
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ionising protons plus the number of labile hydrogen atoms involved in covalent bonds 
with electronegative species. Equation 2.5 is substituted into Equation 2.4 to obtain an 
integrated first order rate law in which -k is the only unknown quantity (Equation 2.6). 
[11 IRr =[I1 ] — [DIRT 	 Equation 2.5. 
In 1110 -[D], =-kRT 	Equation 2.6. 
[H]0 
A plot of the natural logarithm of ([H]o-[D]t)/[H]o against RT gives a linear plot in which 
-k is the gradient of the slope and [H]0 is its intercept. HDX reaction rate constants are 
plotted against reaction time to obtain a kinetic plot of the experimental data. 
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Figure 2.12. Kinetic plots derived from the gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction 
curves of the 3+ (purple) and 4+ (orange) charge states of melittin sprayed from buffered sample 
solutions. 
A strong correlation (R 2: 0.99) is observed between the biphase kinetic plots determined 
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for both charge states of melittin (Figure 2.12). Exposed side chains and backbone 
amide atoms exchange at a rapid rate (kl-lDx lpid) in both the 3+ (ki-iox lpid: -0.09 ± 0.01) 
and 4+ (kHDx slow: -0.10 ± 0.01) charge states during the first 2.5 seconds of MDX. The 
reaction rate then decreases (kmx Slow) by approximately one order of magnitude (kl-iDx 
slow: (3+: -0.01 ± 9.06x10); (4+: -0.01 ± 7.54x10-4)) for the remainder of the reaction (2.5 to 
10 s). The inflection in the kinetic plot occurs at a stage in the MDX reaction when the 
exposed exchange sites are fully saturated. Further MDX beyond this point is 
dependent on the transient exposure of previously buried exchange sites or proceeds as 
a function of protein denaturation [51]. 































0.31 ± 0.01 
0.29 ± 0.03 
0.28 ± 0.01 
0.33 ± 0.03 
0.29 ± 0.01 
0.32 ± 0.01 
0.31 ± 0.01 
0.33 ± 0.02 
0.30 ± 0.01 
0.26 ± 0.01 
0.30 ± 0.01 
0.35 ± 0.03 
0.32 ± 0.01 
0.33 ± 0.02 
0.35 ± 0.01 
0.30 ± 0.01 
-0.09 ± 4.69x10-3 
-0.09 ± 1.05x10-2 
-0.08 ± 4.24x10 3 
-0.07 ± 1.25x10 2 
-0.09 ± 9.03x10 3 
-0.10 ± 2.71x10-2 
-0.09 ± 4.87x10-3 
-0.11 ± 1.29x10-2 
0.10 ± 3.45x10 3 
-0.10 ± 5.78x10 3 
-0.11 ± 3.21x10 3 
-0.09 ,± 8.40A O -1 
-0.11 ± 5.56x10 3 
-0.12 ± 4.35x10 3 
-0.12 ± 4.87x1ft 3 
-0.09 ± 1.50x10-2 
-0.01 ± 1.06x10-3 
-0.01 ± 2.40x10 3 
-0.01 ± 4.58x10 
-0.01 ± 5.35x10-3 
-0.01 ± 5.69x10 
-0.01 ± 1.08x10-3 
-0.02 ± 1.46x10 3 
-0.01 ± 1.21x10 3 
-0.01 ± 3.06x10 
-0.01 ± 2.69x10 3 
-0.01 ± 4.12x1ft3 
-0.01 ± 7.4740-3 
-0.01 ± I .21x1ft 3 
-0.01 ± 4.58x104 
-0.01 ± 1.46x10 3 
-0.01 ± 1.04x10 3 
Table 2.7. Influence of CH30H concentration on the hydrogenideuterium exchange 
characteristics of the 3+ and 4+ charge states of melittin. fDJMax corresponds to the maximum 
recorded deuterium uptake, fHJ0 represents the total number of hydrogen atoms available for 
exchange and their ratio is denoted IDJMax/IHJO. 
Kinetic data is presented for both charge states of melittin as a function of CH30H 
concentration (Table 2.7). The ratio between the maximum recorded deuterium uptake 
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([D]Max) and the total number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange ([HJo) is used to 
standardise the comparison of ions containing different numbers of exchange sites 
and/or ionising protons. No significant correlation is observed between the CH30H 
content of the sample solution and the kinetic data sets derived for either the 3+ (R 2 : 
([D]Max/[H]o: 0.53); (kHDx Rapid: -0.54); (kHDx slow: -0.41)) or 4+ (R2 : ([D]Max/[H]o: 0.49); (kHDx 
Rapid -0.20); (kHDx slow: -0.58)) charge states. These data suggest the structural fold adopted 
by desolvated melittin ions under these experimental conditions is independent of 
sample solution composition. This is strongly supported by results obtained during 
earlier thermodynamic analyses (Sections 2.5.2 & 2.5.3.1). Strong correlations are 
observed between the kinetic data sets determined for both charge states (R 2 : 
([D]Max/[H]o: 0.98); (kHDx Rapid: 0.86); (kHDx slow: 0.89)) which demonstrates the strong 
similarity between their exchange characteristics. The experimental error of all kinetic 
data sets falls within 5 % of their respective population means. 
2.7. Linear Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry 
Linear IMMS was performed using a modified Micromass quadrupole time-of-flight 
(Q-TOF) mass spectrometer (M0QTOF; Figure 2.13) [52,53]. The development of this 
instrument formed part of a collaborative project between the Barran group (University 
of Edinburgh), the Bowers group (University of California at Santa Barbara) and 
Micromass U.K. Ltd. (Wythenshawe, U.K). The construction of the drift cell followed a 
design by the Bowers group and its operation is described in detail elsewhere [52,53, 
54]. Ions were generated from melittin, mutant tryptophan cage construct (Chapter 4) 
and murine 13-defensin 14 derivative (Chapter 5) sample solutions by nano-ESI using a 
1-2 kV potential difference and supplemental N2 nebulising gas. The ensuing ion beam 
was transferred through the Z-source of the MoQTOF under the combined influence of 
the cone and extraction electrodes (Figure 2.12). Ions were stored in a hexapole ion 
guide using a retarding potential applied at the top hat electrode prior to their transfer 
through an Einzel lens to the drift cell. The separation of structural isoforms was achieved 
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Figure 213. (a) Schematic diagram of the commercial Micromass Q-TOF mass spectrometer and 
(b) the modified Q-TOF used during linear ion mobility mass spectrometry [551. 
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in the low field regime (Section 1.8.4) over a path length of 4.5 .  03 cm [52,53]. 
Analyte 	 CH30H (% v:v,) 	 (A2)  
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 0 544 
[Me1ittin+3H] 25 543 
[MeIittin+3H] 50 523 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 75 530 















Table 2.8. Influence of CH30H concentration on the rotationally averaged collisional cross 
sections (cr) determined for the 3+, 4+ and 5+ charge states of melittin by ion mobility mass 
spectrometry 1521. 
Ion mobility was measured under the antagonistic influence of a linear electric field 
(2-20 V cm -1) and retarding collisions with buffer gas molecules contained within the 
drift chamber (3 to 3.5 Torr) [52,53]. The electric field was applied across six ring 
electrodes and its stability was regulated using seven 1 MQ resistors. The temperature 
of the bath gas could be controlled over the 80-600 K range using either an electrical 
heating system or a liquid N2 cooling loop. Ions were transmitted through a hexapolar 
ion guide and a quadrupole mass analyser before being directed orthogonally into the 
reflectron TOF mass analyser. Ion intensity and TOF were recorded simultaneously at 
the multi-channel plate and time to digital convertor detection system (Figure 2.13). 
Instrumental control and data analysis were performed using a modified version of the 
MassLynx 4.1 software suite [52,53,55]. 
No simple relationship is observed between the a values determined for the 3+ (R 2 : 
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0.30) or 4+ (R2 : -0.14) charge state of melittin and CH3OH concentration. A correlation 
analysis could not be performed for the 5+ charge state due to the limited nature of the 
data set (Table 2.8). These results suggest the structural fold adopted by desolvated 
melittin ions is independent of CH30H concentration. This is strongly supported by the 
experimental results obtained during capillary-induced thermal degradation (Section 
2.6.2), C (Section 2.6.3.1) and gas phase HDX (Section 2.6.4). The mean cr increases as 
a function of charge state ( (.°i 2): (3+: 541.2 ± 16.5); (4+: 576 ± 10.3); (5+: 603.5 ± 2.12)) 
and all experimental errors fall within 5 % of their respective population means. The 
change in a between the 3+ and 4+ charge states of melittin (Ac: -34.8 ' 2)  constitutes a 
structural expansion of 6.43 % and a further expansion of 4.77 % occurs between the 4+ 
and 5+ charge states (Ac: -27.5 2). These differences highlight the significant influence 
coulombic repulsion has upon the structural organisation of desolvated melittin ions. 
2.8. Computational Analysis 
Structural predictions were performed for melittin, the mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs (Chapter 4) and murine -defensin 14 derivatives (Chapter 5) using a parallel 
processing cluster containing five Dual Xeon 64 bit processors and five 32 bit 
processors. Input structures were obtained from published structural information in the 
RCSB Protein Data bank [56] or were built from the amino acid residue library in the 
LEaP software suite. All simulations were performed in the absence of water using the 
parm99 forcefield parameters [57]. 
2.8.1. Molecular Modelling 
Theoretical protein structures were obtained during successive rounds of simulated 
annealing (SA; Section 1.6). The temperature of the system containing the input 
structure was increased from 0 to 800 K, held isothermal for a period of 20 Ps and then 
reduced in a stepwise manner during a 10 ps cooling event (10 steps; 80 K intervals). 
Output structures were then used as seed structures for subsequent rounds of SA. The 
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relative energy and a of each output structure was determined using E mm [54] and 
sigma [58] respectively. Those structures with the five lowest energies were selected for 
further analysis and visualised using the molecular graphics packages VMD 1.8.5 [591, 
Pymol 0.98 [60] or Chimera 1.0 [611. Helical content was estimated by expressing those 
residues that participate in helical structural domains as a function of the total number 
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Figure 2.14. Relative energies and collisional cross sections (u) of five hundred theoretical 
1melittin+3H13  ionic output structures generated by simulated annealing. The five lowest energy 
structures are circled IKalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
Five hundred candidate structures were calculated for the 3+ charge state of melittin by 
SA (Figure 2.14). The LeAP software suite was used to build an input structure which 
possessed a free N-terminus, an amidated C-terminus and was protonated at the K7, R22 
and R24 positions [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. The location of putative 
protonation sites during CID supports protonation of the R22 and R24 residues, 
however, the assignment of K7 as the third protonation site does not entirely agree with 
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the experimental data (Figure 2.9). For example, the b5 and b6 product ions suggest 
protonation at the N-terminal glycine but the remaining product ion series could be 
protonated at either the N-terminal glycine or the K7 residue. 
1.1 
Structure ,5 Structure 311 
U 
Structure 327 
Structure 391 	 Structure 492 
Figure 2.15. Five lowest energy structures predicted for the 3+ charge state of melittin during 
five hundred successive rounds of simulated annealing. The location of basic residues is 
highlighted (light blue) [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
The five lowest energy structures calculated for melittin correspond to output structure 
5, 311, 327, 391 and 492. Each of these structures adopts an extended conformation 
containing either a single helical domain or multiple helices separated by short flexible 
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stretches of polypeptide backbone (Figure 2.15). The significant helical content 
predicted by gas phase molecular modelling (62.31 ± 5.01 %; Table 2.9) agrees well with 
the strong helical signature of melittin in pure CH30H observed by CD spectroscopy 
(Figure 2.3). This result supports the conclusion that desolvated [melittin+3HP ions 
adopt a predominantly helical structural fold in the gas phase. 
The mean a of 594.77 ± 36.47 ' 2  (Table 2.9) corresponds to a structure that is 9.9 % 
larger than the structure determined by IIvIIMS (a: 541.2 ± 16.5 AO 2;  Table 2.8). There are 
several possible explanations for this small, but significant, difference which include the 
incorrect assignment of protonation sites, poor electrostatic descriptions of the amino 
acids used to construct each theoretical protein structure, the absence of a mathematical 
treatment of charge shielding in the force fields used during classical molecular 
mechanics simulations or the use of an elevated injection energy during IMMS 
experiments. 
Structure 327 has the lowest relative energy (-659.69 kCal mo1 1) of all of the output 
structures generated during SA (Figure 2.14) and has the greatest a (646.24 ' 2)  of the 
five lowest energy output structures (Table 2.9). These data suggest the formation of a 
nalyk 	Structure tion o[ c condu Relative 	 lielit a! 	LoLa 	 ar 
EJIL gy 
° Conit nt truc tin a! I Latut 
(kCal mol') 	 (%) 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 	5/500 -648.76 	547.51 	57.69 	12—*L6; L9—*G12; I20—Q25 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 311/500 -652.06 576.96 65.38 12—*G12; A15-9120 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 	327/500 -659.69 	646.24 	61.54 	 K7—>R22 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 391/500 -648.07 605.36 57.69 12—T11; L13-9117 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 	492/500 -647.40 	597.77 	69.23 	I2—V5; L9—).R22 
Table 2.9. Relative energies, collisional cross sections (a), percentage helical content and the 
location of secondary structural features for the five lowest energy fmelittin+3HJ 3 	ionic 
structures generated by simulated annealing IKalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
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single extended helical domain is energetically favourable compared to the formation 
of multiple short helices. However, this arrangement constrains the polypeptide 
backbone and prevents it from adopting the more compact, globular structures 
available to the remaining low energy structures (Figure 2.15). This is evidenced by the 
reduction in a as the number of helical domains increases ((1 domain, a: 646.24 .i 2); (2 
domains, mean a: 587.36 ± 15.65 ' 2);  (3 domains, a: 547.51 'i 2)) The location of 
secondary structural features is highly variable and only a short stretch of the 
polypeptide backbone (L9->T11) is contained within helical domains in all five of the 
low energy structures (Table 2.9). The experimental errors determined for the relative 
energy (0.78 %), a (6.13 %) and percentage helical content (8.05 %) data sets are rather 
variable and this reflects the high structural flexibility associated with small peptide 
and protein ions in the gas phase. 
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Figure 2.16. Change in the collisional cross section (o-) of fmelittin+3HJ 3  ions during a 15 ns 
temperature gradient molecular dynamics simulation 1621. 
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to examine the structural flexibility of 
candidate protein structures as a function of temperature. Input structures were obtained 
from either SA or from previously published structural studies. Analysis of the output 
datasets was performed using sigma [58] and the ptraj module of AMBER 8.0 [57]. A 15 
ns temperature gradient MD simulation was performed using the lowest energy SA 
structure generated for the 3+ charge state of melittin as the input structure [62]. The 
temperature of the system was increased from 300 to 400 K in 33 K increments and was 
held isothermal for a period of 5 ns after each increase in temperature (Figure 2.16). 
Output structures were obtained at picosecond intervals and a values were calculated 
for every tenth output structure [62]. 
A strong positive correlation is observed between mean a and simulation temperature 
(R2: 0.98; Table 2.10). This results from an increase in both the dimensions of interatomic 
spacing and the mean separation distance associated with bonding interactions as a 
function of temperature [63]. Structural expansion corresponds to a respective increase 
in ionic dimensions of 2.81 (300->333 K), 6.63 (300-*366 K) and 7.90 % (300-400 K). 
The small difference observed between the 300 and 333 K output structures falls 
within the experimental error of 5 % adopted for the purposes of this thesis. This 
supports the use of 333 K as a heated capillary temperature during nano-ESI experiments 
Analyte 	 Simulation Temperature (K) 	 o- (.4 ) 
[Me1ittin+3H]3 300 545.38 ± 6.88 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 333 560.69 ± 10.50 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 366 581.54 ± 18.64 
[Me1ittin+3H]3 400 588.70 ± 11.04 
Table 210. Mean collisional cross sections (u) determined for fmelittin+3HP ions at four 
simulation temperatures during a 15 ns temperature gradient molecular dynamics simulation 
[62J. 
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performed using the Finnigan LCQ Classic mass spectrometer (Table 2.4). Further 
structural expansion at higher simulation temperatures is not associated with a 
significant loss of secondary structural features [62]. All experimental errors fall within 
5 % of the mean c determined at each simulation temperature (Table 2.10). 
2.9. Statistical Analysis of the Experimental Data 
A minimum of three replicates were performed for each experiment described in this 
thesis. The sample mean and standard deviation were calculated for each data point 
and the Q test used to reject questionable data points with 95 % confidence [64,651. 
Correlation analyses, were performed using the Pearson product moment correlation 
coefficient [66]. 
2.10. Conclusions 
The analytical techniques described in this Chapter are used to probe the structural and 
thermodynamic properties of a series of mutant tryptophan cage constructs and murine 
-defensin 14 derivatives later in this thesis. The practical application of each technique 
to the investigation of biomolecular conformation and energetics is illustrated with 
respect to the anti-inflammatory protein, melittin. This protein was chosen for use 
during method development and validation because its structural features have been 
extensively characterised and its behaviour in a wide range of chemical environments is 
well documented. The main conclusions drawn from the ensuing experimental results 
are summarised below. 
The difference between the charge state distribution observed by MS and the net charge 
predicted by the Henderson Hasselbalch equation suggest [me1ittin+3H] 3 ions adopt a 
defined structural fold in the gas phase, or during transfer to the gas phase, that 
protects one or more protonation sites from the bulk solvent. This assumption is 
supported by the results of CD spectroscopy which show a variety of structural 
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isoforms are accessible to melittin ranging from random coil conformations in aqueous 
solutions to helices in hydrophobic environments. The change in secondary structural 
features as a function of CH30H concentration suggests a tendency for melitin ions to 
adopt a predominantly helical structure in the gas phase. This conclusion agrees well 
with the results of in silico calculations which identify a strong preference for helical 
structural forms in the absence of water. 
Slight differences in the structural fold adopted by the 3+ and 4+ charge states of 
melittin are observed by capillary induced thermal degradation and CID through 
variations in their relative thermodynamic stability. These differences are attributed to 
the expansion in ionic dimensions resulting from partial or complete coulombic 
unfolding. This conclusion is strongly supported by the results of IMMS experiments 
which show an increase in c as a function of charge state, but, vary from those obtained 
during gas phase HDX reactions in which no significant difference is observed between 
the two charge states. The most probable explanation for the ambiguous HDX data is 
the structure of the 3+ charge state protects exchange sites from deuterated reagent 
molecules while the unstructured 4+ charge state limits the formation of the transition 
state complex through which HDX proceeds. Under these circumstances it is possible 
for each charge state to adopt different structural folds while their exchange 
characteristics remain roughly comparable. 
No significant difference is observed in either the thermodynamic stability or HDX 
characteristics of melittin ions sprayed from the variety of sample solutions examined 
during CH30H titration and this suggests the structural fold adopted by desolvated, 
melittin ions is independent of sample solution composition. However, ions sprayed 
from aqueous sample solutions are likely to experience a greater structural alteration 
following desolvation (random coil -4 helical) than those ions sprayed from pure 
CH30H (helical -* helical). Unfortunately, this structural convergence prevents the use 
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of MS during comparative studies of the various structural isoforms available to 
melithn as a function of solution composition. However, MS remains a valid tool to 
investigate its biological function because the vacuum within a mass spectrometer is 
comparable to the hydrophobic environment e ncountered by melittin follo wing its 
insertion into cell membranes in preparation for cell lysis. 
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Chapter 3. Development of a Novel Gas Inlet System for the Finnigan LCO Classic 
This Chapter describes the development of a novel gas inlet system built with the aim of 
performing gas phase ion/molecule reactions within the quadrupole ion trap of a Finnigan LCQ 
Classic mass spectrometer. The development of the novel gas inlet system is described with 
respect to gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reactions using tryptophan cage-K and 
melittin ions. The influence of composite gas mixture introduction into the quadrupole ion trap 
on instrumental performance is discussed. Further information regarding vacuum manifold 
pressure measurements and gas composition calculations are presented in Appendix 2 and 3. 
3.1. Materials and Methods 
Successive iterations of the gas inlet system were constructed from stainless steel tubing 
(1/4 & 1/8"), shut-off valves (SOy), variable leak valves (VLV) and Swagelok gas fittings 
(Swagelok Company, Solon, U.S.A). SOVs were used to isolate regions of the gas inlet 
system from one another and VLVs used to regulate gas flow in a finely controlled 
manner. Custom built reagent reservoirs and bubblers were fabricated in the glass and 
mechanical workshops at the University of Edinburgh. The commercial gas inlet system 
(He line) was retained and interfaced with the novel gas inlet system (HDX line) in 
such a way that each line could be isolated and operated independently. Gas phase 
hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) reactions were used to monitor the success of 
reagent introduction into the quadrupole ion trap (QIT) of the Finnigan LCQ Classic. 
H 2N- NLYIQWLKDGGPSSGRPPPSK—NH 2 
Figure 3.1. Primary sequence of tryptophan cage-K. The chemical configuration of each terminus 
and the location of basic (light blue) and acidic (dark green) residues is presented. 
Ions were sprayed from buffered sample solutions (20 mM NH4CH3COOiH20; pH: 
6.91 ± 0.04) of tryptophan cage-K (Figure 3.1) or melittin (Figure 2.1) by nano-electrospray 
(nano-ESI) or electrospray ionisation (ESI). Tryptophan cage-K (Figure 3.2) was prepared 
by solid phase peptide synthesis (Dr. Derek MacMillan; University College London) 
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and deuterated reagents and melittin (Figure 2.1) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
Company Ltd. (Gillingham, Dorset, U.K). 
3.2. Commercial Gas Inlet System 
Helium buffer gas was introduced into the mass analyser cavity of the QIT through a 
stainless steel gas inlet system (Figure 3.2). This is important for the correct operation of 
the Finnigan LCQ Classic because ion/neutral collisions reduce the axial kinetic energy 
(EK) of the injected ion beam, limit ion transmission and improve the efficiency of both 
collision induced dissociation (CID) and ion storage [1,2]. Gas delivery pressure was 
reduced from 20-40 psi to -3 psi using an integrated pressure regulation system located 
between the cylinder head and the QIT [3]. Helium was directed through the vacuum 
manifold via a short length of plastic tubing and introduced into the mass analyser 
cavity at -1 ml min-' through a nipple located on the exit end-cap electrode. Gas 
effusion into the vaccuum manifold was restricted by plastic supports which cradle the 
electrodes of the QIT and a series of small apertures in the end-cap electrodes. The 
partial pressure of helium within the mass analyser cavity was maintained at -10 -3 Torr 
[4]. A Granville-Philips 342 mini-ion gauge (Brooks Automation Inc., Chelmsford, 
Vacuum Manifold 
QIT 
Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the commercial gas inlet system of a Finnigan LCQ Classic 
[5,6]. 
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U.S.A) was used to monitor gas pressure by measuring the ion current generated from 
electron ionisation of the composite gas mixture present within the vacuum manifold. 
The lowest pressure that could be achieved by the vacuum system of the Finnigan LCQ 
Classic was defined as the base pressure for the purposes of this thesis. A base pressure 
of -4 j.tTorr was recorded in the absence of helium and with a septum covering the 
outer face of the heated capillary. Instrumental base pressure was attributed to the 
infusion of atmospheric gas through the source region of the instrument and minor 
leaks in the vacuum system. An ion gauge pressure (IGP) of -12 iiTorr  (-'4 .iTorr 
atmospheric gas, -8 1.tTorr helium) was recorded after helium introduction into the 
mass analyser cavity of the QIT and this increased to -25 ItTorr  (-17  I.tTorr  atmospheric 
gas, -8 iTorr helium) following removal of the septum from the outer face of the heated 
capillary. Sample introduction did not influence the recorded IGP significantly (<1 
iTorr increase). 
3.3. Reagent Introduction into the Quadrupole Ion Trap 
Reagent molecules must be introduced into the mass analyser cavity of the QIT in order 
to perform gas phase ion/molecule reactions such as HDX. A variety of gas inlet 
systems have been developed for this purpose and interfaced with commercial QIT 
instruments. Reagent molecules are either pulsed into the trap through an electronically 
controlled leak valve [7,8,9,10,11] or introduced as part of a composite gas mixture 
[3,12,13,14]. The following Section describes the design and development of a novel gas 
inlet system which was successfully interfaced with the QIT of a Finnigan LCQ Classic 
mass spectrometer. 
3.3.1. Gas Inlet System: Iteration I 
Reagent solutions were stored in a gas-tight reservoir located at the end of the HDX line 
and degassed under the influence of a supplemental vaccuum (Figure 3.3; Open: VLV1, 
SOV1; Closed: pressure regulator (PR)). Deuterated reagent from the HDX line (Open: 
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iSA 
Figure 3.3. Iteration I of the novel gas inlet system interfaced with a Finnigan LCQ Classic 
[5,6]. 
VLV1, PR; Closed; SOV1) was mixed with helium from the He line (green) in a mixing 
region located after the respective pressure regulation systems of each line. The ensuing 


















750 755 760 765 770 775 780 785 790 795 800 
m/z 
Figure 3.4. Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange of Itryptophan cage-(K)+3H]3 . The rate of 
helium/D20 introduction into the mass analyser cavity was adjusted using the first iteration of 
the gas inlet system. Hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments were performed at four 
different vacuum manifold pressures. 
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through a short stretch of common gas line (light blue). 
The exchange characteristics of [tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 ions were examined by HDX 
at several vacuum manifold pressures to verify the success of reagent delivery to the 
QIT. The PR of the HDX line was used to adjust the rate of gas delivery to the mass 
analyser cavity until the IGP was stabilised at 24, 47, 57 or 97 tTorr. The strong positive 
correlation (R2: 0.99) between IGP and deconvoluted mass shift (Am) suggests successful 
reagent introduction into the QIT. However, this is accompanied by significant peak 
coalescence (Figure 3.4) and a dramatic reduction in spectral quality, as evidenced by 
the strong negative correlation between IGP and instrumental resolution (R 2: -0.84; 
Table 3.1). 







[Tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 Helium/D20 24 766.7 0.0 547.64 
[Tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 Helium/D20 47 768.2 4.5 147.73 
[Tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 HeliumfD20 57 769.8 9.3 93.88 
[Tryptophan cage-K-I-3H] 3 Helium/D20 97 773.9 21.6 60.46 
Table 31. Hydrogen/deuterium exchange characteristics of [tryptophan cage-K-'-3H] 3+ at four 
different vacuum manifold pressures. 
Unfortunately, the Am of 21.6 Da that occurs with an increase in IGP from 24 to 97 
p.Torr cannot be unambiguously attributed to I-IDX. This is because the use of abnormal 
operating pressures and/or reagent introduction are known to adversely affect the 
performance of QIT instruments [7,11,12]. For example, the efficiency of collisional 
cooling increases with the mass of the collision partners (Equation 1.13) and this leads 
to a reduction in both the EK of the analyte ion and the physical dimensions of its 
associated trajectory (Figure 3.5) [1,11,121. 
It follows that ions will adopt smaller trajectories when they interact with a bath gas 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 3.5. Simulation of collisional cooling 
following (a) helium buffer gas and (b) 
CD30D introduction into a quadrupole ion 
trap. Simulations were performed on 
'JJJ_ 	1melittin+HJ (m/z: 2846.46 g mo! -1; initial EK: 
) I eV) using SIMION 7.0 (vacuum manifold 
-_- 	pressure: 28 uTorr; simulation time: 1 s; 
sampling frequency: 1 ms; trajectory 
quality: 10) 
containing heavier deuterated reagent molecules instead of the bath gas they usually 
encounter. This means ions must travel a greater distance to the exit aperture during 
the ejection event than they would under standard operating conditions [1,2]. Elevation 
of the vacuum manifold pressure also leads to a reduction in an ions mean free path 
(MFP) and an increase in its collision frequency (Table 3.2). These factors combine to 
retard ion transport between the centre of the mass analyser cavity and the detection 
system of the instrument. Ejection time is a limiting factor for the mass accuracy of the 
Finnigan LCQ Classic because the RF amplitude at which an ion is detected 
corresponds to its m/z (Equation 1.8). Ions are transmitted from the QIT to the detection 
system at a rate of 5,500 Th s4 during the analytical scan 141. Therefore, a delay in ion 
ejection by as little as 1.32 ms could account for the mass shift observed for [tryptophan 
cage-K+3H] 3 at elevated vacuum manifold pressures (Table 3.1). 
Analyte Vacuum Manifold 
Pressure (uTorr) 
Mean Fret Path 
(wiz) 
Collision Frequency 
(collisions s- ') 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 24 7.54 8.74x106 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 47 3.84 1.71x107 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 57 3.17 2.08x107 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 97 1.86 3.53x107 
Table 3.2. Mean free path and collision frequency of fmelittin+3Hl3 at four different vacuum 
manifold pressures. 
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MFP and collision frequency were calculated for [me1ittin-i-3H] 3 , instead of [tryptophan 
cage-K+3H], as its collisional cross section (ci) had already been determined by ion 
mobility mass spectrometry (Table 2.7) [15]. The ideal gas law (Equation 3.1) was used 
to calculate the number density of gas molecules (NIV) from the temperature (T: 310 K) 
[3] and pressure (P) within the vacuum manifold, Avogadros constant (No: 6.023xlO23  




2 = 1 
V-2~~( 	 Equation 3.2. V  
) 
zcol . = 
5_ -JN0oPc 	 Equation 3.3. 
RT 
MFP (A) was calculated at each vacuum manifold pressure once NN had been 
determined (Equation 3.2). Collision frequency (ZC0I) was then calculated from the known 
experimental parameters and physical constants (c: 2.9979x10 8 m s'; Equation 3.3) [16]. 
3.3.2. Gas Inlet System: Iteration II 
The first iteration of the gas inlet system (Figure 3.3) was flawed because the flow 
direction of helium buffer gas could not be absolutely controlled. It was possible for 
helium leaving the PR and capillary restrictor to travel either towards the QIT or back 
along the HDX line. It was thought that this potential back pressure might influence the 
entrainment of neutral species into the helium gas stream and/or limit reagent transport 
through the HDX line. A SOV was incorporated at each end of the He and HDX lines to 
prevent this from occurring in subsequent iterations (SOVs 1,2,4 & 5; Figure 3.6). The 
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50V3 
Figure 3.6. Schematic diagram of the second iteration of the novel gas inlet system interfaced 
with the Finnigan LCQ mass spectrometer [5,61. 
previous loss of spectral quality observed for [tryptophan cage-K+3H] at elevated 
vacuum manifold pressures (Table 3.1) suggested a need for reagent introduction into 
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m/z 
Figure 3.7. Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange of [tryptophan cage-K-f3H]3 recorded using 
the second iteration of the gas inlet system. 
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region was relocated to a position before the PR in the HDX line to permit fine control 
of the gas delivery pressure (Figure 3.6). 
Helium buffer gas was transferred through the He line at a delivery pressure of 40 psi 
(Open: SOV1 & 5; Closed: PR, 50V2, 3, & 4, VLV1), the IGP within the vacuum 
manifold was recorded and the He line was isolated (Closed: All valves). Helium was 
then transferred through the HDX line (Open: PR, SOV 2 & 4 Closed: SOV1, 3 & 5, 
VLV1) and the PR tuned so that the IGP matched that previously recorded for the He 
line. Once the HDX line had been calibrated with respect to the He line it was a simple 
matter to open the reagent reservoir (Open: PR, SOV2 & 4, VLV1; Closed: SOV1, 3 & 5) 
in preparation for gas phase HDX reactions (Figure 3.6). 
The exchange characteristics of [tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 ions were examined in the 
presence of helium and a helium/D20 composite gas mixture to determine whether 
changes made to the inlet system would allow gas phase HDX reactions at a vacuum 
manifold pressure of 24 p.Torr (Figure 3.7). HDX led to a marginal increase in the 
deconvoluted mass of [tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 (Am: 0.9 Da) with only a minor 
reduction in resolution (Table 3.3; Figure 3.7). These results are in stark contrast to the 
significant mass shift (Am: 21.6 Da) observed for the same analyte using iteration I of 
the gas inlet system (Table 3.1; Figure 3.4). This difference could result from either the 
unsuccessful introduction of deuterated reagent through the modified gas inlet system 
or the effects of analyte structural organisation on the efficiency of HDX. 
Analyte 	 Gas 	IGP 	Base Peak 	Ani 	Resolution 
Composition 	(uTorr) (ml:) (Da) 
[Tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 	Helium 	24.0 	766.7 	0.0 	547.64 
[Tryptophan cage-K+3H] 3 Helium/D20 24.1 767.0 0.9 329.18 
Table 3.3. Exchange characteristics of Itryptophan cage-Ki-3HJ3  examined using iteration II of 
the gas inlet system. 
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A further experiment was performed using [melittin+3H] ions in an attempt to 
distinguish between each of these possibilities. It was thought the use of CD30D would 
increase the prospect of gas phase MDX within the mass analyser cavity as it is known 
to exchange at a significantly faster rate than D20 (-4x) [17]. CD30D was used as the 
exchange catalyst during all subsequent MDX reactions described in this thesis. The 
significant Am of 18.6 Da recorded for [melittin+3H] 3 ions during HDX (Table 3.4; 
Figure 3.8) proves the 21.6 Da mass shift observed for [tryptophan cage-K-'-3H] 3 using 
iteration I of the gas inlet system is the result of an instrumental effect rather than gas 
phase HDX. These results also indicate the lack of exchange observed for the same 
analyte ion using iteration II of the gas inlet system is caused by a chemical effect rather 
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m/z 
Figure 3.8 Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange of ftnelittin+3HJ3 . The introduction of 
helium and a heliuln/CD30D gas mixture was achieved using the second iteration of the gas 
inlet system. 
This experiment clearly demonstrates the successful integration of the novel gas inlet 
system with the Finnigan LCQ Classic and its successful application during gas phase 
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Anal yte 	 Gas 	IGP 	Base Peak 	Am 	Resolution 
Coin position 	(yTorr) (inlz) (Da) 
[Melittin+3H] 3 	 Helium 	23.1 
	
950.53 	0.0 	2880.39 
[Melittin+3H] 3 Helium/CD30D 	24.0 956.73 18.6 387.34 
Table 3.4. Exchange characteristics of ftnelittin+3HP ions examined using iteration II of the gas 
inlet system. 
ion/molecule reactions within the mass analyser cavity. However, reagent introduction 










' I  
Figure 3.9. Image and schematic diagram of the bubbler mixing system present in the third 
iteration of the novel gas inlet system [6]. 
The adverse influence of gas phase HDX on the performance of the Finnigan LCQ 
Classic was attributed to transient differences in the reagent content of the composite 
gas mixture delivered to the QIT. This fluctuation could result in scan-to-scan variation 
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in deuterium uptake and lead to a reduction in resolution when individual scans are 
combined to obtain an average spectrum. It was thought the use of a bubbler 
entrainment system would result in the delivery of a more reproducible composite gas 
mixture than the vapour pressure driven entrainment systems employed in previous 
iterations. As a result, two bubblers were incorporated into the mixing region of the 
third iteration of the gas inlet (Figures 3.9 & 3.10). 
Helium was transferred through the He line at 40 psi (Open: SOV1 & 10; Closed: PR, 
SOV2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9), the IGP was recorded and the He line was isolated. Helium 
was then transferred through the HDX line (Open: PR, SOV2, 7 & 9; Closed: SOV1, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8 & 10) and the PR tuned so that the IGP matched that previously recorded for the 
He line. Helium was then directed through the mixing region of the inlet system once 
the HDX line had been calibrated with respect to the He line. The configuration of the 
mixing region enabled the separate introduction of reagents 1 (Open: SOV3 & 4; Closed: 
SOV6, 7 & 8) and 2 (Open: SOV6 & 8; Closed: SOV3, 4 & 7) or the simultaneous 
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Figure 3.10. Schematic diagram of the third iteration of the novel gas inlet system interfaced 
with the Finnigan LCQ mass spectrometer [5,6]. 
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Mass spectra were recorded for [melittin+3H] ions in the presence of helium and a 
helium/CD30D gas mixture using the third iteration of the gas inlet system. A Am of 
14.0 Da was recorded with no change in IGP or reduction in instrumental resolution 

















947.5 	950.0 	952.5 	955.0 	957.5 	960.0 	962.5 	965.0 
m/z 
Figure 3.11. Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange of ftnelittin+3HJ3 . The introduction of 
helium and a helium/CD30D gas mixture was achieved using the third iteration of the gas inlet 
system. 
pressure of deuterated reagent molecules into the QIT without an associated decrease 
in instrumental performance. As a result, the third iteration of the novel gas inlet 
system was used to perform all subsequent HDX reactions described in this thesis. 
Analyté 	 Gas 	IGP 	Base Peak 	4m 	Resolution 
Composition 	(uTorr) (m/z) . . (Da) 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 	 Helium 	26.3 
	
950.53 	0.0 	1092.56 
[Me1ittin+3H] 3 Helium/CD30D 	26.3 955.20 14.0 1540.65 
Table 3.5. Exchange characteristics of LImelittini-3H'+ions examined using iteration III of the 
gas inlet system. 
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3.4. Stability of Gas Delivery to the Mass Analyser Cavity 
Vacuum manifold IGP measurements were used as a means to assess the stability of 
buffer and composite gas delivery to the mass analyser cavity of the QIT. Helium was 
introduced at a delivery pressure of 40 psi and was directed through either the He or 
l-IDX line of the gas inlet system. IGP within the vacuum manifold was recorded at 300 
ms intervals during a 10 minute sampling period (N: 2000) and each experiment was 
performed in triplicate. Control charts were used to identify IGP readings outside the 
acceptable working limits of the instrument. This range was defined as ± 3 times the 
standard deviation from the mean IGP recorded when helium was transferred through 
the He line [181. 
1.0. 
He Line: He 
(98.95% of replicates within He control limits) 
_L pj - -. ir1J -El'-.rrLw'L3 TLfI_Jj.*r 
HDX Line: He 
(98.85% of replicates within He control limits) 
HDX Line: He/CD30D 
(98.55% of replicates within He control limits) 




+ 	8 	9 	10 
Time (Minutes) 
Figure 3.12. Control charts monitoring variability in ion gauge pressure following the 
introduction of helium and heliulnICD30D into the quadrupole ion trap through the novel gas 
inlet system. 
Approximately 99% of the IGP measurements recorded for helium and helium/CD30D 
fall within the acceptable operational range defined for the Finnigan LCQ Classic 
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of the direction of gas flow through the novel gas inlet system. The strong correlation 
between results obtained during helium transfer through the He and HDX lines (R 2 : 
1.00) indicates the PR of the HDX line, after calibration, is an acceptable alternative to 
the PR system of the He Brie. In addition, the strong correlation between the datasets 
recorded during helium and helium/CD30D transfer through the HDX line (R 2: 1.00) 
confirms the bubbler mixing system generates a stable and reproducible composite gas 
stream. This result also implies the partial pressure of deuterated reagent molecules 
within the gas mixture delivered to the QIT is low. 
3.5. Conclusions 
This Chapter describes the development of a novel gas inlet system with the aim of 
performing gas phase ion/molecule reactions within the QIT of a Finnigan LCQ Classic. 
Experimental results obtained during the gas phase HDX reactions of [tryptophan cage-
K+3H] 3 and D20 or [melittin+3H] 3 and CD30D were used to describe the advantages 
and disadvantages associated with each iteration of the gas inlet system. The third, and 
final, iteration was shown to deliver helium and composite gas mixtures to the QIT in a 
reproducible manner that is independent of inlet system configuration. In addition, 
deuterated reagent introduction proceeds without the associated reduction in 
instrumental performance observed for earlier iterations of the inlet system. 
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Chapter 4. Structural Analysis of the Mutant Tryptophan Cage Constructs 
This Chapter describes the structural and thermodynamic analysis of a series of mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs which differ by virtue of their N- and/or C-terminal configurations 
(acetylation or amidation) and the identity of the basic residues located at positions 8 and 16 of 
their primary sequence (lysine or arginine). Solution phase analyses are performed using charge 
partition calculations, circular dichroism spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy. While, gas 
phase analyses are performed using capillary-induced thermal degradation, collision induced 
dissociation, hydrogen/deuterium exchange and linear ion mobility mass spectrometry. The 
results of these studies are supported by gas phase structural predictions using a simulated 
annealing molecular modelling strategy. The aims of the work presented in this Chapter are to 
investigate the influence of point mutation(s) on the structural properties of trijptophan cage 
and to identify correlations between its solvated and desolva ted structural organisation. 
4.1. Introduction 
Exendin 4 is a 39 residue protein originally isolated from the saliva of the gila monster 
lizard (Heloderma suspectum). Its structural properties and biological action became the 
subject of intense scientific scrutiny following the identification of exendin 4 as a 
candidate therapeutic agent for the treatment of diabetic conditions [1,2,3,41. Researchers 
at Washington State University solved the structure of its micelle-associated and 
solvated conformations using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [5]. 
Both structures were shown to contain a weakly preserved C-terminal helical domain. 
This region was identified as a suitable template for the targetted design of a synthetic 
mini-protein that possessed a well defined structural fold [6]. 
H2N—HGEGTFTSDLSKQNEEEAVRLFIEWLKNGGPSS GAP PPS22 
H2N—NLYIQWLKDGGPSSGRPPPS—CO2H 
Figure 4.1. Primary sequence of (a) exendin 4 and (b) tryptophan cage indicating the chemical 
configuration of each terminus and the location of basic (blue) and acidic (green) residues. 
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The helix-rich region of exendin 4 was isolated by removal of the N-terminal residues 
(1-11—V19) and a point mutation was introduced at position 1 (R1N) of the truncated 
sequence to enhance helix formation (Figure 4.2a). Medium to long range hydrophobic 
(W6, P17, P18, P19; Figure 4.2b) and polar (139, R16; Figure 4.2c) interactions were 
encouraged by incorporation of the additional point mutations F3Y, E5Q N91) and 
A16R. The structure of the ensuing protein was solved by NMR spectroscopy and 
shown to contain an N-terminal helix (N1—GlO) followed by a short 310 helix (Gil 
—S14) and an extended C-terminal loop (G15—*S20) [2]. This protein was called the 
tryptophan cage because of the influence of it-it stacking between the side chains of the 
W6 and C-terminal proline residues on its tertiary structural organisation (Figure 4.2) [6]. 
Figure 4.2. High resolution structure of tryptophan cage determined by nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy 161. The three structures illustrate (a) the location of secondary 
structural features, (Ii) the hydrophobic interaction between W6 and residues P17 to P19 and (c) 
the polar interaction between D9 and R16. The location of basic residues (light blue), acidic 
residues (dark green) and hydrogen bonding interactions (red) are highlighted. 
Circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence spectroscopy revealed tryptophan cage has 
the fastest known cooperative folding transition of any protein (kf: 2.4x105 1; ps) 
[7,8,9]. It was suggested that the retention of core 'native-like' electrostatic contacts in its 
largely unfolded state would impose a structural constraint that reduced the number of 
isoforms the molten globule had to sample during the folding event and, therefore, 
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increased the rate of the folding transition [6,7,10]. Unlike exendin 4, approximately 95 
% of solvated tryptophan cage molecules exhibit some form of structural organisation 
in 1-120 and aqueous media with a low organic content [6]. 
The short timescale associated with the folding transition coupled to its relatively small 
size have made tryptophan cage ammenable to analysis using a broad range of theoretical 
and experimental analytical techniques. The first all atom in silico structural prediction 
was published by Simmerling et al. [11] within a few months of publication of the NMR 
structure [6]. Since then, several sampling algorithms have been used to examine the 
folding transition of tryptophan cage and remarkable similarities have been reported 
between the structural predictions of theoretical studies [10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17] and the 
high resolution structural information obtained by NMR spectroscopy [6]. Molecular 
dynamics simulations have given detailed insights into the folding pathways of 
tryptophan cage [11,18,19,201 and also lent support to the suggestion that the preservation 
of core electrostatic contacts in its largely denatured state is responsible for the rapid 
folding transition observed experimentally [7,8,9,21]. Computational methods have also 
been used to examine the thermodynamic stability of tryptophan cage but poor 
correlations have been reported between the results of experiment and theory [10,15]. 
Several research groups have performed comparative studies of the solvated and 
desolvated structural isoforms of tryptophan cage in an effort to examine the relative 
influence of intrinsic chemical interactions and external factors on its structural 
properties. The results of these studies vary with technique but tend to suggest the partial 
preservation of native electrostatic contacts following desolvation [21,22,23,24,25,26,27]. 
Solution phase analyses have focussed on the use of spectroscopic or calorimetric 
techniques to examine energetic stability, folding transitions and structural dynamics 
[6,7,8,21,22] or to record high resolution structural information [6]. While, gas phase 
analyses have employed spectroscopic techniques [23,24,251 and electron irradiation 
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[26,27] to obtain thermodynamic or structural information. For example, lavarone et at. 
probed the energetic stability of tryptophan cage tagged with a dipyromethene 
difluoride analogue of tetramethyirhodamine (BODIPY TMR) using fluorescence 
quenching reactions with buffer gas atoms/molecules contained within a temperature 
regulated quadrupole ion trap (QIT) [23,24,25]. While, Adams et al. used careful 
examination of the product ion spectra recorded during electron capture dissociation 
(ECD) Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) to 
investigate the higher order structural organisation of desolvated tryptophan cage [26,271. 
4.2. Materials 
Eight mutant tryptophan cage constructs were prepared using solid phase peptide 
synthesis by Dr. Derek MacMillan at the University College London. Each construct 
differed in the identity of the basic residues at positions 8 and 16 of the primary 
sequence and in the chemical configuration of the N- and C-termini (Table 4.1). 
Nanting ConvLntzon 	- 	 Sequence Alignment  
TCAN CH 3CO—NLYIQWLKDGGPSSGRPPPS —NH2 
K8RAN CH 3CO—NLYIQWLRDGGPSSGRPPPS —NH2 
R16KAN CH 3CO—NLYIQWLKDGGPS SGKPPPS—NH2 
OMAN CH 3CO—NLYIQWLRDGGPSSGKPPPS —NH2 
TCNN H N—NLYIQWLKDGGPSSGRPPPS--NH2 
KRNN HN—NLYIQWLP.DGGPSSGRPPPS —NH2 
RI6KNN H 2N—NLYIQWLKDGGPSSGKPPPS —NH2 
I)MNN H N—NLYIQWLRDGGPSSGKPPPS—NH2 
Table 41. Abbreviations, sequence alignment and terminal modifications of the mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs. The location of basic (light blue) and acidic (dark green) residues is 
vresented. 
A naming convention was developed to describe differences between each mutant 
construct and to aid their description throughout this thesis. The first section of each 
name describes the type of point mutation incorporated into the constructs primary 
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sequence at position 8 and/or 16. Where, TC represents the configuration of basic 
residues in the tryptophan cage protein developed at Washington State University 
(K8,R16) [6], K8R indicates a K/R substitution at position 8 (R8,R16), R16K represents an 
R/K substitution at position 16 (K8,K16) and the double mutant (DM) incorporates both 
single point mutations (R8,K16). The remaining letters of the abbreviated name describe 
the respective chemical configuration of the N- and C-termini. Where, the letter A 
indicates an acetylated N- terminus (CH3CO-R) and the letter N represents either an 
unprotected N- (H2N-R) or amidated C-terminus (R-NH2). Mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs with free N- (H2N-R) and C-termini (R-0O2H) were planned for analysis but 
were unavailable at the time of this research. All mutant constructs were prepared in 
buffered sample solutions (20 mM NH4 CH3COOIH20; pH: 6.91 ± 0.025) over the 8.9 to 
12.3 jiM concentration range unless otherwise stated. 
4.3. Thermodynamic Stability 
Mutant tryptophan cage constructs were examined in solution by CD spectroscopy 
(Section 4.3.1) and in the gas phase by capillary-induced thermal degradation (Section 
4.3.2), collision induced dissociation (CID, Section 4.3.3) and linear ion mobility mass 
spectrometry (IMMS; Section 4.3.4). 
4.3.1. Temperature Gradient Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 
The structural stability of R16KAN and DMAN was examined by near-ultraviolet (UV) 
CD spectroscopy during a forward temperature scan (283 —+ 353 K) [Kalapothakis, 
unpublished data]. Variation in the local environment of the Y3 and/or W6 residues as a 
function of temperature was identified by the change in spectral absorption at a 
wavelength of 283 nm (82nm; Figure 1.4b). This wavelength was selected to monitor 
structural change as it corresponds to a ir—+it electronic transition associated with the 
aromatic side chain of tryptophan residues [28]. 
A linear decrease in spectral absorption is observed for R16KAN and DMAN with an 
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increase in solution temperature from 283 to 337 K (0283nm: (R16KAN: 18.94 -12.23); 
(DMAN: 19.98->9.87)). This corresponds to a reduction in UV absorption of 35.43 % for 
R16KAN and 50.60 % for DMAN. A further decrease of 3.00 % is observed for R16KAN 
after the inflection point of its curve at 336.56 K (02nm: 12.23-*11.66). This behaviour is 
mimicked in the temperature gradient curve recorded for DMAN where a 2.85 % 
reduction in spectral absorption is observed at solution temperatures beyond 337.03 K 
(0283nm: 9.87->8.89). The rapid reduction in Onm in the early stages of the temperature 
gradient suggests partial loss of the hydrophobic packing which is responsible for 
stabilisation of the polypeptide backbone within the tertiary structure fold (Figure 
4.2b). This conclusion is strongly supported by the results of a study by Streicher et al. 
which examined the melting temperature of helical features (?: 222 nm) in the secondary 
structure of tryptophan cage by far-UV CD spectroscopy [22]. Both studies cast doubt 
over the survival of intact solution phase structural contacts following desolvation at a 
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Figure 4.3. Thermodynamic stability of the R16KAN and DMAN mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs measured by circular dichroism spectroscopy [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
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The inflection points of each curve suggests the transition between the preferred 
structural fold at 283 K and the structure favoured at higher temperatures is complete 
at a solution temperature of -337 K. The absorption of near-UV photons continues at 
temperatures greater than this value which suggests the retention of tertiary structural 
features by both R16KAN (O2nm: 11.84 ± 0.42) and DMAN (O2a3nm: 9.29 ± 0.52). Differences 
in the rate of structural disruption and the O283nm values recorded beyond the inflection 
point of each curve show that even sympathetic point mutations, such as K/R and RJK 
substitutions, are sufficient to alter the respective structural organisation of each 
mutant construct in a detectable manner. 
4.3.2. Capillary-induced Thermal Degradation 
The dissociation efficiency of the mutant tryptophan cage constructs was examined by 
capillary-induced thermal degradation (Figure 4.4 & 4.5). The dissociation rate constant 
(kd) and the temperature required for a 50 % (T5o%) reduction in parent ion count/total 
ion count (PICTHC) were used as quantitative indicators of each analyte ions thermo-
dynamic stability (Table 4.2; Section 2.6.2). The vibrational dissociation efficiency of 
peptide and protein ions is dependent on the ratio between the number of ionising 
protons and the number of basic residues within their primary sequence ( H1 Basicaa) 
[291. When the H+/Z Basicaa is :!~ 1.0 the energy required to delocalise a proton(s) is 
influenced by the relative gas phase basicity (GB) of the available proton capture sites 
(GB: (H: 223.7 kCal mo1 1 ); (K: 221.8 kCal mo1 1); (R: 237.0 kCal mo1 1 )) [30]. However, 
when the E H+/> Basic.. is> 1.0 these basic residues are saturated and any additional 
ionising protons are delocalised across the remaining non-basic amino acids which 
possess little difference in their relative gas phase basicities [29,30]. 
T5o% and kd could not be determined for the 2+ charge states of the mutant tryptophan 
cage constructs as they are stable to a temperature greater than the operational range of 
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Figure 4.4. Thermal degradation curves recorded for the N-acetylated, C-amidated mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs. 
induced thermal degradation is insufficient to overcome the GB of the two basic 
residues (X8 & X16) within the primary sequence of the doubly charged mutants (Table 
4.1). The mean T5o% recorded for the 3+ charge states of the N-acetylated, C-amidated 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs (Ac-TC-Am: 479.67 ± 2.06 K; Figure 4.4) is 50.32 K 
lower than that recorded for the N- and C-amidated constructs (Am-TC-Am: 529.99 ± 
3.19 K; Figure 4.5). This could result from differences in the energy required for proton 
displacement from the N-terminal primary amine of the Am-TC-Am mutants and the 
non-basic residues in the primary sequence of the N-terminal protected Ac-TC-Am 
constructs (Appendix 1) [30] or the N-terminal amine of [Am-TC-Am+3H] 3 ions might 
participate in stabilising non-covalent interactions that are not accessible to their Ac- 
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Figure 4.5. Thermal degradation curves recorded for the N- and C-amidated mutant tryptophan 
cage constructs. 
Only minor deviation is observed from the mean T50% recorded for the [Ac-TC-Am 
+3H]3  mutants (0.43 %) and this is mirrored by those results obtained for the [Am-TC-
Am-i-3H] 3  constructs (0.60 %; Table 4.2). This is not surprising because vibrational 
dissociation occurs in the E H+/> Basicaa > 1.0 regime and the proton capture sites 
available to the third ionising proton are identical in all four mutant constructs. The 
mean kd recorded for the 3+ charge states of the Ac-TC-Am constructs (-5.33x1ft 3 ± 
3.19x10 3 PICIHC K 1 ) is marginally lower than that recorded for the 3+ charge states of 
the Am-TC-Am constructs (-9.86x1ft 3 ± 1.32x1ft3 PlC/TIC K 1; Table 4.2). However, it 
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remains difficult to interpret the kinetic information in any meaningful way because of 
the relatively large errors associated with each data set (Ac-TC-Am: 59.88 %; Am-TC-
Am: 13.41 %). The differences observed between the two charge states by capillary-
induced thermal degradation reflects a transition between the F, HVE Basicaa :!~ 1.0 and E 
H/ Basicaa > 1.0 regimes, a transition between proton capture at the arginine and 
lysine residue and also the differential influence of coulombic repulsion on the 
structural properties of the same analyte ion at different charge states [31,32,33,34]. 
Analyte 	 Tso°i (K) 	 Jca (PlC/TIC K-1) 
[TCAN+3H] 479.78 ± 0.48 -4.93x10 3 ± 4.11x104 
[K8RAN+3H] 482.04 ± 5.56 -1.28x10 2 ± 6.07x104 
[R16KAN+3H] 3 477.00 ± 1.09 -6.12x10-3 ± 4.04x104 
[DMAN+3H]+ 479.78 ± 0.48 -9.00xlO-3 ± 7.09x10 
IICNN+31-fl" 528.20 j2.72 -8.39d0±4.03x10 
I E8kNN+3I-fl 534.43 ± 1.82 -1.16\1ft 	± 4.22x1 ft4 
I [< I6KNN+31 1] 530.10 ± 4.50 -9.61x1ft ± 3.69\10 
II )MNN+31 fl3 527.23 ± 162 - 9.85x10 	5.46x10 
Table 4.2. Thermal degradation characteristics of the 3+ charge state of the mutant trijptophan 
cage constructs. 
Good qualitative agreement is observed with experiments performed by lavarone et al. 
which examined the temperature dependence of fluorescent quenching reactions of 
BODIPY TMR tagged tryptophan cage and buffer gas atoms/molecules within a 
temperature regulated QIT [23,24,251. In both cases, the 3+ charge state degrades at a 
lower temperature than the 2+ charge state and the 2+ charge state is stable to a 
temperature greater than the maximum temperature accessible to the reaction vessel 
(Heated capillary: 610 K; QIT 445 K [23,24,25]). However, the mean T5o% recorded for the 
3+ charge states of both the Ac-TC-Am (479.67 ± 2.06 K) and Am-TC-Am (529.99 ± 3.19 
K; Table 4.2) mutant constructs is significantly greater than that recorded for the 3+ 
charge state of tryptophan cage during fluorescence quenching reactions (- 414 K) [23, 
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24,251. This is explained by differences in the length of time available for energy 
deposition during the transient exposure of ions to elevated temperatures within the 
heated capillary and the extended storage of ions within the QIT at thermal equilibrium. 
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Figure 4.6. Collision induced dissociation curves recorded for the 2+ and 3+ charge states of the 
N-acetglated, C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
The dissociation efficiency of the Ac-TC-Am (Figure 4.6) and Am-TC-Am (Figure 4.7) 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs was examined within the QIT of a Finnigan LCQ 
Classic by CID. The normalised collision energy (NCE) required for a 50 % reduction in 
PlC/TIC (NCE50%), the radiofrequency (RF) amplitude required for a 50 % reduction in 
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Figure 4.7. Collision induced dissociation curves recorded for the 2+ and 3+ charge states of the 
N- and C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
thermodynamic stability (Table 4.3; Section 2.6.3). 
The [Ac-TC-Am+3H] 3 ions dissociate at a lower NCE and RF amplitude (NCE50%: 8.35 ± 
0.09 %; E5o%: 0.73 ± 0.01 V) than their 2+ counterparts (NCE50%: 17.51 ± 0.27 %; E50%:1.53 ± 
0.03 V; Figure 4.6) and this behaviour is mirrored by those of the Am-TC-Am constructs 
(NCE50%: (2+: 18.52 ± 0.95 %); (3+: 8.67 ± 0.04 %)); (E50%: (2+: 1.59 ± 0.01 V); (3+: 0.74 ± 0.01 
V); Figure 4.7). These results reflect a transition between the Z H+/E Basic.. :5: 1.0 and 
H/ Basic.. > 1.0 regimes, a transition between proton capture at the arginine and 
lysine residue and also the differential influence of coulombic repulsion on the 
structural properties of the same analyte ion at different charge states [31,32,33,34]. The 
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mean NCE50% and mean E5o% measured for the [Ac-TC-Am+3H] 3 mutant constructs are 
approximately equal as would be expected for CID in the H\ Basicaa> 1.0 regime 
and this trend is mirrored by those results obtained for the [Am-TC-Am+3H] 
constructs. However, the values recorded for the mean NCE50% and mean E50% for the 3+ 
charge states of the Ac-TC-Am mutants are 0.32 % and 60 mV less than the respective 
values determined for their Am-TC-Am counterparts (Table 4.3). This suggests 
differences between the relative GB of the N-terminal primary amine, which is present 
in the Am-TC-Am mutants but not the Ac-TC-Am constructs, and the side chains of 
non-basic residues (Appendix 1) [30]. Or the participation of the N-terminal primary 
amine of the Am-TC-Am constructs in stabilising non-covalent interactions that are not 
accessible to the Ac-TC-Am mutants. 
The relative order of both NCE5O% (%) and Eso% (V) determined for the 2+ charge states 
of the mutant tryptophan cage constructs is not mass dependent and corresponds to: 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 	< [DMAN+2H]2 	[TCAN+2H]2 < [K8RAN+2H] 2 
[R16KNN+2H] 2 < [TCNN+2H]2 [DMNN+2H]2 < [K8RNN+2H] 2 
Strong positive correlations are observed between both NCE50% (R 2: 0.95) and E50% (R2 : 
0.99) and the sum of the relative GB of the basic residues within the doubly charged 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs (Table 4.3). This trend is also observed in the kinetic 
data obtained for the 2+ charge states of the Ac-TC-Am (R 2:0.84) and Am-TC-Am (R 2 : 
0.90) mutant constructs. This occurs because the Z H/ Basic.. = 1.0 and, under these 
conditions, vibrational dissociation is dependent on proton displacement from the basic 
residues. This trend is not observed for the 3+ charge states because the H+/Y_ Basicaa = 
1.5 and so displacement of the additional ionising proton proceeds from residues that 
possess little difference in their relative GB [30]. This behaviour agrees well with 
published thermodynamic studies of desolvated peptide and protein ions using both 
surface induced dissociation (SID) and CID [29,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42]. These studies 
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are described in greater detail in Sections 1.8.3.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.3.1 of this thesis. 
The large error associated with the kinetic data obtained for the 3+ charge states of the 
Ac-TC-Am mutant constructs (Mean kd: -2.28 ± 0.72 PlC/TIC V; Error: 31.69 %) 
prevents the meaningful interpretation of this information. However, the kinetic data 
obtained for the [Am-TC-Am+3H] ions (Mean kd of -2.37 ± 0.05 PlC/TIC V-I; Error: 2.16 
%) suggests variation across the 3+ charge states is independent of the GB of basic 
residues within the primary sequence (R 2 : -0.48). 
:. 	Anal!,te 	 .NCE5o% .(%) 	 . .E50% (V 	 kd (PlC/TIC V 1) 
[TCAN+2H]2 17.57 ± 0.19 1.53 ± 1.66x1ft2 -2.74 ± 0.20 
[TCAN+3H] 3 8.38 ± 0.04 0.73 ± 3.68x10 3 -3.36 ± 0.27 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 17.84 ± 0.01 1.57 ± 4.87x10 -2.49 ± 0.55 
[K8RAN+3H]3 8.29 ± 0.05 0.73 ± 4.64x10-3 -1.92 ± 0.15 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 17.18 ± 0.02 1.48 ± 1.83x1ft3 -3.90 ± 0.10 
[R16I(AN+3H] 3 8.47 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 6.41x1ft3 -2.03 ± 0.22 
[DMAN+2H]2 17.45 ± 0.01 1.52 ± 9.21x10 -2.44 ± 0.23 
FDMAN+3H1 3 8.27 ± 0.06 0.72 ± 5.53x10-3 -1.82 ± 0.12 
['ICNN+2H] 121±001 1.56 ±90610 207±011 
[TCNN+3H] &A ± 001 Il 74 ± 9 0610- -232 ± 021 
[K8RNN+2H]2  1974 ± 002 1,71 ± 1 82x10 -1.80 ± 00 
[K8RNN+3H] 8.66 + 0.04 i ± 3 65\10 - 2 .34 ± 0.0,-i 
[R16KNN+2H] 1746±00 1.48 ± 4.50AO 433±022 
[R16KNN+3H] 3+ 8.73 ± M(R 0 . 74  ± 4 50x10 -2.40 ±016 
{DMNN-1-2H] 2 18.67 ±0.01 1.60 ± 9.06x10 4 -2.46 ± 024 
[DMNN-F3H] * 864±002 074±1 8110 243±018 
Table 4.3. Collision induced dissociation characteristics of the 2+ and 3+ charge states of the 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
The strong dependence of CID on charge state reflects those results obtained during 
capillary-induced thermal degradation (Section 4.3.2) and the fluorescence quenching 
reactions of tryptophan cage [23,24,251. Except, the threshold dissociation energies of 
the doubly charged mutant constructs fall within the energy range accessible to 
analysis by CID but not the energy range accessible to capillary-induced thermal 
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degradation (--603 K) or fluorescence quenching (--445 K) [23,24,25]. Unfortunately, 
difficulties associated with the measurement of ion kinetic energy within an oscillating 
quadrupolar electric field and variation in the units of measurement (RE potential 
vs. temperature) make quantitative comparisons of these data sets difficult to realise. 
4.3.4. Linear Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry 
The thermodynamic stability of [DMAN+2H] 2 ions was examined by measuring their 
rotationally averaged collisional cross sections (a) at four drift chamber temperatures 
using a modified Q-TOF mass spectrometer (MoQTOF; Table 4.4; Section 2.7) [431. 
Analy te 	- 	Temperature (K) 	 a 
[DMAN+2H] 2 305 382 
[DMAN+2H] 2 340 380 
[DMAN+2H] 2 375 378 
[DMAN+2H]2 395 378 
Table 4.4. Temperature dependence of the rotationally averaged collisional cross section (a) of 
[DMAN+2H]2  ions measured by ion mobility mass spectrometry f431. 
No significant change in a is observed over the 305 to 395 K temperature range (mean 
a: (379.50 ± 1.91 o 2; Error: 0.50 %). This agrees well with the results of capillary 
induced thermal degradation (Section 4.3.2) and fluorescence quenching experiments 
which suggest the retention of tertiary structural organisation until a threshold 
temperature of --390 K is achieved [23,24,25]. However, they disagree with the results of 
temperature gradient CD spectroscopy which show structural alterations in both the 
R16KAN and DMAN mutant constructs at solution temperatures in excess of 283 K 
(Figure 4.3). This is attributed to differences in their structural organisation in the 
condensed and gas phase and/or variation in the efficiency of energy transfer in each 
phase at thermal equilibrium. 
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4.4. Structural Analysis 
The solution structure of the mutant tryptophan cage constructs was examined by MS, 
charge partition calculations (Section 4.4.1), CD and fluorescence spectroscopy (Section 
4.4.2) and gas phase analyses were performed using CID (Section 4.4.3), hydrogen/ 
deuterium exchange (HDX; Section 4.4.4), linear ilvIrvIS (Section 4.4.5) and molecular 
modelling (Section 4.4.6). 
4.4.1. Charge Partition of Solvated Ionisation Sites 
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Figure 4.8. Nano-electrospray ionisation mass spectra recorded for the N-acetylated, C-
amidated mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
Charge partition calculations were performed on the mutant tryptophan cage constructs 
using information taken from sample solution pH measurements and published pka 
values for the free amino acids [30] (Appendix 1; Section 2.3). The most favourable 
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charge states are 1+ for the Ac-TC-Am mutant constructs and 2+ for their Am-TC-Am 
counterparts. This suggests the basic residues at positions 8 and 16 are protonated 
while the acidic residue D9 is deprotonated. The additional ionising proton assigned to 
the Am-TC-Am constructs is accounted for by protonation at the N-terminal primary 
amine as this cannot occur in [Ac-TC-Am+nH] ions. The C-terminal carboxylic acid 
does not contribute to the calculated charge as it is protected by an amide moiety. A 
variety of additional protonation site configurations are available to the [Am-TC-
Am+2H]2  mutant constructs if the D9 residue is assumed to be neutral. These include 
protonation at (a) the N-terminal amine and X8 residue, (b) the N-terminal amine and 
X16 residue and (c) the basic residues X8 and X16. 
K8RNN 	2+ 
3+ 
L 1.L 	L___________ 
DMNN 	2+ 
3+ 
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Figure 4.9. Nano-electrospray ionisation mass spectra recorded for the N- and C-atnidated 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
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The predominant spectral peaks observed in the gas phase charge state distribution of 
the Ac-TC-Am (Figure 4.8) and Am-TC-Am mutant constructs (Figure 4.9) correspond 
to their 2+ and 3+ charge states. The 2+ charge state of the Ac-TC-Am constructs is most 
likely protonated at the basic residues X8 and X16 while the D9 residue is neutral. The 
additional proton of the 3+ charge state is delocalised across the remaining residues of 
the primary sequence, but, is most likely captured by the side chains of either the Ni or 
Q5 residue because the N-terminal amine is acetylated. The 2+ charge state of the Am-
TC-Am mutants could be protonated at the N-terminal primary amine, X8 and X16 
while the D9 residue is deprotonated or could correspond to any of the three 
protonation site configurations described when the D9 residue is assumed to be neutral 
(H2N-R & X8; H2N-R & X16 or X8 & X16). The 3+ charge state is most likely protonated 
at the N-terminal amine, X8 and X16 positions while the D9 residue is neutral. This is 
supported by experimental studies which have identified the location of putative 
protonation sites (K8, R16 & H2N-R/Q5) in tryptophan cage by mapping the charge 
state of ECD fragment ions to its primary sequence [26,27]. 
The difference between the theoretical charge state and the predominant spectral peaks 
in the gas phase charge state distribution of the Ac-TC-Am mutant constructs (Figure 
4.8) is indicative of solution phase structural organisation. The putative increase in 
charge state that occurs with desolvation (1+ -* 2+ or 3+) suggests this solution structure 
prevents deprotonation of the acidic residue at position 9. This situation might arise 
from the involvement of D9 in a hydrogen bonding interaction with the basic residue at 
position 16 of the primary sequence (Figure 4.2c). No difference in integer electric 
charge is observed between the theoretical charge state and the 2+ base peak in the gas 
phase charge state distribution of the Am-TC-Am mutant constructs (Figure 4.9). This 
suggests strong similarities in the solution and gas phase structural fold or indicates 
transitions between the various protonation site configurations available to the 2+ 
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charge state when the D9 residue is assumed neutral. The increased charge state 
associated with the [Am-TC-Am+3H] mutant constructs suggests either neutralisation 
of the D9 residue in the triply protonated species or the incorporation of an additional 
ionising proton at the N-terminus of the doubly protonated species. 
4.4.2. Circular Dichroism and Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
Near-UV CD and fluorescence spectroscopy (Section 2.5) were used to examine the 
local environment of the Y3 and W6 residues within the tertiary structural fold of the 
R16KAN and DMAN mutant constructs [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
Y3 & W6 
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Figure 4.10. Near ultra-violet circular dichroism spectra of the RI6KAN and DMAN mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
Near-UV CD spectroscopy reveals a series of intense spectral absorptions at 249, 276, 
283 and 298 nm which are indicative of well defined tertiary structural organisation 
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(Figure 4.10). These absorptions correspond to ic—*it electronic transitions associated 
with delocalised electrons within the conjugated it-systems of the aromatic residues 
phenlyalanine, tryptophan and tyrosine [28]. The spectral absorptions of interest in the 
near-UV CD spectra of the mutant tryptophan cage constructs (Figure 4.7) involve 
electronic transitions associated with tyrosine (X: 276 & 283 nm) and tryptophan (?: 283 
nm) [28] and so the remaining absorptions at 249 and 298 nm are excluded from any 
further analysis. A strong correlation (R 2: 0.99) is observed between the near-UV CD 
spectra recorded for the R16KAN and DMAN mutant constructs which is indicative 
of similarities in both the local environment of their Y3 and W6 residues and their tertiary 
structural organisation at a solution temperature of 293 K (Figure 4.10). 
• R16KAN 
o DMAN 




Figure 4.11. Fluorescence emission spectra recorded for the R16KAN and DMAN mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
A similar experiment was performed using fluorescence spectroscopy to monitor the 
intensity of photon emission (?: 300 to 500 nm) after irradiation at a wavelength of 283 
mn. This wavelength was selected for use during energy deposition as it corresponds to 
one of the known it—it electronic transitions of tryptophan (Figure 4.11) [28]. A strong 
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correlation (R2: 0.99) is observed between the emission spectra recorded for each analyte 
ion that is indicative of similarities in the packing of aromatic side chains associated 
with the W6 residue of each mutant tryptophan cage construct examined. This 
conclusion is strongly supported by similarities in the near-UV CD spectra recorded for 
both mutants (Figure 4.10). However, minor differences between the emission maxima 
recorded for each analyte ion (Xmax: (R16KAN: 352.79 run); (DMAN: 350.87 run); Figure 
4.10 & 4.11) show that even sympathetic point mutations, such as KIR and R/K, are 
sufficient to alter the higher order structural organisation of tryptophan cage in a 
manner that is readily detectable by spectroscopic means. 
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Figure 412. Product ion spectra recorded for the N-acetylated, C-amidated mutant tryptophan 
cage constructs at a resonant excitation potential of 1.65 V (TCAN), 1.72 V (K8RAN), 1.55 V 
(R16KAN) or 1.61 V OMAN). 
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CID of the 2+ charge states of the Ac-TC-Am (Figure 4.12) and Am-TC-Am (Figure 4.13) 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs leads to the formation of a broad range of and 
y product ions. Neutral losses are observed from the molecular ions of [TCAN+2HI 2 , 
[K8RNN+2H]2 and [DMNN+2H] 2 and from the J2i  product ions of [K8RAN+2H] 2 and 
[K8RNN+2H] 2  but are not present to any appreciable extent in the CID spectra of the 
remaining constructs. 
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Figure 4.13. Product ion spectra recorded for the N- and C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs at a resonant excitation potential of 1.71 V (TCAN), 1.77 V (K8RA.N), 1.57 V 
(R16KAN) or 1.58 V (DMA.N). 
Cleavage is broadly distributed across the polypeptide backbone of [TCAN+2H] 2 and 
[TCNN+2H] 2  but is largely restricted to regions of the backbone within close proximity 
to the X8. X16 and/or D9 residues in the remaining mutant constructs. These results 
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highlight the role of polar side chains in reaction mechanisms which promote the local 
efficiency of vibrational dissociation [37,38]. Very different CID spectra are observed for 
the various mutant tryptophan cage constructs upon superficial inspection (Figure 4.12 
& 4.13). However, spectral similarity becomes more apparent when the location of 
backbone cleavage is mapped to the primary sequence of tryptophan cage. Cleavages 
across the W6-L7, X8-D9, D9-G1O and X16-P17 amide bonds are common to two or 
more of the Ac-TC-Am (Figure 4.14) and Am-TC-Am mutant constructs (Figure 4.15). 
This indicates structural homology which is independent of the basic residues at 
positions 8 and 16 of the primary sequence and also the type of N- and/or C-terminal 
protection. This conclusion can be drawn because the internal hydrogen bonding 
network of proteins, which is responsible for their higher order structural organisation, 
also provides a proton transfer network through which vibrational dissociation can 
proceed [38]. 
It is possible to draw additional qualitative conclusions from such information if one 
assumes the partial or complete preservation of solution phase structural contacts after 
desolvation. For example, extensive fragmentation in the N-terminal region of 
[TCAN+2H] 2  and [TCNN-i-2H] 2  might indicate the elevated efficiency of proton 
transfer through the hydrogen bonding network of the N-terminal helix following 
proton release from the K8 residue. This is perhaps further supported by the lack of 
cleavage observed in the N-terminal region of the [K8RAN+2H] 2 , [DMAN+2H]2 , 
[K8RNN+2H] 2 and [DMNN+2H] 2  constructs following K81Z substitution. However, 
poor N-terminal fragmentation of the R16KAN and R16KNN mutant constructs, which 
also contain a lysine at position 8, cast doubt over this conclusion (Figures 4.14 & 4.15). 
Further analyses might consider differences between the cleavage efficiency of the C-
terminal region to distinguish between proton retention at the X16 residue and the 
influence of an under-developed, or transient, C-terminal hydrogen bonding network 
on the efficiency of vibrational dissociation [37,38]. However, such analyses also lead to 
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ambiguous conclusions and will not be considered further in this thesis. 
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Figure 4.14. Integer electric charge of the b and y product ions formed during collision induced 
dissociation of the 2+ charge state of the N-acetylated, C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs mapped to the primary sequence of trijptophan cage. The identity of the mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs determined whether an arginine or lysine residue is present at the 
positions labelled with an X. Asterisks indicate the location of complementary b/y product ion 
vairs. 
The charge state of the CID fragment ions suggest it is possible for the [TCAN+2H] 2 
and [TCNN+2H] 2  constructs to be protonated at Ni, K8, R16 and/or the C-terminal 
amine, the [K8RAN+2H] 2 and [K8RNN+2H]2 constructs to be protonated at R8 or R16, 
the [Ri6KAN+2H] 2 and [R16KNN+2H]2 ions to be protonated at Ni, Q5, K16 and /or 
the C-terminal amine and the [DMAN+2H] 2 and [DMNN+2H]2 constructs to be 
protonated at Ni, Q5, R8, K16 and/or the C-terminal amine (Figure 4.14 & 4.15). In 
addition, the product ions of the Am-TC-Am mutant constructs can be protonated at 
the N-terminal primary amine (Figure 4.15). These results agree well with the putative 
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protonation sites assigned by Adams et al. for tryptophan cage (H2N-R/Q5, K8 and R16) 
[26,27] and also highlight the potential influence of the N- and/or C-terminal moieties 
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Figure 415. Integer electric charge of the b and y product ions formed during collision induced 
dissociation of the 2+ charge state of the N- and C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs mapped to the primary sequence of tryptophan cage. The identity of the mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs determined whether an arginine or lysine residue is present at the 
positions labelled with an X. Asterisks indicate the location of complementary bly product ion 
pairs. 
4.4.4. Gas Phase Hydrogen/deuterium Exchange 
Gas phase HDX reactions were performed in the QIT of a Finnigan LCQ Classic using 
the novel gas inlet system (Section 2.6.4; Chapter 3). I recorded data over the first 10 
seconds of the I-IDX reaction and Kalapothakis recorded data at longer reaction times 
(20-100 seconds) after receipt of a software patch which allowed the unlimited extension 
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of each analyte ion using the method described by Anderegg et al. [44]. 
The exposed side chains and backbone amide atoms of each analyte ion exchange at a 
rapid rate (kHDx Rapid: -1.63x1ft3 ± 1.01x104 s; Error: 6.64 %) over the first 40 to 50 seconds 
of their respective kinetic plots (Figure 4.16; Table 4.5). The reaction rate then decreases 
by approximately one order of magnitude (kHox slow: -2.24x104 ± 1.25x10-5 s 1 ; Error: 5.59 
%) once the exposed exchange sites are saturated with deuterons. The mean inflection 
point of the [Ac-TC-Am+2H] 2  mutant constructs (46.89 ± 3.90 seconds; Error: 8.50 %) 
represents the point at which further exchange is dependent on the transient exposure 
of previously buried exchange sites or proceeds as a function of protein denaturation 
[441. These results suggest similarities in the quantity and type of surface exposed 
exchangeable groups, which in turn, is a measure of structural homology between the 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
Analyte 	 ::LDJMaxL1H]O 	kHDX Rapid (sd) 	 kiwx Slow (s-1) 
[TCAN+2H] 2 0.07 ± 0.01 -1.60x10 -3 ± 1.13x10 -2.15x104 ± 1.50x10 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 0.08 ± 0.01 -1.54x10 -3 ± 1.77x104 -2.38x10 ± 3.88x10 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 0.09 ± 0.01 -1.75x10-3 ± 1.29x10 -2.18x104 ± 1.35x10 
[DMAN+2H] 2+ 0.09 ± 0.02 -1.43x10-3 ± 4.57x10 -1.55x10 	± 1.32x10 
Table 4.5. Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange characteristics of the N-acetylated, C-
amidated mutant tryptophan cage construct IStopford & Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
It should be noted that the mean values for kHDX Rapid, kHDX Slow and the inflection point 
were calculated using data derived from the [TCAN+2H] 2 , [K8RAN+2H] 2 and [R16KAN 
+2H]2 kinetic plots because the [DMAN+2H] 2  data did not contain an accurate HDX 
reading at a reaction time of 50 seconds (Figure 4.16). It was thought the inclusion of 
this data would skew the position of the inflection point and influence the exchange 
rates recorded in the fast and slow kinetic regimes. Indeed, if one includes the [DMAN 
+2H] 2  data the errors associated with each measurement increase significantly (kHDx 
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Rapid: 6.64-*8.44 %; ki-mx slow: 5.59-*17.34 %; Inflection point: 3.90-*16.69 %). However, it 
is probably safe to assume that the strong similarities observed between the other 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs would be reflected in the kinetic data derived for 
the [DMAN+2H] 2 construct if, and when, a more accurate HDX reading at 50 seconds 
is acquired. 
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Figure 4.16. Kinetic plots derived from the gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction 
curves of the 2+ charge state of the N-acetylated, C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage 
constructs [Stop ford & Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
The ratio between the maximum recorded deuterium uptake ([D] Max) and the total 
number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange ([H]o) is very low for all of the 
mutant tryptophan cage constructs (0.08 ± 9.57x10 -3; Table 4.5). These data are consistent 
with either a highly ordered or largely unfolded gas phase structural organisation [45, 
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46]. One would speculate that structural disorder is not responsible for these results 
given the strong support from most of the earlier studies for structural retention 
following desolvation (Section 4.3 & 4.4). HDX was not performed for the Am-TC-Am 
mutants because of the low exchange rate recorded for the Ac-TC-Am constructs. 
4.4.5. Linear ion Mobility Mass Spectrometrv 
The cy of the Ac-TC-Am mutant tryptophan cage constructs were examined at a 
temperature of 305 K within the drift chamber of the MoQTOF mass spectrometer 
(Section 2.7) [43]. 
Analyte 	 o (Ac) 
[TCAN+2H] 2 378 
[TCAN-F3H]3+ 401 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 386 
[K8RAN+3H]3 412 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 380 
[R16KAN+3H] 3 394 
[DMAN+2H] 2 382 
Table 4.6. Collisional cross sections of the 2+ and 3+ charge states of the N-acetylated, C-
amidated mutant tryptophan cage constructs determined by ion mobility mass spectrometry 
f43J. 
Linear IMMS reveals the 2+ charge states (Mean r: 381.50 ± 3.42 2; Error: 0.90 %) 
adopt a more compact globular fold than their 3+ counterparts (Mean a: 402.33 ± 
9.07 2; Error: 2.25 %; Table 4.6). This represents a small, but significant, difference of 
-20.83 2 (5.46 %) and reflects the influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural 
features of the same analyte ion at different charge states [31,32,33,34]. These results 
also suggest that protein unfolding/denaturation is, at least partly, responsible for the 
inverse relationship between thermodynamic stability and charge state observed earlier 
by capillary-induced thermal degradation (Section 4.3.2) and CU) (Section 4.3.3). The 
small variation associated with the mean a determined for the [Ac-TC-Am+2H] 2 
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constructs suggests that these analyte ions adopt similar desolvated structural folds. 
This behaviour is mirrored by those results obtained for the [Ac-TC-Am+3H] 
constructs, although at an elevated a. 
4.4.6. Molecular Modelling 
Putative protein structures were obtained during successive rounds of simulated 
annealing (Section 2.8.1) [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. The relative energy and a of 
each output structure was calculated using E mm [4 7] and sigma [48] respectively and 
those structures with the five lowest energies were selected for further analysis. Helical 
content was estimated by expressing those residues that participate in helical structure 
as a function of the total number of residues in the primary sequence following their 
visualisation in a molecular graphics package. Input structures were built for the [Ac-
TC-Am+2H] 2  mutant tryptophan cage constructs from the amino acid library of the 
LEAP software suite and all simulations were performed in the absence of water using 
the parm99 forcefield parameters [47]. The basic residues at positions 8 and 16 of the 
primary sequence were assumed to be protonated while the D9 residue and the N- and 
C-termini were assumed to be neutral. These assignments were made in accordance 
with the results of charge partition calculations (Section 4.4.1) and experimental CI1i 
(Section 4.4.3) and ECD results [26,271. 
The five lowest energy structures of the [TCAN+2H] 2 mutant constructs correspond to 
output structures 27, 79, 200, 203 and 264. Each of these structures adopts a globular 
conformation containing either one or two helical domains separated by short flexible 
lengths of polypeptide backbone (Figure 4.17). These results are representative of those 
obtained for the [K8RAN+2H] 2 (Output structures: 16, 73, 129, 159 & 236; Figure 4.18), 
[R16KAN+2H] 2  (Output structures: 70, 225, 257, 292 & 295; Figure 4.19) and [DMAN 
+2H]2  mutant constructs (Output structures: 124, 175, 222 & 297; Figure 4.20). Except 
for structure 198 calculated for [DMAN+2H] 2 as this contains no secondary structural 
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N 
Structure 27 	 Structure 79 	 Structure 200 
Structure 203 	 Structure 264 
Figure 4.17. Five lowest energy structures predicted for the 1TCAN+2HJ2  mutant tryptophan 
cage construct by simulated annealing IKalapothakis, unpublished data]. The location of basic 
(light blue) and acidic residues (dark green) are presented. 
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Structure 16 	 Structure 73 	 Structure 129 
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Structure 157 	 Structure 236 
Figure 4.18. Five lowest energy structures predicted for the [K8RAN+2H]2  mutant tryptophan 
cage construct by simulated annealing [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. The location of basic 
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N 
Structure 292 
Figure 419. Five lowest energy structures predicted for the 1R16KAN+2HJ 2  mutant tryptophan 
cage construct by simulated annealing [Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. The location of basic 
(light blue) and acidic residues (dark green) are presented. 
M 
It' 
Structure 124 Structure 175 Structure 198 
J J C c 
Structure 222 	 Structure 297 
Figure 4.20. Five lowest energy structures predicted for the (DMAN-'-2H] 2  mutant tryptophan 
cage construct by simulated annealing IKalapothalis, unpublished data]. The location of basic 
(light blue) and acidic residues (dark green) are presented. 
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features at all (Figure 4.20). 
The significant helical content predicted by gas phase molecular modelling ([TCAN 
+2H] 2 : 41.00 ± 16.73 %; [K8RAN +2H] 2 : 30.00 ± 10.00 %; [R16KAN+2H] 2 : 30.00 ± 14.14 
% & [DMAN+2H]2 : 25.00 ± 17.68 %; Table 4.7) is predominantly located within the N-
terminal and central region of each analyte ion. In addition, none of the output 
structures exhibit structural organisation at, or near to, their C-termini (Figure 4.17 to 
4.20). These results agree well with the structural features observed for wild type 
Anailijtc 	Structure 	Relative 	0 	 Helical 	Location of Secondary 
o- (.1 2) Energy C inlent Structural Fi'a tures 
(kCal ,,,ol')  
[TCAN+2H] 2 27 -445.28 439.31 30 14-*D9 
[TCAN+2H] 2 79 -446.6 418.41 60 L2->D9; P12-G15 
[TCAN+2H] 2 200 -446.89 430.05 55 L2->K8; G10-+S13 
[TCAN+2H] 2 203 -442.5 440.65 20 P12->G15 
[TCAN+2H] 2 264 -451.42 407.66 40 Y3-+W6; G11-S14 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 16 -608.9 407.48 20 G11->S14 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 73 -614.76 419.88 40 Y3->G10 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 129 -613.28 394.36 20 L2-->Q5 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 157 -618.2 414.21 30 W6->R8; G11-*S13 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 236 -608.79 444.67 40 L2-3D9 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 70 -283.75 412.99 15 K8-G1O 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 225 -287.49 443.45 40 L2->D9 
[R16KAN+2H]2 257 -290.54 419.92 35 L2-4K8 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 292 -282.36 405.88 15 L7->D9 
[R16KAN+2H] 2 295 -284.28 435.22 45 L2-L7; G11->S13 
[DMAN+2H] 2+ 124 -448.29 412.83 30 G10->G15 
[DMAN+2H]2 175 -449.33 436.47 45 L2->L7; G11->S13 
[DMAN+2H] 2 198 -449.26 418.35 0 None 
[DMAN+2H] 2 222 -446.24 429.13 15 Y3-Q5 
[DMAN+2H]2 297 -449.94 454.53 35 L2-R8 
Table 4.7. Relative energies, collisional cross sections (o), percentage helical content and the 
location of secondary structural features of the five lowest energy structures predicted for the 
2+ charge state of the N-acetylated, C-amidated mutant tryptophan cage constructs by 
simulated annealing. 
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tryptophan cage in the condensed state by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.2a) [2]. 
However, the large variation associated with the percentage helical content of each 
construct coupled with the absence of long range electrostatic interactions in some of 
the putative output structures (Figure 4.17 to 4.20) suggests their C-terminal structural 
flexibility is significantly greater following desolvation. 
The structural homology of the desolvated mutant tryptophan cage constructs observed 
by linear IMMS measurements (Section 4.4.5) is further supported by the marginal 
difference in theoretical ionic dimensions determined by molecular modelling (Mean r: 
([TCAN+2H] 2 : 427.22 ± 14.10 '2); ([K8RAN+2H} 2 : 416.12 ± 18.58 2); ([R16KAN +2H] 2 : 
423.49 ± 15.57); ([DMAN +2H] 2 : 430.26 ± 16.39 'i 2); Figure 4.17 to 4.20). In addition, 
the mean cy recorded for all of the [Ac-TC-Am+2H] 2 constructs of 424.27 ± 6.10 ' 2 
corresponds to a structure with dimensions that are only -40.1 % greater than those 
determined by linear IMIVIS (cs: 381.50 ± 3.42 .'i 2; Table 4.6). This difference most likely 
results from the retention of long range electrostatic interactions in the structures 
examined by IMMS coupled with the poor prediction of long range electrostatic 
interactions involving residues located at, or towards, the C-terminus during molecular 
modelling calculations. 
Structural flexibility in the C-terminal region of the primary sequence is responsible for 
large differences in the mean relative energies of the candidate output structures 
determined for the mutant tryptophan cage constructs (([TCAN +2H] 2 : -446.54 ± 3.23 
kCal mo1 1 ); ([K8RAN+2H] 2 : -612.79 ± 4.02 kCal mol 1 ); ([R16KAN +2H] 2 : -285.68 ± 3.30 
kCal mo1 1 ); ([DMAN+2H] 2 ': -448.61 ± 1.45 kCal mo1 1 ). This suggests that the 
electrostatic interface which stabilises the tertiary structure of tryptophan cage is 
sensitive to the point mutations introduced at positions 8 and 16 of their respective 
primary sequences. This conclusion is supported by the results of CD and fluorescence 
spectroscopy (Section 4.3.1 & 4.4.2), but, is not supported by those of capillary-induced 
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thermal degradation (Section 4.3.2) or CID (Section 4.3.3) and so cannot be ignored as a 
peculiarity of the calculations. 
A strong correlation exists between relative energy and a for [TCAN+2H] 2 (R2: 0.90) 
which is not observed for the remaining mutant constructs (R 2: ([K8RAN+2H] 2 : 0.32); 
([R16KAN+2HI1 2 : -0.39); ([DMAN+2H] 2 : -0.39). Reasonably strong correlations exist 
between relative energy and the number of helical domains within [TCAN+2H] 2 (R2 : 
-0.75) and [K8RAN+2H] 2 (R2: -0.75) and between a and the number of helical domains 
within [TCAN+2HJ2 (R2: -0.83). However, weak correlations are observed between 
relative energy and the number of helical domains within [R16KAN+2H] 2 (R2: 0.24) and 
[DMAN+2H] 2 (R2: -0.02) and between a and the number of helical domains within 
[K8RAN+2H] 2 (R2:-0.06), [R16KAN+2H] 2 (R2:0.42) and [DMAN +2H] 2 (R2:0.39). These 
results suggest there is no simple relationship between relative energy and a, relative 
energy and the number of helical domains or a and the number of helical domains for 
the theoretical output structures calculated for the mutant tryptophan cage constructs. 
The experimental errors determined for the relative energy (0.71 ± 0.34 %) a (3.81 ± 0.49 
%) and percentage helical content (16.64 ± 3.43 %) data sets are rather variable and this 
reflects the high structural flexibility associated with small peptide and protein ions in 
the gas phase. 
4.5. Conclusions 
This Chapter describes the structural and thermodynamic analysis of the Ac-TC-Am 
and Am-TC-Am mutant tryptophan cage constructs. Temperature gradient CD 
spectroscopy reveals partial loss of the hydrophobic packing responsible for the tertiary 
structure of tryptophan cage at solution temperatures which exceed 283 K. This partial 
loss of structure is supported by the poor prediction of long range electrostatic 
interactions in the output structures calculated during gas phase molecular modelling 
simulations. Linear IMMS indicates no significant change in a over the 305 to 395 K 
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temperature range which suggests an increase in thermodynamic stability in the gas 
phase. This can be explained by structural alterations following desolvation/ionisation 
and differences in the physical properties measured by each technique (denaturation 
vs. degradation), or is simply a reflection of differences in the efficiency of energy 
deposition in the condensed and gas phases. 
Capillary-induced thermal degradation and CID show the degradation of the mutant 
tryptophan cage constructs to be charge state dependent. The 2+ charge state either 
survives the temperature accessible to the heated capillary during thermal degradation 
or degrades at a higher NCE or RF amplitude than its 3+ counterparts within the QIT. 
This reflects a transition between the E H+/E Basic.. :5: 1.0 and E H+/E Basicaa > 1.0 
regimes, a transition between proton capture at the arginine and lysine residue and also 
the differential influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural properties of the 
same analyte ion at different charge states. 
The relative order of both NCE50% and E5o% determined for the 2+ charge states by CID 
demonstrates a strong dependence on the GB of the basic residues at positions 8 and 16 
of the primary sequence. The dissociation energy of the [Ac-TC-Am+2H] 2 mutant 
constructs follows the order: R16KAN (KK) <DMAN (RK) TCAN (KR) <K8RAN 
(RR) while the [Am-TC-Am+2H] 2  constructs follows the order: R16KNN (RK) <TCNN 
(KR) DMNN (RK) <K8RNN (RR). No significant difference is observed between the 
dissociation energy, or degradation temperature, of the [Ac-TC-Am+3H] 3 mutants 
because vibrational dissociation occurs in the HIE Basicaa> 1.0 regime and the proton 
capture sites available to the third ionising proton are identical in all four mutant 
constructs. These results are mimicked by those recorded for the [Am-TC-Am+3H] 3 
mutant constructs except they degrade at higher temperatures or energies than their 
[Ac-TC-Am+3H] 3 ' counterparts. This corresponds to either the difference in energy 
required to displace an ionising proton from the N-terminal primary amine of the Am- 
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TC-Am constructs as opposed to the side chains of non-basic residues in the primary 
sequence of the Ac-TC-Am mutants. Or participation of the N-terminal primary amine 
of the Am-TC-Am mutants in stabilising non-covalent interactions that are not 
accessible to the Ac-TC-Am constructs. 
Charge partition calculations predict a theoretical charge state of 1+ for the Ac-TC-Am 
mutant constructs and 2+ for their Am-TC-Am counterparts. This suggests the basic 
residues at positions 8 and 16 are protonated while the D9 residue is deprotonated. The 
additional ionising proton assigned to the Am-TC-Am constructs is accounted for by 
protonation at the N-terminal primary amine. A variety of permutations are possible 
for the protonation site configuration of [Am-TC-Am+2H] 2 when the D9 residue is 
assumed to be neutral. These include protonation at (a) the N-terminal amine and X8 
residue, (b) the N-terminal amine and X16 residue and (c) the two basic residues X8 and 
X16. These assignments are strongly supported by the results of CU) which suggest 
protonation at the Ni, Q5, X8, X16 and the C-terminal amine. In addition, the 
product ions of the Am-TC-Am mutant constructs can also be protonated at the N-
terminal primary amine. 
The predominant spectral peaks observed in the gas phase charge state distribution of 
the mutant constructs correspond to their 2+ and 3+ charge states and the difference 
observed between the theoretical charge state calculated using the Henderson-
Hasselbaich equation and the charge state derived from the mass spectral data obtained 
for the Ac-TC-Am mutant constructs is indicative of solution phase structural 
organisation. However, no difference in integer electric charge is observed between the 
theoretical charge state and the 2+ base peak in the gas phase charge state distribution 
of the Am-TC-Am mutant constructs. This suggests either strong similarities in the 
solution and gas phase structural fold or transitions between the various protonation 
site configurations available to the 2+ charge state when the D9 residue is assumed to 
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be neutral. The charge state of the [Am-TC-Am+3H] 3 ions is explained by either 
neutralisation of the D9 residue in the triply protonated species or the incorporation of 
an additional proton in the doubly protonated species which contains a neutral D9 
residue. 
Structural homology between the mutant tryptophan cage constructs is implied by 
strong similarities in their near-UV CD and fluorescence spectroscopic properties, 
theoretical output structures, cr, HDX characteristics and the common amide bond 
cleavages identified by CD. The lowest energy structures determined by molecular 
modelling suggest the mutant constructs adopt globular conformations in the gas phase 
which contain a significant helical content at their N-terminal and central regions. 
There is strong evidence for a well defined conformation in the gas phase which does 
not completely retain its solution phase structural contacts. This is explained by the 
differential behaviour of the hydrophobic interaction between the W6 residue and the 
C-terminal polyproline patch in solution and the gas phase. It was thought that 
hydrophobic collapse would strengthen this interaction in solution and lead to the 
formation of a structure similar to that observed by NMR spectroscopy. While, the 
absence of this extrinsic force in the gas phase would lead to destabilisation of the 
interaction between W6 and the polyproline patch and cause C-terminal denaturation. 
This observable difference between solvated and desolvated structural isoforms suggests 
a role for both tryptophan cage and mass spectrometry in the delineation of intrinsic 
and extrinsic chemical forces on the structural and thermodynamic properties of 
peptide and protein ions. 
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This Chapter describes the structural and thermodynamic analysis of a series murine /3-defensin 
14 derivatives. Solution phase analyses are performed using charge partition calculations and 
circular dichroism spectroscopy. While, gas phase analyses are performed using capillary-
induced thermal degradation, collision induced dissociation, hydrogen/deuterium exchange and 
linear ion mobility mass spectrometry. The results of these studies are supported by gas phase 
structural predictions using a simulated annealing molecular modelling strategy. The aim of 
this work is to determine whether a relationship exists between the gas phase structure of the 
murine /3-defensin 14 derivatives and their in vitro bacteriocidal activity. 
5.1. Introduction 
The immune systems of higher organisms have evolved to combat the threat of 
opportunistic pathogenic infection from their surrounding environment. Such systems 
contain a series of layered defense mechanisms which range from the non-specific 
response of innate immunity to the absolute specificity of adaptive immunity [1]. Innate 
immunity relies on the broad spectrum antibiotic activity of a wide range of anti-
microbial peptides (AMPs), such as those derived from the defensin and cathelicidin 
families [1]. AMPs are usually less than 100 amino acids in length and are predominantly 
expressed at the epithelial and mucosal membranes of the digestive and respiratory 
tracts and are also expressed throughout the somal tissues [2,3,4,5]. 
Defensins are small (30-45 amino acids), cationic peptides whose antibiotic properties 
are thought to result from their interaction with the negatively charged cell wall 
components of gram negative and positive bacteria and some multicellular pathogenic 
organisms [3,4,5]. The mechanisms of cell wall disruption are poorly understood but 
are believed to involve suppression of the intracellular biosynthetic machinery and a 
simultaneous loss of cell wall integrity. Lysis is thought to occur after the formation of 
multimeric transmembrane pores (pore, or stave barrel, model) and/or the electrostatic 
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coating of exposed negatively charged domains on the surface of the pathogen (carpet 
model) [6,7,8,9]. The defensins also play an important role in communication between 
the innate and adaptive immune systems as they are known to recruit immature 
dendritic cells and CD4 T-lymphocytes via chemotaxis following their interaction with 
cell surface chemokine receptors such as CCR6 [10,11]. 
C 
Figure 5.1. Solution structure of human /3-defensin 3 determined by nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy 1121. The location of basic (light blue) and acidic residues (dark green) are 
highlighted. 
The defensins characterised to date exhibit low sequence homology with the exception 
of six core cysteine residues which are highly conserved [13]. These residues participate 
in disulphide bridge interactions whose connectivity, along with gene location and the 
physiological distribution of the expressed protein, determine their classification as cc-
(C1-C6; C2-C4; C3-05) or 13-defensins (C1-05; C2-C4; C3-C6) [14,15,16,171. These 
observations led to the suggestion that the conserved cysteine residues confer a defined 
structural core while the non-conserved residues are free to adapt to the selective 
pressure generated by rapidly evolving components of the pathogenic cell wall [181. 
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This was later confirmed, for the 13-defensins, by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy and x-ray crystallography (XRC) despite their very low sequence homology. 
The 'defensin fold' was found to contain a short helical domain (Y9—>G15) followed by a 
triple stranded anti-parallel 13-sheet (G16-+R43; Figure 5.1) [12,19,20,21,22,23]. 
This qualitative agreement between higher order structural organisation and activity 
led to suggestions that the antimicrobial and chemotactic properties of the defensins 
were dependent on their disulphide bridge topology. However, several studies have 
since shown that only their chemotactic properties are sensitive to the arrangement of 
intramolecular disulphide bridge interactions [14,15,24,25,26,27]. 
5.2. Materials 
The analysis of -defensins and their derivative peptides formed part of a collaborative 
project involving the University College London, the MRC Human Genetics Unit at 
Edinbugh's Western General Hospital and the University of Edinburgh. Peptides and 
proteins were prepared by solid phase peptide synthesis at University College London 
(Table 5.1), their mimimum bacteriocidal concentrations (MBC) were measured against 
Psuedomonas aeruginosa at the Western General Hospital and structural characterisation 
was performed at the University of Edinburgh [28,291. 
l't;revi. turn 	 Sequence Alignment  
DEFB14 H2N_FLPKTLRKFFCRIRGGRCAVLNCLGEQIGRCSNSGRKCCRKKKCO2ll 
DEFB14-(C/A)6 1!2N- FLPKTLRKFFARIRGGRAAVLNALGKEEQ I GRC SN SGRKAARKKK-CO2H 
DiP1 R,N-FLPKTLRKFFARIRGGRAAVLNA ----------------------- NH, 
DiP2 CH3CO ------------------------ LGEQIGRASNSGRKAARK- 
DiP4 H2N-FLPKTLRKFF ------------------------------------ NH, 
DiP5 CH3CO------LRKFFARIRGGR-----------------------------NH2 
DiP6 CH3CO -------------- RGGRAAVLNI\ ----------------------- NH2 
DiP7 CH3CO ------------- IRGGRAAVLNALGEQIGRAS ------------ NH2 
Table 5.1. Abbreviations, sequence alignment and terminal modifications of DEFB14 and its 
derivatives. The location of basic (light blue) and acidic (dark green) residues is presented. 
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No difference in MBC was observed for 13-defensin 14 (DEFB14; MBC: 1.5 p.g ml -1 ) 
following C/A substitution at positions 11, 18, 23, 33, 40 and 41 of its primary sequence 
(DEFB14-(C/A)6; NBC: 1.5 j.tg ml -1 [28]). These results proved antibacterial activity was 
independent of disulphide bridge topology and a series of truncated DEFB14-(C/A)6 
peptides were prepared in an effort to localise antimicrobial activity to specific regions 
of the polypeptide backbone. These peptides are referred to as the defensin-inspired 
peptides (DiPs) for the remainder of this thesis (Table 5.1). DEFB14-(C/A)6 was initially 
split into its N-terminal (DiP1; residues 1-23; MBC: 1.5 tg ml -1) and C-terminal regions 
(DiP2; residues 24-45; NBC: >50.0 j.tg ml -1) and antibacterial activity was located to the 
first 23 residues. DiP1 was then subdivided into three smaller peptides, DiP4 (residues 
1-10; MBC: 1.5 p.g m1 1), DiP5 (residues 6-17; MBC: 1.5 tg ml -1 ) and DiP6 (residues 14-23; 
MBC: >50 tg ml), and the first 17 residues of the primary sequence were found to be 
responsible for antimicrobial activity. No killing assay data is available for DiP7 as it 
was synthesised at a later date than the other truncated peptides [28]. 
Buffered sample solutions (20mM NH4CH3CO2iH20; pH: 6.91 ± 0.025) were prepared 
over the 7.96 to 13.01 yM concentration range and reagents were purchased from Fisher 
Scientific U.K. Ltd. (Loughborough, Leicestershire, U.K.). 
5.3. Thermodynamic Stability 
Gas phase thermodynamic analyses were performed on murine DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its 
derivative peptides using capillary-induced thermal degradation (Section 5.3.1) and 
collision induced dissociation (CID; Section 5.3.2). 
5.3.1. Capillary-induced Thermal Degradation 
The dissociation efficiency of murine DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative peptides was 
examined by capillary-induced thermal degradation (Figure 5.2 & 5.3). The dissociation 
rate constant (kd) and the temperature required for a 50 % ( T5o%) reduction in parent ion 
count/total ion count (PlC/TIC) were used as quantitative indicators of each analyte 
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ion's thermodynamic stability (Section 2.6.2). T50% values were corrected for large mass 
differences between the analyte ions because the conversion of laboratory frame 
interaction energy (EI.ab) to internal energy (Ei) is known to be mass dependent 
(Equation 1.13) [301. The dissociation efficiency of peptide and protein ions is also 
influenced by the ratio between the number of ionising protons and the number of 
basic residues within their primary sequence ( H/ Basicaa) [311. When the H/Y Basic.. 
is :!~ 1.0 the energy required to delocalise a proton(s) is heavily influenced by the relative 
gas phase basicity (GB) of the available proton capture sites (GB: (H: 223.7 kCal mo! -1 ); 
(K: 221.8 kCal mo1 1); (R: 237.0 kCal mo1 1 )) [321. However, when the F, H/E Basicaa is> 
1.0, these basic residues are saturated and additional ionising protons are delocalised 
across the remaining non-basic residues of the peptide or protein. 
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Figure 5.3. Thermal degradation curves recorded for DiPTI and its derivative peptides. 
T5o% and kd could not be determined for the 4+, 5+, 6+ and 7+ charge states of DEFB14-
(C/A)6, the 1+ charge states of D1P4, DiPS and DiP6, the 2+ charge states of DiP1, DiP2, 
DiP6 and DiP7 and the 3+ charge states of D1P1, DiP2 and DiP7 as they are stable to a 
temperature greater than the operational range of the heated capillary (Figure 5.2 & 
5.3). This suggests that the magnitude of energy deposition during capillary-induced 
thermal degradation is insufficient to overcome the GB of the arginine residues within 
their respective primary sequences. A strong negative correlation is observed between 
charge state and mass corrected T5o% (R 2: -0.91) for the analyte ions whose threshold 
dissociation efficiencies are accessible to capillary-induced thermal degradation. This 
reflects the differential influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural properties of 
DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivatives as there is no transition between the H +/E Basicaa !,~ 
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1.0 and F, H+/E Basicaa> 1.0 regimes. However, some of the reduction in T5o% observed 
between the 4+ and 5+ charge states of DiP1 and the 7+ and 8+ charge states of DEFB14-
(C/A)6 could also result from a transition between proton capture at the arginine and 
lysine residues. A poor correlation (R 2 : -0.55) is observed between kd and charge state 
which suggests the dissociation rates of DEFB14-(C/A)6 and the DiPs are independent of 
integer electric charge. 
Analyte 	 Corrected T500%  (Kg-1 moll) 	ka WIC/TIC K 1) 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+7H] 7 0.12 ± 6.37x10 -9.17x10-3 ± 1.68x10 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+8H] 8 0.11 ± 4.51x10 -1.17x1ft2 ± 2.02x10 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+9H] 9 0.10 ± 1.69x10 -1.33x1ft2 ± 3.48x10 4 
[DiP1+4H] 4 0.22 ± 1.15x10 3 -7.69x10 3 ± 2.00x104 
[DiP1+5H] 5 T 1x1.2 1P 
[DiP2+4H] 4 0.23 ± 7.46x10 -7.47x1ft3 ± 1.43x10 
[DiP2+5H] 5 0.20 ± 1.26x10 -3 -1.00xlft2 ± 2.31x104 
[DjP42H]2+ 0.45 	1.37x1ft3 -7.7010 ± 1.28x1 
[DiP4+3H] 3 	 . .. ... 9±2.12x10 	. 	.:....................... -1 .43x10 ± 
[DiP5+2H] 2 0.40 ± 1.60x104  -5.21x10 3 ± 2.54x10 
[DiP5+3H] 3 0.38 ± 8.84x10-3 -6.97x10 3 ± 5.64x10 
[DiP5+4H] 4 0.35 ± 3.51x10 3 -8.77x10-3 ± 4.45x104 
Table 5.2. Thermal degradation characteristics of DiPI and its derivative peptides. 
5.3.2. Collision Induced Dissociation 
The dissociation efficiency of DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative peptides was examined 
within the quadrupole ion trap (QIT) of a Finnigan LCQ Classic by CID (Figure 5.4 & 
5.5). The normalised collision energy (NCE) required for a 50% reduction in PlC/TIC 
(NCE50%), the amplitude of the radiofrequency (RF) potential required for a 50 % 
reduction in PlC/TIC and kd were used as quantitative indicators of each analyte ions 
thermodynamic stability (Table 5.3; Section 2.6.3). E50% values were corrected for the 
large differences in mass between the analyte ions because the conversion efficiency of 
ELab to Ei is known to be mass dependent (Equation 1.13; Table 5.3) [30]. 
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Figure 5.4. Collision induced dissociation curves recorded for DEFBI4-(C/A)6 and its derivative 
peptides. 
A medium to strong negative correlation is observed between the charge state and 
mass corrected NCE50% (R 2: -0.70) and E5o% (R2: -0.78) values recorded for DEFB14-
(C/A)6 and its derivative peptides. This reflects the differential influence of coulombic 
repulsion on the structural properties of each analyte as there is no transition between 
the Z HIE Basicaa :!~ 1.0 and E HIE Basicaa > 1.0 regimes. However, some of the reduction 
in NCE50% and E50% observed between the 1+ and 2+ charge states of DiP4, the 3+ and 
4+ charge states of DiP2, the 4+ and 5+ charge states of DiP1 and the 7+ and 8+ 
charge states of DEFB14-(C/A)6 could also result from a transition between proton 
capture at the argi.nine and lysine residues. 
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Figure 5.5. Collision induced dissociation curves recorded for DiP1 and its derivative peptides. 
The charge state dependence of CID strongly reflects those results obtained during 
capillary-induced thermal degradation (Section 5.3.1) with the exception that the 
threshold dissociation energies of an additional 13 analyte ions fall within the energy 
range accessible to CID. A poor correlation (R 2 : -0.26) is observed between kd and charge 
state which suggests the dissociation rate of DEFB14-(C/A)6 and the DiPs are 
independent of integer electric charge. 
5.4. Structural Analysis 
The structural organisation of murine DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative peptides was 
examined by mass spectrometry (MS), charge partition calculations (Section 5.4.1), 
circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD; Section 5.4.2), CID (Section 5.4.3), gas phase 
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hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX; Section 5.4.4), linear ion mobility mass 
spectrometry (IMMS; Section 5.4.5) and molecular modelling (Section 5.4.6). 
Anal yte 	 NCE50% (%) 	Corrected Eso (Vg mo! -1 ) 	kti (PlC/TIC V1) 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+4H] 4 4.54 ± 0.06 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+5H] 5 4.19 ± 0.03 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+6H] 3.76 ± 0.03 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+7H] 7 3.27 ± 0.03 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+8H] 8 2.90 ± 0.03 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+9H] 2.55 ± 0.03 
[DiP1+2H] 2 10.07 ± 0.05 
[DiP1+3H] 3 7.66 ± 0.05 
[DiP1+4H] 4 5.89 ± 0.05 
[DiP1+5H} 4.55 	0.05 
[DiP2f2H] 2+ 9.38 ± 0.06 
[DiP2+3H] 3 7.12 ± 0.06 
[DiP2+4H] 4 6.05 ± 0.06 
[DiP2+5H] 5 4.52 ± 0.06 
3.14x10 ± 3.98x10 -1.72 ± u.n 
2.90x10 ± 1.99x10 -1.92 ± 0.10 
2.61x10 ± 1.99x10 -2.24 ± 0.13 
2.27x104 ± 1.99x10 -2.98 ± 0.40 
2.01x104 ± 1.99x10 -3.36 ± 0.37 
1.77x10 ± 1.99x10 -4.12 ± 0.20 
7.23x104 ± 3.85x10 -2.22 ± 0.11 
5.50x104 ± 3.85x10 -2.75 ± 0.11 
4.23x104  ± 3.85x10 -4.83 ± 0.48 
J 
6.77x10 ± 4.08x10 -1.91 ± 0.09 
5.14x10 ± 4.08x10 -2.43 ± 0.11 
4.36x10 ± 4.08x10 -2.59 ± 0.20 
3.26x10 ± 4.08x10 -3.29 ± 0.23 
[DiP4+1H] 24.59 ±0.10 1.89x10-3 ± 7.72x10 ± U.lb 
[Dip42H]2+ .:. 11.14O06 8.57x104 ±7.72x1O -3.97±0.32 
5.79x.... ...7.72X10 
[DiP5+1H] 21.06 ± 0.09 1.59x10 3 ± 6.59x10 -1.48 ± 0.03 
[DiP5+2H] 2 10.83 ± 0.09 8.17x10 ± 6.59x10 -2.62 ± 0.20 
[DiP5+3H] 3 8.39 ± 0.09 6.33x104 ± 6.59x10 -3.83 ± 0.25 
[DiP5+4H] 4 6.81 ± 0.09 5.14x10 ± 6.59x10 -4.96 ± 0.51 
DiP6+1H1 2205 ± 012 1 76x10 3 ± 9.76x10-' -202 ± 008 
[DiP6+2H]2 12.49 ± O.12 .: 0.96x,104 + 9.76x10 . 	-3.84 ±:0.12 
[DiP7+2H] 2 9.52 ± 0.06 6.89x10 ± 4.34x10 -2.02 ± 0.20 
[DiP7+3H] 3 7.90 ± 0.06 5.72x10 ± 4.34x10 -4.15 ± 0.51 
Table 5.3. Collision induced dissociation characteristics of DiP1 and its derivative peptides. 
5.4.1. Charge Partition of Solvated Ionisation Sites 
Charge partition calculations were performed on DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative 
peptides using information taken from sample solution pH measurements and 
published pka values for the free amino acids (Appendix 1; Section 2.3) [321. The results 
of these calculations suggest the most favourable charge state in solution corresponds 
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to the charge at which their basic residues are saturated with ionising protons i.e. 
[DiP1+7H] 7 , [DiP4+4H] 4 , [DiP5+5H] and [DiP6+2H] 2 . Whereas, a somewhat reduced 
theoretical charge state is calculated for [DEFB14-(C/A)6 +12H] 12 , [DiP2+5H] and [DiP7 
+2H] 2 as they can be deprotonated at one, or more, of the glutamic acid residues and/or 
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Figure 5.6. Nano-electrospray ionisation mass spectra recorded for DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its 
derivative peptides. 
The gas phase charge state distribution observed by mass spectrometry (MS) is 4+ to 7+ 
for DEFB14-(C/A)6, 2+ to 5+ for DiP1 and DiP2, 1+ to 3+ for DiP4, 1+ to 4+ for DiP5, 1+ to 
2+ for DiP6 and 2+ to 3+ for DiP7 (Figure 5.6 & 5.7). The highest charge state recorded 
for DEFB14-(C/A)6 and DiPs 1, 2, 4 and 5 is lower than their corresponding theoretical 
charge states and this difference could be attributed to protonation site protection by 
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the solution phase structural fold of DiPs 1, 4 and 5 as they do not contain acidic 
residues. However, the charge difference observed for DEFB14-(C/A)6 and DiP2 could 
result from either protonation site protection by the solution phase structural fold or 
the prevention of deprotonation at the glutamic acid and/or C-terminal lysine residues. 
No structural organisation is expected for solvated DiP6 and DiF7 because the highest 
charge state recorded in their gas phase charge state distribution equals or exceeds the 
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Figure 5.7. Nano-electrospray ionisation mass spectra recorded for DiPTI and its derivative 
peptides. 
5.4.2. Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 
Near-ultraviolet (UV) CD spectroscopy (Section 2.5) was used to examine the change in 
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becomes increasingly hydrophobic during CH30H titration [Sawyer & Kalapothakis, 
unpublished data]. Differences between the CD spectra recorded in buffered sample 
solutions and at elevated CH30H concentrations raise the prospect of structural 
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Figure 5.8. Influence of CH30H titration on the far ultra-violet circular dichroism spectra of 
DWI, DiP2 and DiP4 [Sawyer & Kalapothakis, unpublished data]. 
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absorption at 192 nm (7r_nr*)  and negative absorptions at 208 (ir_*1r*)  and 222 nm 
(n_ *7r*) were used to quantify the change in helical content of each analyte [33]. 
CHiOH iiei 	(inDeg %) A0208nm (mDeg %) zlOmnm (inDeg %) 
(% v:v) DiP1 DiP2 DiP4 DiP1 DiP2 DiP4 DiP1 DiP2 DiP4 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 5.05 11.20 -13.83 0.50 1.96 -0.64 -0.16 0.60 0.21 
20 7.67 13.46 -13.55 0.42 0.94 -0.34 -0.66 -0.46 0.04 
30 8.42 20.15 -11.64 -0.18 -1.26 0.18 -2.11 -1.84 0.18 
40 17.71 19.22 -7.82 -0.13 -1.71 -0.33 -2.94 -2.14 -0.63 
50 25.63 24.64 -5.80 -1.62 -2.78 -3.75 -4.79 -3.73 -0.36 
60 33.50 31.81 -7.53 -3.55 -4.08 -1.37 -6.75 -4.72 -0.59 
70 42.90 37.82 -4.34 -6.71 -7.09 -0.92 -9.45 -7.12 -0.52 
80 51.25 11.35 -8.79 -10.28 -9.02 -0.56 -13.43 -8.83 -0.69 
90 65.55 36.04 -7.85 -12.87 -14.60 -1.22 -15.83 -13.40 -1.12 
100 62.46 53.96 -7.24 -20.49 -15.45 -1.87 -22.59 -15.70 -1.31 
Table 5.4. Influence of CH30H concentration on spectral ellipticity (AO) at 192, 208 and 222 nm 
recorded for DiP1, DiP2 and DiP4 by circular dichroism spectroscopy [Sawyer & Kalapothakis, 
unpublished data]. 
Strong correlations are observed between CH30H concentration and the change in 
ellipticity (AO) for DiP1 (R2: ( 192 run: 0.98); (208 nm: -0.89); (222 nm: -0.95)) and DiP2 (R 2 : 
(192 run: 0.81); (208 run: -0.94); (222 rim: -0.95)). This suggests the transition from a 
predominantly random coil conformation to one with a significantly greater helical 
content after desolvation. In addition, the helical content of DiP1 is greater than that 
recorded for DiP2 by 13.60 % at 192 nm, 24.60 % at 208 nm and 30.50 % at 222 rim, 
assuming a linear relationship between AO and helical content (Table 5.4). A poor 
correlation is observed between CH30H and A0 for DiP4 (R 2 : ( 192 nm: 0.13); (208 nm: 
-0.43); (222 nm: -0.91)) which indicates the retention of a random coil conformation 
irrespective of solvation state (Figure 5.8). These results agree well with the earlier 
prediction of structural organisation during charge partition calculations (Section 5.4.1). 
Medium to strong correlations are observed between the CD spectra recorded for D1P1 
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and DiP2 (R2: 0.97), DiP1 and DiP4 (R2: 0.69) and DiP2 and DiP4 (R2: 0.66) in native' 
sample solutions (Figure 5.8). However, this structural similarity does not relate well to 
the differences observed in their performance during killing assays against Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (MBC: (DiP1: 1.5 p.g ml-1); (DiP2: > 50.0 p.g ml -1); (DiP4: 1.5 tg mid)) [28]. 
These results suggest the bacteriocidal activities of DiP1 and DiP4 are independent of 
their respective helical content. This conclusion is strongly supported by the results of 
other published studies which have examined the structure/function relationship of the 
DiPs, human -defensin 3 and bovine 3-defensin 12 [14,15,24,25,26,27]. 
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Figure 5.9. Product ion spectra recorded for DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivatives at a resonant 
excitation voltage of 1.94 V (DEFB14-(C1A)6), 2.10 V (DiPI), 1.90 V (DiP2) or 1.85 V (DiP7). 
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Figure 5.10. Product ion spectra recorded for DiP1 and its derivatives at a resonant excitation 
potential of 2.10 V (DiP1), 2.09 V (DiP4), 2.46 V (DiP5) or 1.96 V (DiP6). 
CID of the 4+ charge state of DEFB14-(C/A)6 and the 2+ charge states of DiPs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 
and 7 leads to the formation of a broad range of and y product ions. These charge 
states were selected for analysis because the 2+ charge state is the lowest charge state 
common to the DiPs and the 4+ charge state is the lowest charge state observed in the 
gas phase charge state distribution of DEFB14-(C/A)6 (Figure 5.6 & 5.7). It was thought 
that these analyte ions would most closely represent the behaviour of their solvated 
counterparts because of the reduced influence of coulombic repulsion on their 
structural features when compared with the higher charge states. Neutral losses are 
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y and  y  ions of [DEFB14-(C/A)6+4H] 4 , the y  ion of [DiP1+2H] 2 , the 	bie and 
yz ions of [DiP2+2H} 2 , the y ion of [DiP4+2HJ 2 , the , 	, bg and y ions of 
[DiP6+2H]2 and the y  and  y  ions of [DiP7+2H] 2 (Figure 5.9 & 5.10). 
Broadly distributed backbone cleavage is observed for [DEFB14-(C/A)6+4H] 4 (R7->F9; 
R17->G37), [DiP1+2H] 2 (F9-G16), [DiP2+2H] 2 (130->K39), [DiP4+2I-1] 2 (K4-*F9), 
[DiP6+2H] 2 (R14-*A23) and [DiP7+2H] 2 (V20-L21; K26-* Q29), while, localised 
backbone cleavage is observed for [DiP5+2H] 2 (F10-*R12; Figure 5.9 & 5.10). [DiP1 
+2H]2 shares no common cleavage locations with [DEFB14-(C/A)6+4H] 4 . Whereas, [DiP2 
DEFB14-(C/A)6 
ft_Lfl[1 
ni rfl?i I 
* ** * b I'  ions 
I 	I 	
D1P2 
y.  ions 	 1 111 rR  * bn!yn ion pair 
** 	 DiP7 
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Figure 5.11. Integer electric charge of the b and y product ions formed during collision induced 
dissociation of the 4+ charge state of DEFBI4-(C/A)6 and the 2+ charge state of DiP1, DiP2 and 
DiP7 mapped to the primary sequence of DEFB14-(CIA)6. Asterisks indicate the location of 
complementary bly product ion pairs. Solid coloured lines indicate each derivatives peptide's 
primary sequence relative to the primary sequence of DEFB14-(C/A)6. 
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+2H] 2  shares common cleavages across the 130-G31, N35-S36 and S36-G37 amide bonds 
and [DiP7+2H] 2  shares common cleavages across the V20-1,21 and E27-E28 amide 
bonds with [DEFB14-(C/A)6+4H] 4 (Figure 5.9). Similarly, [DiP4+2H] 2 shares no 
common cleavage locations with [DiP1+2H] 2 . While, [DiP5+2I-I] 2 shares common 
cleavages across the F10-All and A11-R12 amide bonds and [DiP6+2H] 2 shares a 
common cleavage across the R14-G15 bond with [DiP1+2H] 2 (Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.12. Integer electric charge of the b and y product ions formed during collision induced 
dissociation of the 2+ charge state of DiP1 and its derivatives mapped to the primary sequence 
of DiPI. Asterisks indicate the location of complementary b/y production pairs. Solid coloured 
lines indicate each derivatives peptide's primary sequence relative to the primary sequence of 
DiP1. 
In a simplistic model (Chapter 4), one would argue that similarities in the location of 
backbone cleavage are representative of comparable intramolecular binding interfaces 
and possibly also higher order strutural organisation. This conclusion might be drawn 
because the internal hydrogen bonding network of proteins, which is responsible for 
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their structural features, also provides a proton transfer network through which 
vibrational dissociation can proceed [34]. However, a large range of additional 
variables have the potential to influence comparative studies of more complex biological 
systems, such as the 3-defensins and their derivative peptides, which cannot be 
excluded from the list of potential contributory factors. These include charge state, 
charge density, proton distribution, the presence of N- and C-terminal protection, 
higher order structural organisation and the physicochemical properties of the proton 
capture sites, peptides and/or proteins (Chapter 2 & 4) [31,32,34]. 
It is very difficult to derive detailed information regarding the location of putative 
protonation sites from the CID data due to the low sequence coverage recorded for 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+4H] 4 (25.00 %), [DiP1+2H] 2 (22.73 %), [DiP2+2H] 2 (28.57 %), [DiP4 
+2H] 2 (55.56 %), [DiP5+2H] 2 (18.18), and [DiP7+2H] 24  (19.05 %; Figure 5.11 & 5.12). For 
example, there are 1001 protonation site permutations available to [DEFB14-(C/A)6 
+4H]4 , 10 for [DiP1+2H] 2 , [DiP2+2H] 2 , [DiP4+2H] 2 and [DiP5+2H] 2 and 36 for [DiP7 
+2H]2  when one only considers protonation at the basic residues and N-terminal 
primary amine. However, improved sequence coverage is observed for [DiP6+2H] 2 
(77.78 %) which permits unambiguous assignment of the R14 and R17 residues as 
protonation sites. 
5.4.4. Gas Phase Hydrogen/deuterium Exchange 
Gas phase HDX reactions (Section 2.6.4) were performed using a Finnigan LCQ Classic 
following deuterated reagent delivery to the QIT through the novel gas inlet system 
(Chapter 3). Kinetic plots were derived from each analyte ion's HDX reaction curves 
using a method described by Anderegg et al. [35]. 
DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative peptides exchange at a faster rate (kHDx Rapid) over the 
first 0.5 to 1.5 seconds of their respective kinetic plots than they do over the remainder 
of the experiment (kHDx Slow). The transition between kinetic regimes which occurs at the 
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inflection point of each plot (0.98 ± 0.27 seconds; Error: 27.56 %) indicates the time at 
which the exposed side chains and backbone amide atoms are saturated with deuterons. 
Further exchange beyond the inflection point is dependent on the transient exposure of 
previously buried exchange sites or proceeds as a function of protein denaturation 
(Figure 5.13 & 5.14) [35]. No transition between the fast and slow kinetic regimes is 
observed in the MDX plots recorded for the 1 and 2+ charge states of DiP6 (Figure 5.14). 
This is likely to result from a transition between either a highly ordered, or largely 
disordered, structural isoform and one with intermediate structural organisation that 
Reaction Time (s) 










Figure 5.13. Kinetic plots derived from the gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction 
curves of DEFBI4-(CIA)6 and its derivative peptides. 
promotes the efficiency of the HDX reaction mechanism. The direction of the structural 
alteration cannot be determined because an unfolded analyte ion could fold into a more 
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defined structural isoform through a reduction in configurational entropy resulting 
from collisional cooling in the QIT, or, alternatively, collisional activation could 
overcome intramolecular interactions and induce partial, or complete, denaturation. 
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Figure 514. Kinetic plots derived from the gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction 
curves of DiP1 and its derivative peptides. 
The ratio between the maximum recorded deuterium uptake ([D]Max) and the total 
number of hydrogen atoms available for exchange ([HJo) is less than 0.2 for the 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8 and 9+ charge states of DEFB14-(C/A)6, the 3, 4 and 5+ charge states of DiP1 and DIP2, 
the 4+ charge state of DiP5, the 1+ charge state of D1P6 and the 3+ charge state of DiP7. 
This suggests that their respective structural organisation is either highly ordered or 
largely unfolded (Section 1.7.2.2) [36,37]. Whereas, the ratio [DJMax/[H]o is> 0.2 for the 1, 
2 and 3+ charge states of DIP4, the 2 and 3+ charge states of DiP5 and the 2+ charge state 
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of D1P6 and DiP7. This result is indicative of intermediate structural organisation. No 
significant correlation is observed between the charge state of DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its 
derivative peptides and [D]Max \ [H]o (R 2 : 0.54), kHDX Rapid (R2: -0.30) or ki-itix Slow (R2: -0.35; 
Table 5.5). 
Analyte 	 LDJiiax/IIIJo 	 kimx Rapid (1) 	 kHDX Slow (sd) 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6-i-4H] 4 0.11 ± 0.01 -4.86x10 2 ± 5.08x10 -3 -1.66x10 3 ± 5.70x10-3 
[DEFB14-(C/A)64-5H] 5 0.12 ± 0.01 -8.84x10-2 ± 1.53x10-2 -9.Olxlft3 ± 2.06x10-3 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+6H] 0.09 ± 0.01 -5.53x1ft2 ± 8.48x10-3 -6.36x10 3 ± 1.39x10 3 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+7H] 7 0.10 ± 0.01 -5.07x10-2 ± 6.23x10 3 -7.19x10 3 ± 2.05x10 3 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+8H] 8 0.15 ± 0.01 -1.06x10 1 ± 1.48x1ft2 -9.59x10 -3 ± 9.79x10 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6-I-9H] 9 0.08 ± 0.02 -8.89x10 2 ± 1.03x10 2 -1.28x10-2 ± 2.25x10 3 
r 	[DiP1+3H] 0.14 ± 0.01 -3.04x10-2 ± 3.53x10-4 -3.24x10-3 ± 8.52x104 
[DiP1+4H]4 0.18 ± 0.01 -3.11x10 ± 8.23x10 3 -4.75x10-3  ± 2.97x104 
[DiP1+5H] 013±001 842X10 2 ±153x10 2 408X10 3 ±705X1 
[DiP2+3H]3 0.14 ± 0.01 -5.89x1ft2 ± 1.OlxlO-2 -5.53x1ft3 ± 1.57x10 3 
[DiP2+4H]4 0.19 ± 0.01 -2.11x10 2 ± 1.85x10-3 -4.54x10-3 ± 1.12x10 -3 
[DiP2+5H] 0.15 ± 0.01 -1.05x10 -1 ± 2.20x1ft2 -4.63x10 2 ± 5.40x10-3 
[DiP4±HJ .0.30 ± 0.02 :... 	-5.65x10T3 ± 3.20x10-3 2.94x10-3 ± 2.80x10 
[DiP4-i-2H]2 0.70 ± 0.01 1.33x101± 1.68x10 2 -2.35x10 ± 7.65x10 
[DiP4+3H]3. 	. 0.44± 0.02 5.22x10 2 ± 5i1x1O-1.59x2O±2.13x10 
[DiP5+2H] 2 0.52 ± 0.02 -1.28x10-2 ± 6.64x10-3 -5.06x10 ± 3.92x10 
[DiP5+3H] 3 0.37 ± 0.02 -1.76x10 -1 ± 2.18x1ft2 -5.97x10 3 ± 1.42x10 3 
[DiP5+4H] 4 0.13 ± 0.01 -9.09x10 2 ± 5.14x10 -3 -5.00x10 3 ± 2.37x1ft3 
[DiP6+H] 0.19 ± 0.06 -6.46x10 3 ± 3.14x104 1 
[DiP6l-2H]2......... 0.29 	0.02 . . -1 .334012 4..c104  ....... .. 	... 
[DiP7+2H]2 0.28 ± 0.02 -1.00x1ft1 ± 8.26x10 3 -2.23x1ft3 ± 3.80x10 
[DiP7+3H] 3 0.06 ± 0.01 -7.35x10 2 ± 4.31x10 -4.13x1ft3 ± 4.12x10 
Table 5.5. Gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange characteristics of DEFBI4-(C/A)6 and its 
derivative peptides. 
Poor correlations are observed between MBC and both mean [DJMax/[H]O (R 2 : -0.26) and 
mean kHDX Rapid (R2: -0.28), while, a strong correlation is observed between MBC and 
mean kHDX Slow (R2: -0.95; Table 5.6). These results suggest there is no simple relationship 
between the structural features examined by gas phase HDX and the bacteriocidal 
activity of DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative peptides. It is not possible to compare the 
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0.11 ± 0.02 
0.15 ± 0.03 
0.16 ± 0.03 
0.48 ± 0.20 
-7.30x10-2 ± 2.44x10-2 
-4.86x10 2 ± 3.09x10 2 
-6.17x10 2 ± 4.20x10 2 
-6.36x1&2 ± 6.44x10 2 
-7.77x10 3 ± 3.74x10 3 
-4.02x10-3 ± 7.57x104 I 
4.88x10 2 ± 2.38x10 2 
-2.29x1&3 ± 6.77x104 
DiP5 
	
0.34 ± 0.20 	-9.32x10-2 ± 8.16x10 2 	-3.83x10 3 ± 2.92 x10 3 
DiP6 0.24 ± 0.07 -9.88x10 2 ± 4.84x10-2 
DiP7 
	
0.17 ± 0.16 	-8.68x10 2 ± 1.87x10 2 	-3.18x10-3 ± 1.34x10 -3 
Table 5.6. Mean fDJMax/[HJO, knnx Rapid and kHDX Stow recorded for DEFB14-(C/A)6 and its derivative 
peptides by gas phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange. 
results of HDX with those of earlier gas phase structural analyses due to the ambiguity 
of the experimental CU) results (Section 5.4.3). However, the random coil conformation 
of DiP4 and the helical structures of DiPs 1 and 2 observed by CD spectroscopy during 
CH30H titration (Section 5.4.2) suggests their lack of exchange results from a high 
degree of structural organisation. 
5.4.5. Linear Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry 
Analyte 	 a. (Az) 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+6H] 979 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+7H] 7 1070 
[DEFB14-(C/A)6+8H] 8 1170 
[DiP1+3H] 3+ 465 
-- 	[D1P1+4H] 44 546 
[DiP2+3H] 3 444 
[DiP2+4H] 4 486 
[DiP2-t-5H] 5 585 
Table 5.7. Collisional cross sections (a) of DEFB14-(C/A)6, DiPTI and DiP2 determined by ion 
mobility mass spectrometry 1381. 
The rotationally averaged collisional cross section (ci) of DEFB14-(C/A)6, DiP1 and DiP2 
were determined at 305 K within the drift chamber of the MoQTOF mass spectrometer 
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(Section 2.7) [38]. Linear IMMS reveals a strong positive correlation between c and the 
charge state of each analyte ion (R 2: (DEFB14-(C/A)6: 1.00); (DiP1: 1.00); (DiP2: 0.97)). 
The cy of DEFB14-(C/A)6 increases by 8.50 % and then by a further 7.82 % with a 
sequential increase in charge state from 7+ to 9+ (Table 5.7). Similar trends are observed 
for D1P1 (3+ -* 4+: 14.84 %) and D1P2 (3+ -* 4+: 8.64 %; 4+ -* 5+: 15.46 %). These results 
reflect the influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural features of the same 
analyte ion at different charge states [39,40,41,42]. They also suggest protein unfolding 
and/or denaturation is, at least partly, responsible for the inverse relationship between 
thermodynamic stability and charge state observed during earlier capillary-induced 
thermal degradation (Section 5.3.1) and CID experiments (Section 5.3.2). 
5.4.6. Molecular Modelling 
Putative protein structures were obtained during successive rounds of simulated 
annealing (Section 2.8). The relative energy and cr of each output structure was 
calculated using E min [36] and sigma [37] respectively and those structures with the 
five lowest energies were selected for further analysis. Helical content was estimated by 
expressing those residues that participate in helical structural domains as a function of 
the total number of residues in the primary sequence following their visualisation in a 
molecular graphics package. Input structures were built for [DiP1+7H] 7 and [DiP2 
+5H]5  from the amino acid library of the LEAP software suite and all simulations were 
performed in the absence of water using the parm99 forcefield parameters [36]. The K4, 
R7, K8, R12, R14, R17 and N-terminal phenylalanine residues of [DiP1+7H] 7 were 
assumed to be protonated. While, the [DiP2+5H] 5  model was protonated at the K3, R9, 
R15, K16, R18, K19, K20, K21 positions and deprotonated at the E4 and E5 residues as 
well as the carboxylic acid group of the C-terminal lysine residue. These assignments 
were made in accordance with the results of earlier charge partition calculations 
(Section 5.4.1), but, could not be substantiated by protonation site assignments using 
















Structure 10 	Structure 11 	Structure 33 	Structure 46 	Structure 93 
Figure 5.15. Five lowest energy structures predicted for LDiP1+7HJ7  by simulated annealing. The 





Structure 264 	 Structure 272 
Figure 5.16. Five lowest energy structures predicted for fDiP2+5RP by simulated annealing. The 
location of basic (light blue) and acidic residues (dark green) is presented. 
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The five lowest energy structures of [DiP1+7H] 7 correspond to output structures 10, 11, 
33,46 and 93. Each of these structures adopts an extended and unstructured conformation 
which, in 3 out of 5 cases, contains a short C-terminal helical domain (A18-+N22; Figure 
5.15). Whereas, the five lowest energy structures calculated for [DiP2+5H] (Output 
structures: 68, 124, 240, 264, 272) adopt a globular conformation containing one or two 
helical domains separated by short, flexible lengths of the polypeptide backbone 
(Figure 5.16). These structural differences are evidenced by differences in their mean 
percentage helical content ([DiP1+7H] 7 : 13.04 ± 11.91 %; [DiP2+5H]: 44.54 ± 9.86 %), 
mean c ([DiP1+7H] 7 : 685.29 ± 11.30 2; [DiP2+5H]: 490.50 ± 34.17 2) and mean 
relative energies ([DiP1+7I-I] 7 : -378.92 ± 3.88 kCal mo1 1 ; [DiP2+5H]: -700.26 ± 5.71 kCal 
mol-1; Table 5.8). The significant helical content predicted for. [DiP2+5H] 5 by gas phase 
molecular modelling is broadly distributed between the G2 and K21 residues of the 
primary sequence (Figure 5.16). However, helical domains which are common to all 
five output structures are observed over the S13 to K16 region of the polypeptide 
backbone (Figure 5.16; Table 5.8). 
nalyte 	Structure 	Relative 	0 
2 	
Helical 	Location of Secondary 
I 	 Energyo (A ) Content Structural Features 
(kCalmol 1) 	 (%) 
[DiP1+7H] 7 10/300 -380.68 677.43 
[DiP1+7H] 7 11/300 -384.17 699.01 
[DiP1+7H] 7 33/300 -377.01 678.72 
[DiP1+7H] 7 46/300 -373.82 675.21 
[DiP1+7H] 7 93/300 -378.90 696.06 
[DiP2+5H]5: 
 
68)300 -695.27 486.83 
[DiP2+5H] 124/300 -02.89 521.83 
[DiP2+5H] 240/300 -695.07 464.04 
[DiP2+5H] 264/300 -708.67 451.34 






59.09 E4-+G8; R9-K16 
40.90 17-*A10; N12-+K16 
31.81 N12-*R17; A18-+K20 
45.45 S11-*K16; A18-+K21 
45.45 G2-+E5; S13-+A18 
Table 5.8. Relative energies, collisional cross sections (o), percentage helical content and the 
location of secondary structural features of the five lowest energy structures predicted for the 
7+ charge state of DiP1 and the 5+ charge state of DiP2 by simulated annealing. 
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five output structures are observed over the S13 to K16 region of the polypeptide 
The mean a recorded for [DiP1+7H] 7 (685.29 ± 11.30 ' 2)  is larger than those measured 
for its 3 and 4-f charge states by IMMS (Table 5.7). This result is expected because of the 
differential influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural properties of the same 
analyte ion at different charge states [39,40,41,42]. Whereas, the mean a recorded for 
[DiP2+5H] of 490.50 ± 34.17 2 j significantly smaller (-16.15 %) than its corresponding 
a determined by IMMS (a: 546 ' 2; Table 5.7). This difference can be explained by 
inaccuries in either the prediction of helical domains during molecular modelling 
calculations or the experimental measurement of a by IMMS. However, the significant 
helical content predicted for DiP2 at elevated CH30H concentrations during CD 
spectroscopy (Section 5.4.2) coupled with the lack of exchange observed during gas 
phase HDX reactions (Section 5.4.5) suggests the problem lies with the IMMS 
measurement rather than the in silico structural prediction. 
Medium to strong correlations are observed between relative energy and a (R 2: -0.69), 
relative energy and percentage helical content (R 2: 0.16) and a and percentage helical 
content (R2: -0.82) for [DiP1+7H] 7 . Whereas, weak correlations are observed between 
relative energy and a (R 2: 0.12), relative energy and percentage helical content (R 2: 0.16) 
and a and percentage helical content (R 2: 0.04) for [DiP2+5H] 5 . These results suggest 
there is no simple relationship between relative energy, a and the number of helical 
domains for the theoretical output structures generated for [DiP1+7H] 7 and [DiP2 
+5H]. The structural differences observed between the two analyte ions by molecular 
modelling correlates well with differences in their MBC against Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
during killing assays (MBC: (DiP1: 1.5 p.g m1 1 ): (DiP2: >50.0 p.g ml -1 )) [28,29]. These 
results agree well with those of other published studies which indicate the 
independence of bacteriocidal activity from higher order structural organisation [14,15, 
24,25,26,271. 
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5.5. Conclusions 
This Chapter describes the thermodynamic and structural analysis of DEFB14-(C/A)6 
and its derivative peptides. Capillary-induced thermal degradation and CID have 
shown vibrational dissociation to be charge state dependent. This result is attributed to 
the differential influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural properties of the 
same analyte ion at different charge states and/or the transition between proton capture 
at the arginine and lysine residues. This conclusion can be drawn because there is no 
transition between the H/> Basicaa :!~ 1.0 and E H+/Y- Basicaa> 1.0 regimes for any of the 
analyte ions examined. Significantly more information is obtained from CU) because 
the threshold dissociation energies of the 4+, 5+, 6+ and 7+ charge states of DEFB14-
(C/A)6, the 1+ charge state of DiP4, DiPS and DiP6, the 2+ charge states of DiP1, DiP2, 
DIP6 and DiP7 and the 3+ charge states of DiP1, DiP2 and DiP7 are accessible to CU), 
while they exceed the operational range of the heated capillary during thermal 
degradation. IMMS reveals a linear relationship between ionic dimensions and charge 
state and this suggests protein unfolding and/or denaturation is, at least partly, 
responsible for the inverse relationship between thermodynamic stability and charge 
state observed during capillary-induced thermal degradation and CID. 
The theoretical charge state determined for the murine 13-defensin 14 derivatives during 
charge partition calculations is dependent on the presence or absence of acidic residues 
in the primary sequence of each analyte ion. For example, the theoretical charge states 
calculated for analyte ions containing only basic residues (DiPs 1, 4, 5 & 6) correspond 
to the charge state at which their basic residues are saturated with ionising protons. 
While, a reduced charge state is calculated for those analyte ions which contain glutamic 
acid and/or the C-terminal lysine residue of DEFB14-(C/A)6 due to the effects of 
deprotonation (DEFB14-(C/A)6, DiP2 & DiP7). Differences between the predicted charge 
states of the charge partition calculations and the gas phase charge state distributions 
indicate solvated structural organisation for DEFB14-(C/A)6 and the DiPs 1, 2, 4 and 5 
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but not for DiPs 6 and 7. 
Structural information obtained by CD spectroscopy suggests the transition between a 
random coil conformation and helical structure for DiPs 1 and 2 following desolvation, 
while, DiP4 retains its random coil conformation irrespective of solvation state. These 
results do not entirely agree with those of molecular modelling which predict an 
extended structure for DiP1 and a globular conformation containing a significant helical 
content for DiP2 in the gas phase. The low rate of exchange observed for DEFB14-(C/A)6 
(4-+9+), DiP1 (3->4+), DiP2 (3—*4+), DiP5 (4+), DiP6 (1+) and DiP7 (3+) during gas phase 
HDX suggests their desolvated structural organisation is either highly ordered or 
largely unfolded. Whereas, the higher rate of exchange observed for DiP4 (1-+3+), DiP5 
(2—.3+) and the 2+ charge state of DiP6 and 7 is indicative of intermediate structural 
organisation. It is not possible to compare the results of HDX with those of earlier gas 
phase structural analyses due to the ambiguity of experimental CID results. However, 
the random coil conformation of DiP4 and the helical structures of DiPs 1 and 2 
observed by CD spectroscopy at high CH30H concentrations suggests the lack of 
exchange observed during HDX results from a high degree of structural organisation 
rather than structural disorder. 
The mean a recorded for [DiF1+7H] 7 (685.29 ± 11.30 2) is larger than those measured 
for its 3 and 4+ charge states by IMIvIS. This result is expected because of the differential 
influence of coulombic repulsion on the structural properties of the same analyte ion at 
different charge states. Whereas, the mean a recorded for [DiP2+5H] 5 of 490.50 ± 34.17 
o 2 is significantly smaller (-16.15 %) than its corresponding a determined by IMMS (a: 
546 2). This difference can be explained by inaccuries in either the prediction of 
helical domains during molecular modelling calculations or the experimental 
measurement of a by IMIvIS. However, the significant helical content predicted for DiP2 
at elevated CH30H concentrations during CD spectroscopy coupled with the lack of 
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exchange observed during gas phase HDX reactions suggests the problem lies with the 
IMMS measurement rather than the in silico structural prediction. 
There is no real correlation between the structural features of the murine 13-defensin 14 
derivatives and the MBC determined for each analyte ion during killing assays 
performed against Pseudomonas aeruginosa. This suggests that their antimicrobial 
activity is independent of structural organisation and agrees well with the results of 
other published studies. 
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Chapter 6. Summary 
This thesis details the structural and thermodynamic analysis of peptide and protein 
ions in solution, in vacuo and in silico. These experiments were performed in order to 
identify correlations between the solvated and desolvated structural isoforms of each 
analyte ion and, in doing so, investigate the role of mass spectrometry in the field of 
structural proteomics. This presented a challenge because it was neccessary to use a 
range of different analytical techniques to obtain sufficient experimental data to support 
this comparative study. Structur al analyses were performed in solution using circular 
dichroism spectroscopy, charge partition calculations and fluorescence spectroscopy 
and, in the gas phase, using hydrogen/deuterium exchange, collision induced 
dissociation and ion mobility mass spectrometry. While, thermodynamic analyses were 
performed in solution using temperature gradient circular dichroism spectroscopy and, 
in the gas phase, using capillary-induced thermal degradation and collision induced 
dissociation. These experiments were coupled with in silico calculations in an effort to 
predict the structural preference and thermodynamic stability of selected analyte ions 
following desolvation. 
Experimental results presented in Chapter 2 for the anti-inflammatory protein melittin 
were used to illustrate the application of each technique to the analysis of biomolecular 
conformation and dissociation energetics. Melittin was selected for use during method 
development because its conformation is a sensitive indicator of the surrounding 
chemical environment. Indeed, structural isoforms ranging from random coil 
conformations in aqueous media to helical structures in hydrophobic environments 
have been reported and it was thought this feature would make melittin particularly 
suitable for investigations into the effects of desolvation. The results of this study show 
melittin adopts a predominantly helical conformation in the gas phase which is 
independent of sample solution composition. This result is in stark contrast to the 
broad range of structural isoforms available to solvated melittin and clearly 
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demonstrates the unsuitability of mass spectrometry for investigations into the 
influence of solution composition on the structural and thermodynamic properties of 
analyte ions. However, mass spectrometry remains an ideal tool to investigate the in 
vivo haemolytic activity of melittin because the vacuum within a mass spectrometer is 
comparable to the environment encountered by melittin following its insertion into cell 
membranes in preparation for cell lysis. 
Melittin was also used in Chapter 3 during the design and development of a novel gas 
inlet system which would allow gas phase ion/molecule reactions, such as 
hydrogen/deuterium exchange, to be performed within the quadrupole ion trap of a 
Finnigan LCQ Classic. The final iteration of the gas inlet system was shown to deliver 
helium and composite gas mixtures to the quadrupole ion trap in a reproducible 
manner that was independent of gas inlet system configuration. Gas delivery was also 
shown to proceed without an associated reduction in instrumental performance. Gas 
composition calculations involved the measurement of collision induced dissociation 
efficiency within the quadrupole ion trap and also vacuum manifold gas pressures 
(Appendix 3). These experiments revealed reagent introduction was unsuccessful 
below a gas delivery pressure of 40 psi and the maximum reagent content of the 
composite gas mixture encountered by ions within the mass analyser cavity was 
marginally greater than its corresponding content within the vacuum manifold. This 
difference was thought to reflect either the differential diffusion of individual gas 
components between the mass analyser cavity and vacuum manifold or fundamental 
differences in the analytical approaches used to collect data in preparation for the 
subsequent gas composition calculations (Appendix 3). 
Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis detail the application of each analytical technique to the 
analysis of real biological questions subsequent to their optimisation using melittin. A 
series of mutant tryptophan cage constructs were examined in Chapter 4 to investigate 
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the influence of sympathetic point mutations on the structural and thermodynamic 
properties of the original synthetic mini-protein. Tryptopan cage was chosen for this 
study because it exhibits a stable and well defined tertiary conformation and because 
several studies have indicated the potential independence of its structural fold and 
solvation state. The results presented in this thesis show the incomplete retention of 
solution phase structural contacts following desolvation because of the partial loss of 
long range electrostatic contacts. This was explained by the differential behaviour of the 
hydrophobic interaction between the W6 residue and the C-terminal polyproline patch 
in solution and in the gas phase. It was thought hydrophobic collapse would strengthen 
this interaction in solution and lead to the formation of a structure similar to that 
observed by NMR spectroscopy. While, the absence of this extrinsic force in the gas 
phase would lead to destabilisation of the interaction between W6 and the polyproline 
patch and cause C-terminal denaturation. The observable difference between solvated 
and desolvated structural isoforms suggests a role for both tryptophan cage and mass 
spectrometry in the delineation of intrinsic and extrinsic chemical forces on the 
structural and thermodynamic properties of peptide and protein ions. 
In Chapter 5, a series of truncated murine -defensin 14 derivatives were analysed to 
determine whether their potent antimicrobial activity resulted from a structural effect 
or was the product of an electrostatic interaction at the pathogenic cell wall. The results 
of this study suggested no significant correlation between structural organisation and 
the minimum bacteriocidal concentration measured for each analyte ion during killing 
assays performed against Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Again, large differences were 
observed between the solvated and desolvated structural isoforms of each analyte ion 
examined. This result highlights the issues associated with the interpretation of 
structural information derived from mass spectrometry and its direct correlation with 
the in vivo function of peptides and proteins without further investigation. However, 
mass spectrometry should still be considered an appropriate analytical technique for 
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the structural investigation of anti-microbial peptides because they are secreted at the 
epithelial membranes of higher organisms into environments which are believed to be 
more closely related to a vacuum than the condensed phase. 
Thermodynamic analyses revealed an inverse relationship between dissociation 
efficiency and charge state. The explanations for this behaviour depend upon the 
analyte examined, but, include coulombic expansion, the transition between proton 
capture at the basic and non-basic residues, the transition between proton capture at the 
lysine and arginine residues, charge density and structural solvation of the available 
protonation sites. This approach could be very useful, but, differences in the order of 
relative thermodynamic stability are observed following the conversion of interaction 
energy between normalised collision energy and radiofrequency potential. As a result, 
further work is required to define the absolute energy scale associated with chemical 
interactions of this nature. 
The experimental results presented throughout this thesis show significant differences 
between the solvated and desolvated structural isoforms for most of the analyte ions 
examined, unless they possess a very stable structural fold. This result suggests an 
important role for mass spectrometry in the field of structural proteomics, but, one that 
is limited to the comparative study of different solvation states, the analysis of 
biologically important membrane interactions and the analysis of peptides and proteins 
that are expressed or secreted into hydrophobic environments. 
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Appendix 1. Physical Properties of the Naturally Occurring Amino Acids 
	
Hydrophobic 	
~c CH3 H2N XCOOH 	H2NCOOH 	H2 	MOH 	H,N'(C  
Glycine 	Alanine 	Va line 	Leucine 	Iso leucine 
(Gly, C) (Ala, A) (Val, V) (Leu, L) (lie, I) 
MW 	57.05 	 71.09 	 99.14 	 113.16 	 113.16 
pkaN.c.R 9.78; 2.35; N/A 9.87; 2.35; N/A 9.31; 2.20; N/A 	9.74; 2.33; N/A 	9.74; 2.29; N/A 
GB 	202.7 	 206.4 	 208.7 	 209.6 	 210.8 
/ 	 Polar 
OH H2N 	OOH 	H 2NH 	H2N C00H 	H 2 CO0H 	
H2N XCOOH 
Methionine 	Phenyla lanine 	Serine 	 Threonine 	Cysteine 
(Met, M) (Phe, F) (Ser, S) (Thr, T) (Cys, C) 
MW 	131.19 	147.18 	87.08 	 101.11 	 103.15 
pkaN,c.rn 9.76; 2.32; N/A 9.28; 2.13; N/A 	9.13; 2.17; N/A 	9.21; 2.20; 10.46 	9.21; 2.19; N/A 







CO 	H 2N;coOHL 	 H2 N COON 	H 2N COOH 
Tyrosine Try ptophan Proline 	Aspartic Acid Glutamic Acid 
(Tyr, Y) 	(Trp, W) 	(Pro, P) (Asp, D) 	(Glu, E) 
MW 	163.18 186.21 97.12 	115.09 129.12 
pka(N.c.I 9.06; 2.16; 10.54 10.70; 1.92; 8.30 10.64; 1.95; N/A 9.33; 1.80; 6.04 	9.90; 1.99; 3.90 
GB 	213.1 	216.1 	214.3 	208.6 	 215.6 





H2N COOH 	H2NOH 1 HNO0H 	H2NH 	H2NOH 
Asparagine 	Glutamine 	Lysine Histidine Arginine 
(Asn, N) (Glu, Q) (Lys, K) 	(His, H) 	(Arg, R) 
MW 	114.11 	128.14 	128.17 137.14 156.19 
pkaN.c.rn 9.41; 2.46; N/A 9.10; 2.09; N/A 9.47; 2.10; 4.07 	8.72; 2.14; N/A 8.99; 1.82; 12.48 
GB 	212.8 	 214.2 	221.8 	 223.7 	237.0 
Figure A1.1. Classification, naming conventions (1 and 3 letter), molecular weight (MW; g 
mold), gas phase basicity (GB; kCal mol 1) and acid dissociation constants (pka) of the 
naturally occurring amino acids. pka values are presented for the N-terminus (pkaN), C-
terminus (pkac) and side chain functional groups (pkaR) where applicable [1,2,3,4,5]. 
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Appendix 2. Multimeter Calibration for Vacuum Manifold Pressure Measurements 
Gas transfer through the l-IDX line of the gas inlet system was calibrated with respect to 
the He line in an effort to limit the adverse effects of reagent introduction on the 
performance of the Finnigan LCQ Classic (Chapter 3). Calibration involved tuning the 
pressure regulator (PR) of the HDX line until the ion gauge pressure (IGP) within the 
vacuum manifold matched that previously recorded for the He line. The Granville-
Philips 342 mini-ion gauge determines gas pressure indirectly from the ion current 
generated by ionisation of the composite gas mixture within the vacuum manifold. A 
proportional output potential is then sent to the main system control board for further 
processing and the IGP reading is subsequently displayed on the computer used for 
instrumental control [1]. Unfortunately, this was not clearly visible when standing next 
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Figure A21. Non-linear calibration curve describing the relationship between the output 
potential sent from the ion gauge to the main system control board and gas pressure within the 
vacuum manifold. 
An electrical circuit was created between the ground and IGP pins of test point 2 on the 
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main system control board so that a multimeter could be used to observe the output 
potential of the ion gauge in a position that was more convenient for the tuning 
process. The relationship between the output potential recorded with the multimeter 
and the IGP reading displayed in Xcalibur 1.2 is illustrated in Figure A2.1. Five 
replicate calibration curves were obtained by recording the output potential while 
adjusting the vacuum manifold gas pressure using the PR of the HDX line. 
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Appendix 3. Calculation of Gas Composition within the Finnigan LCO Classic 
This appendix describes experimental methods developed for the calculation of gas mixture 
composition within the Finnigan LCQ Classic. The first method determines gas composition 
from a series of ion gauge pressure measurements within the vacuum manifold and the second 
method measures differences in the collision induced dissociation efficiency of analyte ions as a 
function  of gas composition within the mass analyser cavity. Such methods are important as 
they provide a direct route to the calculation of reactant stoichiometries associated with gas 
phase ion/molecule reactions. 
A3.1. Vacuum Manifold Pressure Measurements 
Gas delivery curves were obtained by recording ion gauge pressure (IGP) within the 
vacuum manifold while adjusting gas delivery pressure at the cylinder head over the 0 
to 40 psi range. Helium was transferred through the original section of the inlet system 
(He line) and a gas delivery curve was recorded. The pressure regulator (PR) of the 
novel gas inlet system (HDX line) was then calibrated with respect to the He line and 
gas delivery curves were recorded for helium and a helium/CD30D composite gas 
mixture. Ten IGP measurements were performed at each gas delivery pressure during 
five replicate experiments (Figure A3.1). 
A significant difference is observed between the gas delivery curves recorded for 
helium introduced into the mass analyser cavity via the He and MDX lines. This 
difference results from the presence of a capillary restrictor in the He line which is 
absent in the HDX line. The capillary restrictor acts as a permanent physical barrier to 
gas flow and prevents an increase in gas delivery to the QIT beyond a criticial delivery 
pressure threshold of 10 psi. Whereas, the aperture through the PR of the HDX line 
does not restrict the transport of helium, or composite gas mixtures, until a threshold 
delivery pressure of 40 psi is achieved. At very high delivery pressures the gas load is 
sufficient to move the internal mechanism of the PR and decalibration of the HDX line 
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Figure A3.1. Influence of gas delivery pressure on the pressure recorded in the vacuum manifold 
of a Finnigan LCQ Classic. 
The total pressure of a composite gas mixture (PTotal) is defined as the sum of the partial 
pressures of its component parts. The gas mixture within the vacuum manifold of the 
Finnigan LCQ Classic contains atmospheric gas, helium and the reagent selected for gas 
phase ion/molecule reactions (Equation A3.1). 
'Tota1 = '341mosphere + He  + Re agent 	 Equation A31. 
The partial pressure of atmospheric gas components (PAtmosphere) is equal to the sum of 
the instrumental base pressure (Pl3ase) and the increase in pressure that follows septum 
removal from the outer face of the heated capillary (Pseptum; Equation A3.2). 
Atmosphere = 'DBase + Peplum 	
Equation A3.2 
PBase is attributed to the infusion of atmospheric gas through the bore of the septum 
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covering the external face of the heated capillary and minor leaks in the vacuum system 
of the instrument. This is recorded in the absence of buffer gas and/or reagent 
introduction through the gas inlet system and with a septum covering the external face 
of the heated capillary (Equation A3.3). 
Base = 'I'ota1 
	 Equation A3.3. 
Additional atmospheric gas is subsequently drawn into the instrument when the 
septum is removed from the outer face of the heated capillary (Pseptum; Equation A3.4). 
'Septum = 1 Toial - '3Base 	 Equation A3.4. 
The contribution of helium (PHe) and a helium/reagent composite gas mixture (Pi-ie/ieagent) 
to PTotaI are separately calculated following their introduction through the HDX line of 
the gas inlet system (Equation A3.5 & A3.6). 
PHe = 'Total - "Atmosphere 	 Equation A3.5. 
PHe Reagent = 'Total - '3Atmosphere 	 Equation A3.6. 
The contribution of reagent (Peagent) to PTotal is then calculated as the difference between 
PHe/Ieagent and PHe (Equation A3.7). 
'Re agent = '3He / Re agent - PHe 
	 Equation A3.7. 
A Granville-Philips 342 mini ion gauge is used to measure gas pressure within the 
vacuum manifold through a process synonymous with electron ionisation. This means 
the individual contribution of each gas component to PTotaI is influenced by differences 
in the ease at which they ionise to form a cation. 
(is: ii 
Corrected P =Experimental P (
1 St 'EN, J 	Equation A3.8. 
As a result, the contribution of each gas component to PTotaI is corrected for differences 
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between their individual first ionisation potentials (Pt IP) and the 1st  IP of nitrogen 
(Equation A3.8; Table A3.1). This correction is performed because the ion gauge was 
calibrated with either nitrogen or atmospheric gas (-78% N2) prior to its installation in 
the Finnigan LCQ Classic (Granville-Philips; personal communication). Gas composition 
within the vacuum manifold is calculated at each delivery pressure by expressing the 
individual contribution of each gas component as a percentage of PTotal (Table A3.2). 
Gas Component 	 Description 	 First Ionisation Potential (eV) 
N2 Control & -78% Atmosphere 15.58 
He Buffer Gas 24.59 
02 -21% Atmosphere 13.62 
H20 --1% Atmosphere 12.61 
D20 Reagent 12.61 
CD30D Reagent 10.85 
Table A3.1. First ionisation potentials of gaseous molecules introduced into the quadrupole ion 
trap using the novel gas inlet system [1]. 
A strong negative correlation is observed between atmospheric gas content and gas 
delivery pressure for each inlet system configuration (R 2 : (He: He Line: -0.87); (He: HDX 
Line: -0.99); (He\CD30D: HDX Line: -1.00)). Whereas, a strong positive correlation is 
observed between helium content and gas delivery pressure under the same 
experimental conditions (R2 : (He: He Line: 0.87); (He: HDX Line: 0.99); (He\CD30D: 
HDX Line: 1.00)). The inverse correlation between atmospheric gas and helium content 
(R2 : (He: He Line: -1.00); (He: HDX Line: -0.99); (He/CD30D: HDX Line: -1.00)) suggests 
the displacement of atmospheric gas from the mass analyser cavity by gases introduced 
through the novel gas inlet system. A small, but significant, difference is observed 
between the strength of the correlations obtained when helium is delivered through the 
HDX line instead of the He line. This is attributed to differences in the operation of the 
PR systems of each gas line. 
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Gas composition within the vacuum manifold is heavily influenced by the configuration 
of the inlet system at low delivery pressures (<40 psi). This results from differences in 
the gas transport properties of the PR systems in each line of the gas inlet system. The 
composition of the gas mixture within the vacuum manifold is independent of gas inlet 
system configuration at a delivery pressure of 40 psi (Figure A3.1; Table A3.2). This 
occurs because the PR of the HDX line is calibrated with respect to the He line at a gas 
delivery pressure of 40 psi. CD30D is not introduced into the mass analyser cavity at 
delivery pressures below 40 psi and the maximum CD30D content does not exceed 
1.03 ± 0.06 % of the total gas pressure within the vacuum manifold (Table A3.2). 
Gas Delivery 	Inlet System 	 Gas Composition (%) 
Pressure (psi) Configuration Atmosvherzc Gas 	Helium 	CD30D 
He: He Line 100.00 0.00 0.00 
0 He: HDX Line 100.00 0.00 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 100.00 0.00 0.00 
He: He Line 42.42 ± 1.34 57.58 ± 1.83 0.00 
20 He: HDX Line 75.68 ± 2.80 24.32 ± 0.90 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 74.90 ± 4.72 24.07 ± 1.52 0.00 
He: He Line 41.18 ± 0.83 58.82 ± 1.18 0.00 
30 He: HDX Line 57.14 ± 1.30 42.86 ± 0.98 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 59.57 ± 1.73 40.43 ±1.18 0.00 
He: He Line 43.08 ±1.17 56.92 ± 1.55 0.00 
40 He: HDX Line 38.89 ± 0.74 61.11 ±1.16 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 43.75 ± 0.76 56.25 ± 0.98 1.03 ± 0.06 
Table A3.2 Gas composition within the vacuum manifold calculated from ion gauge pressure 
measurements at several gas delivery pressures. 
A3.2. Collision Induced Dissociation Measurements within the Ouadrupole Ion Trap 
The composition of gas mixtures delivered to the QIT is adjusted by careful control of 
the novel gas inlet system. Their ensuing introduction into the mass analyser cavity 
affects the composition of the gas mixture encountered by analyte ions contained 
within the trap. Differences in the mass analyser cavity gas composition affects the 
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thermodynamic stability of ions because their dissociation efficiency is dependent on 
the mass of the collision partner(s) (Equation 1.13) [2,3,4,5]. Collision induced dissociation 
(CID) of [melittin+3Hr ions was performed by scanning normalised collision energy 
(NCE) at 2% intervals over the 0 to 100 % energy range (Section 2.6.3.1). NCE was 
converted to RF amplitude (Equation 2.2), Boltzmann distribution functions were fitted 
to the experimental data and the RF amplitude required for a 50 % (E50%) reduction in 
parent ion count (PlC) was recorded. CID efficiency was determined at several gas 
delivery pressures for helium transferred through the He and HDX lines and for 
helium\CD3OD transferred through the HDX line. Five measurements were peformed at 
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Figure A3.2. Collision induced efficiency of fmelittin+3HP ions contained with a quadrupole 
ion trap as a function of gas delivery pressure and composition. 
Significant differences are observed between the CID efficiency curves recorded for 
helium transferred through the He line and helium transferred through the HDX line. 
This reflects differences in the gas transport properties of the PR systems within each 
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line of the inlet system at low gas delivery pressures (<40 psi). Calibration of the PR in 
the HDX line leads to a convergence in E5o% for each arrangement of the gas inlet system 
at a delivery pressure of 40 psi (E5o%: 1.70 ± 0.01 V). 
The individual contribution of each gas component to E50% is determined in a similar 
way to the previous vacuum manifold gas composition calculations (Section A3.1). E50% 
is defined as the sum of the individual contributions of each component to the increase 
in an analyte ions internal energy during resonant excitation (Equation A3.9). 
E50% = E50% Atmosphere  + E50%He + ERe  agent 	Equation A3.9. 
The contribution of atmospheric gas components (E50% Atmosphere) to E50% is measured in 
the absence of helium and/or reagent introduction through the novel gas inlet system 
and without a septum covering the outer face of heated capillary (Equation A3.10). 
E50% Atmosphere _E50% 
	 Equation A3.1O. 
The contributions of helium (E50% He) and helium/CD30D (E50% He/Reagent) are separately 
calculated as the difference between E50% and E50% Atmosphere following their introduction 
into the mass analyser cavity via the HDX line (Equation A3.11 & A3.12). 
E50%He  _E50% - E50% Atmosphere 	 Equation A3.11. 
E50%He\Re  agent _E50% - E50% Atmosphere 	Equation A3.12. 
The contribution of reagent (E50% Reagent) to E50% is calculated as the difference between 
Eso% He\Reagent and E50% He (Equation A3.13). 
E50% Reagent = E50%He /Reagent - E50%He 	Equation A3.13. 
The efficiency of energy deposition during vibrational activation is known to increase 
as a function of mass (Equation 1.13). This means, a mass-dependent correction factor 
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must be applied to the experimental data to prevent the calculation of an artificially 
increased contribution for the heavier components of the composite gas mixture to E5o%. 
It was thought that Equation 1.13 would provide a route to this correction factor as it 
contained terms which account for the respective mass of the analyte ion (nil) and its 
collision partner (MB). 
Energy deposition during CID leads to an increase in the internal energy (Et) of the 
analyte ion and continues until some energetic threshold is attained and dissociation 
results [6]. The rate of increase in Et proceeds as a fraction of the laboratory frame, or 
total, interaction energy (Elab) due to the dependence of energy deposition on mi and 
MB. Elab can be inferred from the magnitude of the acceleration potential, measured 
experimentally using time-of-flight mass spectrometry [7] or estimated using in silico 
ion trajectory s imulations [8]. Internal energy (E) ca lculations ar e encountered less 
frequently and typically involve the use of 'thermometer' ions with known temperature 
dependent reaction or dissociation rate constants [9,10,11]. Unfortunately, the direct 
measurement of Emt and/or Elab for ions contained within an oscillating quadrupolar 
electric field is both difficult and time consuming. Instead, the ratio Eint/Elab was 
calculated from the known mass of the interaction partners (Equation A3.14). This 
approach removed the need for experimental Eint and/or Ebb determination and 
provided a mass-dependent correction factor for the gas composition calculations. 
LEj.L= m 9 
Elab MB + m1 	
Equation A3.14. 
The contribution of each gas component to E50% was corrected for differences between 
their individual Eint/Elab ratios (Equation A3.14) and the Eint/EIab ratio of helium 
(Equation A3.15; Table A3.3). 
(EintHe ElabX 
Corrected E50% = Experiment al E50% E
m t x E lab He J 	Equation A3.15 
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Corrected E5o% values calculated for each substituent component were then expressed as 
a percentage of the corrected E5o% determined for the composite gas mixture contained 
within the mass analyser cavity of the QIT. 
Gas Component 	Description 	Molecular Weight (g mo! -1) 	Eint/Eiab 
He Buffer Gas 4.002 0.001404 
H20 -1% Atmosphere 18.015 0.006289 
D20 Reagent 20.031 0.006988 
N2 Control & -78% Atmosphere 28.013 0.009745 
02 -21% Atmosphere 31.999 0.011117 
CD30D Reagent 36.074 0.012515 
Table A3.3. Molecular weights and correction factors (Eint/Elab) of gaseous molecules introduced 
into the quadrupole ion trap using the novel gas inlet system. Eint/EIab was calculated for NH2 
melittin-NH2 (2846.46 g mol- 1) [11. 
Strong negative correlations are observed between the atmospheric gas content and gas 
delivery pressure for each inlet system configuration (R 2 : (He: He Line: -0.88); (He: HDX 
Line: -0.95); (He\CD30D: HDX Line: -0.96)). Whereas, strong positive correlations are 
observed between helium content and gas delivery pressure under the same 
experimental conditions (R 2 : (He: He Line: 0.88); (He: HDX Line: 0.95); (He\CD30D: 
HDX Line: 0.95)). The inverse correlation between atmospheric gas and helium content 
(R2 : (He: He Line: -1.00); (He: HDX Line: -1.00); (He/CD30D: HDX Line: -0.99)) 
suggests displacement of atmospheric gas by gases introduced into the mass analyser 
cavity via the inlet system (Table A3.4). A small, but significant, difference is observed 
between the strength of the correlations obtained when helium is delivered through the 
HDX line instead of the He line. This is attributed to differences in the operation of the 
PR systems of each gas line. 
The composition of gas mixtures within the mass analyser cavity is heavily influenced 
by the configuration of the inlet system at delivery pressures below 40 psi. This results 
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from differences in the gas transport properties of the PR systems in each line of the gas 
inlet system. Gas composition within the mass analyser cavity is largely independent of 
the inlet system configuration at a delivery pressure of 40 psi (Figure A3.2; Table A3.4) 
and this results from calibration of the PR in the HDX line prior to reagent introduction. 
CD30D is not introduced into the mass analyser cavity at delivery pressures below 40 
psi and the maximum CD30D content does not exceed 1.72 ± 0.01 % of E50% (Table 
A3.4). These results are strongly supported by the earlier results of vacuum manifold 
gas composition calculations (Section A3.1). The contribution of helium to the 
composite gas mixture within the mass analyser cavity (Table A3.4) is consistently 
greater than the contribution of helium within the vacuum manifold (Table A3.2). This 
suggests either a difference in the sensitivity of each analytical technique or the physical 
barriers to gas effusion from the QIT induce a detectable difference in the composition 
of the gas mixtures contained within each region of the instrument. 
Gas Delivery, 
Pressure (psi) 
Inlet System - 
Configuration 
Gas Composition (%) 
Atmospheric Gas 	Helium CD30D 
He: He Line 100.00 0.00 0.00 
0 He: HDX Line 100.00 0.00 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 100.00 0.00 0.00 
He: He Line 28.70 ± 0.02 71.30 ± 0.01 0.00 
20 He: HOX Line 44.87 ± 0.01 55.13 ± 0.05 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 47.45 ± 0.02 52.55 ± 0.02 0.00 
He: He Line 29.00 ± 0.01 71.00 ± 0.02 0.00 
30 He: HDX Line 32.70 ± 0.03 67.13 ± 0.06 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 33.30 ± 0.12 66.70 ± 0.03 0.00 
He: He Line 29.16 ± 0.03 70.84 ± 0.05 0.00 
40 He: HDX Line 30.07 ± 0.10 69.93 ± 0.04 0.00 
He\CD3OD: HDX Line 29.55 ± 0.05 68.72 ± 0.02 1.72 ± 0.01 
Table A3.4. Gas composition within the quadrupole ion trap calculated from the collision 
dissociation efficiency of 1melittin+3HP ions at several gas delivery pressures. 
A gas delivery pressure of 40 psi was adopted for all HDX experiments described 
in this thesis as CD30D introduction is most efficient at this pressure. In addition, the 
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inlet system can be operated in any configuration without significant alteration to the 
mass analyser cavity gas composition and this limits the degradation in instrumental 
performance observed using earlier iterations of the gas inlet system (Chapter 3). 
A3.3. Conclusions 
Gas composition calculations indicate reagent introduction into the QIT is unsuccessful 
below a gas delivery pressure of 40 psi and so this pressure is used during all HDX 
reactions described in this thesis. The maximum reagent content of the composite gas 
mixture encountered by ions within the mass analyser cavity (1.72 ± 0.01 %) is marginally 
greater than the reagent content of the corresponding gas mixture within the vacuum 
manifold (1.03 ± 0.06 %). This could reflect either the differential diffusion of individual 
gas components between the mass analyser cavity and the vacuum manifold or 
fundamental differences in the analytical approaches used to collect data in preparation 
for the gas composition calculations described in this Appendix. 
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Appendix 4. Data Identification Scheme 
Colour 	
H30H 	Charge 	Gas Inlet System Configuration 
	
(% v:v) State Gas Delivery 	 IGP (1uTorr) 
Black 0.0 Average He: He Line 
Red 10.0 1 He: HDX Line 
Blue 12.5 2 HefD20: HDX Line 
Purple 20.0 3 He/CD30D: HDX Line 
Orange 25.0 4 HeJD20: HDX Line 
Navy 30.0 5 He/D20: HDX Line 
Magenta 37.5 6 He/D20: HDX Line 
Olive 40.0 7 
Dark Cyan 50.0 8 
Dark Yellow 60.0 9 
Green 62.5 
Light Grey 70.0 
Wine 75.0 
Cyan 80.0 
Light Magenta 87.5 
Grey 90.0 
Violet 100.0 
Table A4.1. Colour scheme used for data identification. 
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